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I.-The AMPHISOPIDAE
PREFACE
now been
part
publish
It is
of a survey of
a short first instahnent was published
later, however, there appeared a Revision of the Phreatoicidae'
Sheppard, but \vith many of the opinions expressed in that work, and
with the systelnatic grouping proposed, the present writer found
himself in lnarked disagreement.
It was realized, however, that the subject could be dealt with adequately only
by a re-exalnination of a large nUlnbel'l of examples of all known species. During
the fifteen years which have elapsed since Miss Sheppard's paper appeared, some
thousands specimens have been examined.
Among these were numerous examples kindly loaned by the Directors of the
Australian Museum, Sydney, and of the National Museum, Melbourne, as well as
the entire collection of Phreatoicids from the Museums at Adelaide and Hobart.
This collection includes specimens obtained in connexion with the Tasmanian
Biological Survey and is enormously swollen by the Inaterial secured by Mr. J. W.
Evans connexion with his valuable 'Fish Food Investigations '. A debt of
gratitude owing to Professor Wadham of the of Melbourne, who
made special trips to the Otways Mts. search of living
while K. of the South African Museum, Capetown, Inade a generous
contribution of specimens from that region. The late Professor Chilton kindly
sent examples of known New species, while co-types of Geoffrey Smith's
Ta,snlaluan forlns were given by Professor Bourne. Still more material has been
together by collection in Victoria, Tasmania, New and
Western Australia, S0111e of these collecting trips being made possible by generous
grants the Trustees of the Australian Science and Industry Endowlnent Fund,
to whom grateful acknowledgment is due.
Thus, the con1pleted paper has grown to such proportions that it
necessary to divide it into two parts for publication. The
(Part I) deals with the Alnphi~opidae; Part II, which it is
in the 1943 volume of this Journal, \vill deal with the
2unavoidable
Part II, to
course, have no validity
be added that the cost of
fron1 the funds the
Western Australia, to
tendered. Finally,
concerning
that,
frorn~
specific
upon its under-
of the Phreatoicoidea
to other Peracaridan orders,
valuable contribution to this
Since the
~n/reatiOU':~US austTalis,
the authors
new forln in tern1S conlparison with aust1'aIis.
has the sole recon1mendation makes for
by detailed figures, can be n10st Inisleading.
Stebbing remarked (1888, , that while
seen1 to be practically yet when
the differences of the facies than the likeness vvhich attracts
Phreatoicids the reverse is case. The general external likeness
the whole group (excepting forn1s) very n1arked
is only a close scrutiny that reveals the range of structural difference.
Phrases such as 'in general very like P. austr'alis', 'like P .
. . . ' and 'as in P. austTc/.;US' constantly recur, being used
sufficient justification. (1) As a consequence, it has come about
Chilton's original account of latilJes ' does not very Inuch P. rl1{Rtf·rJJ'1.~
can become transmuted in work of another author (Sheppard)
shnilar to those of austTalis' although, in fact, the two types
Inarkedly dissin1ilar facies are, indeed, to ranked in different
It has happened, in some cases, that such brevity
has resulted in a mispresentation of the nevv species, having tended
the significance of actually quite and often
taxonomic ilnportance. there is conveyed the
while there undoubtedy the form discussion,
aust1"al'is, these Inodifications are, nevertheless, trivial, and, at
ilnportance.
Moreover, reliance inexact method of description it so
often has done, to provide facts required for critical conlparison) has
been responsible, in cases, for lack of sufficiently
con1plete investigation. served, too, to the quite erroneous
P. austTalis is the most generalized of the extant forms and, indeed,
the Triassic Phreatoicid vvhich extant forms nlight presunlably
derived. This misconception explains the fail ure to
two well-marked groups the sub-order.
The matter is one of considerable importance, for
standing depends our recognition not only the
within the Isopoda but also of their relationship
including the Barnard (1927), in a
(1) Thp writer
inaccurate· method
has relied more once upon this lo0se frequently
E.
has n1ade it necessary
desirable to include in Part
'which would normally
here.
(1) It may be noted that Barnard's comparison of
based on examination specimens from Tasmania
a,1Lstralis, although undoubtedly nearly related to that
subject, discusses
in the
lished fact the primitive character of
view of the 'very close relationship to the
blances to the Amphipoda, though interesting,
p.213).
For the alternative view
species, mostly sub-alpine, may be
older (Amphisopine) of more
n1ade out.
This suggestion was first made by the
only a summary was published (1928).
species and many others, new, have been
supporting the view that the An1phisopine
this viewpoint the closest relationship within
with the Cirolanidae rather than with the
seen1 nearest akin to the
representative of a n10re
possible relationship to Amphipoda, the
J.t\n1phipodan type ITIay be indicative of parallelism
frOITI a COmITIOn stock rather than, as Chilton
ficial resemblance due to convergent evolution.
The sub-order appears to be an extreITIely which, quite
Mesozoic, had probably established a AInphisopine
Further, the divergence of the extant forms this eOITIITIOn stock
certainly began very long ago, so that Inany existing species, superficially
so alike, actually represent widely-separated and should rank
nl0notypic genera. Several have taken, to subterranean
and there has resulted a new, convergent in forlns that
probably comparatively widely separated Thus the atte111pt
establish an orderly classification of the genera this sub-order proves a
perplexing business. A nunlber of significant v .... ,....... ,'-'''v 'v,"""", lJ have come to light, whieh
can only be interpreted as instanees of the retention primitive Peracaridan
features, and, therefore, absence or attributable to conlplete
partial suppression. In the extant members group, such diverse combina-
tions of presence and absence of these distinctive are met with that
becolnes a real problem to decide which species regarded as, on the whole,
the most primitive, and to attempt to align the forms in correct
to this and to each other.
The length of this account of the
publish in two parts. Accordingly, it has
the list of literature to which reference is
the end of the paper. It is most conveniently
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EXPLANATION OF LETTERS, ETC., FIGURES(l)
1. Entire anin1al.
2. Head, enlarged.
3. Tailpiece.
4. Antennule and Antenna.
5. Labrum (with Epistome).
6. Mandible.
7. Labiuln.
8. Maxillula.
9.
10.
11.
12. Peraeopod (2)-
13. Pleopod (1) - (5) .
14. Penial stylet.
15.
a. anterior view; ac. acetabular process; antero-n1esial view; Cip. apodeme
a.s. anterior row of setae; b. basis; c. coxa, coxal d. dorsal view; e. external
view; en. endopodite (palp); ep. episton1e; ex. exopodite; f. fulcral process; .til.
of filtratory setae; h. hand; hZ. hinge line; , endites of first and third
segment of maxilla; lao labrun1; rn. mesial view; for adductor muscle
1nd. Inandible; rno. InolaI'; 'm,p. n1edian process; 1n8. mesial surface of maxilla
O. oostegite ;p. posterior; pc~. paragnaths; pct. pectinate setae; })[. (1) -(6). pleura
of pleon segments; pm. petasIna?; p.mr. marg'in, enlarged, of basis pf
pp. palp; pro posterior row of setae; pr.v. peraeon ventral view; p.t.
suture; r. right; 8. lateral; 8}). spine row; st. sternum; t.s.p. transverse section
through peraeon segment t.s.pl. transverse through pleon segment;
v. ventral.
(1) Lines are placed along'side
These lines represent a length mm.
PHREATOICOIDEA : PART 1.
CLASSIFICATION.
to it is proposed to discuss, at this stage,
of diagnostic value; they are :-(a) those
eyes, antennule, antenna, Inouth parts and
presence of ridges on the segments, the
second thoracic) segnlent to the head, that
seglnents, the expansion of the bases and
'arTangenlent and nunlber of the and
processes ; (c) in the pleon-the characters of
(d) the condition the typhlosole.
the Peracarida,
vanished in the
interest,
and separating
elongated vertically
RostrU111
fairly generally developed. It has, however,
(although still present in sonle Asellote forms).
a few Phreatoicoidea there is found, clearly
antennules upon the surface of the head,
suggests a condition of this structure.
2.. Eyes
the balance evidence, seenlS probably that the ancestral fornl had
large and well-developed, which have undergone reduction independently and
tinles, in menlber's genera of both divisions of this sub-order, as
abandoned active life in surface waters for a creeping cryptozoic or sub-
terranean mode of life. In the AInphisopidae, the eyes are typically very pro-
ll1inent and large, with nlany ocelli; they nlay be slnaller but still well developed
prominent (Meso/Jnphisopus, U'ra'mphisopus) , or they nlay have conle near to
disappearance or be wholly absent (Hyperoedesipus, Hypsi1netopus, and PhTeatoi-
In the Phreatoicidae, well-developed prominent eyes persist but rarely
in 1110St, the eyes are undergoing reduction, are variably
or have gone without trace (PhTeatoicusand
3. Antennules
.l\. multi-jointed filifol'nl condition of the antennule is, also, one which froln
wide occurrence in Malacostraca might reasonably be expected to prove a
pl'inlitive character. In the Peracarida the multi-articulate condition of this
persists in Mysidacea, ll1any Anlphipoda and in the Apseudidae. It
occurs, also, in widely separate sub-orders of the Isopoda, but on the whole, in
latter group., the antennule is short or very short. But in all Phreatoicids
in those in which a ll1any-jointed fi'agellum is found in adult life),
young (where known) en1erge fron1 the brood-pouch possessed of a short, club-
shaped antennule with few joints. It would be arguable, therefore, that in this
such a n1ulti-articulate condition of this appendage is an independent
reacquisition due to adaptation to n10re active (or more exposed) Inode of life
and n,ot the retention of a character. Against this view is to be set
the fact that a n1any-jointed condition in the adult occurs only in species in which
is linked with a preponderance of other, undoubtedly prin1itive, characters.
Thus it is highly probable that should be included in the category of primitive
characters and that the short, club-shaped antennule of sub-alpine Australian
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the persistence into
condition
to be a parallel case
fOr>,,,,,l,-t--.,,V\c<; its recurrence
explanation.
Antennae
Jnost Isopoda, have a peduncle of five joints, of which
the protopodite. The insertion in1111ediately below the eye and
the antero-lateral corner of the head is Inarked off above by
'sub-ocular incisure', while below a well-lnarked ridg-e (in
completes the boundary of a 'sub-ocular' 'area, sug-g-esting
of a proxin1al protopodite joint(2) incorporated in the head which
joints to the peduncle and a third the protopodite. In Asellus,
five joints are seen, the n1issing j oint is said to be the which
fused with the second free joint; but in the it should
sub-ocular incisure is not seen nor a sub-ocular area indicated. This
sub-ocular area may be reg-arded as possibly a vestige of the Inore
condition in which six free peduncular joints were developed. The
or shortness of the antennae varies greatly in different species.
ta:~1na/n/la,e. for exan1ple, they n1ay be as long- as the body and n1any times longer
than antennule; species which have wholly adopted subterranean aquatic life
also carry very long antennae, while in terr·icola, latipes or kershawi they are
exceeding the antennule. It seen1S probable that the intermediate
antennae of n10derate length) was that of the ancestral form.
5. The' Mouth Parts
his account of P. gives the first detailed description of
in a Phreatoicid, and recognizes the very evident likeness of
several appendages to the corresponding. parts in Asellus aquaticus, so faith-
fully described by Sal's (1867). That such a likeness between P. australis and
Asellus exists is not denied, but it is noteworthy that in Chilton's earlier
account (of P. typicus) there was made no suggestion of any likeness whatever
the Asellidae, although aln10st every other Isopodan group was brought into
the cOlnparison and resemblances, even to An1phipod and Tanaid were noted. But
P. typiC1,f)~, notwithstanding its extrelne specialization to subterranean life, never-
theless retains a less reduced, and, therefore, a less Asellus-like condition of the
mouth parts. The fact seems to be that only in the reduced n10uth parts of the
more specialized Phreatoicids such as P. australis does the condition of these
appendages make its closest approach to that of the Asellidae, and, if there should
any near phyletic relationship between the two groups (which is open to
question), it might be feasible to derive the Asellids fron1 an ancestral Phreatoicine
stock rather than the reverse. It is more probable, however, that the relationship
is but a distant one and these 'likenesses' ll1ay 1110st reasonably be explained as
due to parallel development in widely separated sub-orders. Indeed, this is to be
expected \vhere these creatures are living under closely cOll1parable conditions and
an analogous condition in the subterranean Cruregen8 which retains throughout life
condition of peraeopoda only.
Bouvier and Hansen (1903) regard this head and find a free first
this (in BfLt}LynOmU8, etc.).
8both Jnay be
those tendencies
Peracaridan series' of
differences between the
condition which seems
prevails in the Alnphisopidae.
variation in structure of
could, in the n1ain, be derived
of course, improbable that the
but the condition of the its various parts may, nevertheless,
discussed reference to, and cOlnparison with, those of the Mysidacea.
Mouth, Food-basin, a'nd Cur'Y'ent.-It will be noted that,
of the oral region (fig. in general, like that of Herr~i1nyS'l~S
and Manton, 1927, text fig. 1) may be
In the first place, the ' , appears r'elat'ively lnore spacious.
almost certainly correlated the marked antero-posterior elongation
body of the in the Phreatoicids, whereas in the A naSlyi&idae,
and in Apseudes that appears elongated in the
too, seeIns to developed a different type
belovv, P. 11), in Phreatoicids n1ay be
FIG. of head
appendages.
The dark area
m.l., maxillula m.2.,
gnathopod; other
Synu'mphisopus umbiguus (Sheard) after
ap]:)roxiIJl1ately the upper oral region.
maxilla; mp., median process; th.1., maxilliped;
in list on 5.
varied and cOlnplicated n1oven1ent. Secondly, the succeeding lnouth
much lnore crowded together in a linear series. The paragnaths seen1 relatively
more bulky, although their bases apparently do not extend so posteriorly;
the Inaxillula and maxilla of the Phreatoicids Inay retain (apart froln the loss
of palp and exopodite) the complexity of setal armature characteristic of the
filtratory mechanism of Peracarida, but have shifted their positions relative
to each other. The n1axillae maxillipeds) are closely approxilnated in the
middle line (figs 1 and 2), and the rnaxillulae appear to have been squeezed out,
to lie antero-laterally to the Inaxillae. Consequently, the spacious 'food basin
of such a form as H ernirnysis in the Phreatoicids, represented a
restricted cavity, being both short and narrovv, while the 'food groove' which
opens into it froln behind (in S0111e at least) by a bent,
9A.-Median section through the
B.-A similar median section through
Spencer and Hall, to show
0., lower end of oesophageal
Phreatoicids (respiration in this the function
it 111ay be suggested that it is an expression of the tendency towards luore CO]:npllel~e
cephalization which is exhibited varying degree in orders
and which has become so in Decapoda.
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of this first considered,
the n10velnent in the relatively and
by the pleura of (a channel extended forwardly
v.L'-!Vvw ...... '-""-''A bases of the adjacent peraeopods) n1ight establish
sufficiently strong to effective a' food current', which, however
would have functioned in fashion quite unlike that of Mysids. It
unexpectedly difficult to observe accurately the feeding of these animals,
under natural conditions they feed only when at rest partly buried in
it has been found P. pcilu,stris, at least) that, although the waving
pleopods is incessant, the n10venlent, at rest, is so very slight that any
so set up is negligible. It can just be detected as a gently
stream at the bases of the hinder peraeopods, the escaping water issuing
the telson; experinlents did, however, establish the fact that this
of the water is not sufficient to disturb appreciably even the lightest
particles in the neighbourhood of the nl0uth. Nevertheless, since the
and still nl0re the luaxilla and are frequently found clogged
particles, it is practically that appendages play an inlportant
in the collection of food, and, since it is evident that there is no food current
by the S\Vinlnling and respiratory pleopods, it seelns obvious that the
parts themselves nlust be both the cause of the nlovenlent that disturbs
fine silt as well as the sieve that collects the disturbed particles. The setting
of the particles nlay, however, in part at least, result fl'0111 the disturbance
mud by lnovenlents of the head of the aniInal as it lies pal'tly buried, or
of those of the anterior peraeopod, although, so faT as the animal can be
it seenlS quiescent \vhile feeding, except for a continual waving of the
of the Jl1axilliped. It is possible., therefore, that the absence of an
overhanging carapace (so essential a structure in the nlore efficient of the fil ter-
111echanisIns) is, perhaps, in part con1pensated in the Phreatoicids the
development of the epipodite of the first thoracic appendage.
The various parts of this feeding nlechanisnl nlust now be considered separately.
lab1f'U?1i is relatively stout and c0111parable to that of H e?1iinl,ys'z'B or
It articulates with the epistonle above by a variably irregular
and the whole structure exhibits a pronounced asymnletry doubtless in
to the unequal condition of the nlandibles. I t is strongly and unevenly
on either side, these gaps accoInInodating the Inesial surface of the
joint of the palps and (in sOlnespecies) the free end of the
, process of the nlandible. There seelns to be no previous record of such
asynlmetrical condition of the labrlH11 either in this or any other Peracaridan
although passing n1ention is Inade of in lJOBterior eclge of
labrunl (which forlns the anterior border of the nl0uth) in H e1ni1nysiB
Cannon and Manton, 1927, p. 223). The anterior face Inay bear a sub-Inedian
which in SOlne species rises to a blunt elevation, perhaps the rudiment (or
vestige) of the sub-rostral spine of Dennell's account of ApBeucleB. On either
the ridge the surface nlay be concave, eInphasising the low central elevation.
Amphisopine fornls, there is a characteristic, curved and interrupted,
transverse row of long setae which forn1s a conspicuous n10ustache-like sub-
marginal fringe.
The· hinder wall of the 'oral cavity provided by the labium, or pa1'agnaths.
too, agrees fairly closely with the condition figured ·for H e1nimysis by
and Manton (1927, pI. 2, fig. 2A) except in Phreatoicids the distal
is not strongly bent forwardly. This posterior wall is incomplete
11
enlarging or diminishing
halves. The free ventral
curved setae, and, in the
n1ade out, for hidden an10ng
of short setospines. So dense is
oneself that these spines really exist,
occurred considerable retraction of
there SeelTI to be (immediately within
pI'otoplasln evidently withdrawn frOIU the
seeln possible that they are vestiges
only a single but well-developed pair
least, these lappets seen1 to be repre-
in the
separation or apposition
heavily fringed with
feature of unusual
setae, there are,
fringe that it is n10st difficult
son1e n10unted preparations
living substance, and, in
chitinous covering) small
If they have a real
of lappets of which, in RJ,.)::>e'lUle::>.
-'Lv ...... ...., ........ ....,; and in one Phreatoicine
by a single apical pair
It is in the 1nandibles (fig. find the first notable departure fron1
Mysidacean or Syncaridan These appendages form the walls
the functional oral chamber bodies have undergone in the luembers
group a considerable elongation which appears to be less,
than in Asellus. Its actual articulation is seen on the lateral or ventro-
border of the head as a short hinge line which lnay be
horizontal or inclined obliquely. to this hinge is an opening, variable
size and shape, through which adductor n1uscle passes frolnits origin
the head. The moveluent mandible is, however, not merely a
swinging one upon this support, but by two outlying parts of its body,
these being variably developed in different species. Anteriorly (and internally to
palp) there is a projection, conical, or rounded, which fits into a
hollow below the sub-ocular onto the labrum or even the epistolue.
This projection is here referred ' fulcral' process. Posteriorly, at a
variable distance from the hinge, body of the mandible proj ects postero-ventrally
a truncated free end which is where it abuts against the n1axillipedal
region of the head. This concave ' process apparently luoves upon a
corresponding boss projecting head. So, at both ends of the body of
there is a feeble and socket' joint, and these, together, must
the n10ven1ents of the lin1b and probably contribute to the more effective
action of the molars. species (e.g., littoralis) the anhnals are
found preserved with the forwardly displaced so that the dentate
edges are visible in front view, in a nearly vertical plane immediately
labrul1l. Norlually, the teeth of the cutting edges meet in a
horizontal plane behind· the border labrulu and, therefore, are visible only
exalnined fron1 below. The of such a difference in the position
the Inandibles at rest is probably due to differences in the degree of mobility
determined by the size and position the fulcral and acetabular articulations.
Behind, and below the lower end the acetabular process, the head may be
produced into a buttress the n1andible, this being almost certainly
vestige of the structure so weB as the setose 'posterior process' of
head in Asellus. In tas1naniae, is a fine fur of setae here, but in other
this process is unarmed many, it is not developed.
The persistence of the 'lacinia mobilis' on the right mandible characterizes
species, and since such a condition is C0111n10n to Syncarida as well as to
members of several of the sub-orders, it lnust be accepted as a
primitive character and its loss ascribed an independent specialization within
group. It is likewise retained in the Cirolanidae, but in other Isopoda it
to be generally wanting on right so that its absence in the
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Asellota cannot
toicine than with
evidence that the
poda, as in Phreatoicoidea, a
(the left) of these laciniae
e.m.
closer kinship
in the
from Asellote forms.
taken place,
FIG. 3.-Mandibles of Synam,ph1:s0JJUS ambiguus . (For explanation of
The palp shows considerable range of structure. It retains the full
of joints found in Malacostraca and these sub-equal in length; alternatively,
the first, the third, or both of these, may be considerably shortened. In Mysids,
the' palp has a quite short first joint, an extrenlely long second joint and the third
is of moderate length and greatly· widened. There can be little doubt that
these proportions of the mandibular il!fysis shows a specialised condition,
and it seems probable that the more condition was one in which
j;oints were cylindrical and of length. In its setation, h()wt=~"IJ~ll"
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to its joint, there was found,
rod-like process, unjointed but otherwise
recorded as a vestigial exopodite in
it evidently of rare occurrence in
lnaxillula given by Sheppard for tasmaniae
setal arnlature. A close examination of this
there is a condition much nlore
of Mysis than existing descriptions
of other mouth parts), nlay have retained a generalized arrange-
The second joint has setae along both its entire mesial and lateral borders
well as a terminal comb, while joint is sickle-shaped, with several
of setae along the outer concave border and a fur of fine setae clothing its
aspect. Such a condition approached quiet nearly in tasmaniae, where
specimen there is, also, a large median sub-terminal seta reminiscent of the
and peculiar terminal seta Mysis. In Inost other Phreatoicoidea the
joint is less fully armed, the joint rarely has more than a single
setae, and this row may dhninish in length while denticulate
nlay replace pectinate setae.
the palp, imlnediately
New Zealand specimens, a
resembling that \vhich Slnith
Whatever it may
sub-order.
Ma,xillula. The description
certain essential details .of
appendage suggests that upon the
approaching that of
lead one to suppose.
It generally recognized that the snlaller Crustacea, it is not unusual
find, associated with Inarked in size of the anilnals, an increasing
structural shnplification of the mouth and reduction of armature, and there-
fore, while the retention of little-reduced and closely comparable mouth parts
may fairly be considered as positive evidence of relationship, a marked decrease
in the number of setae, spines, etc., not preclude the possibility of compara-
close kinship. Thus the figures by Sal's (1867) of the condition in
relicta show that the this appendage has undergone some
as compared with the closely related, M. oCLllata. In the
little H ern~i,rnys~s la1noTnae, the figures Cannon and Manton indicate that this
reduction has been carried still It is of interest, therefore, to find
while in the Phreatoicoidea sinlplification of the nl0uth parts has occurred,
seems not definitely related to decrease in size.
In Mysis oculata (fig. 4A) (1) the inner (proxilnal) endite is sh~rt and wide,
its bl untly-pointed apex fringed by a row of slender spines directed both mesially
and laterally; these are relatively numerous (fifteen), but only about eight (those
mesially situated) are setospines, lateral Inembers of the series being stout
and pectinate or feebly pI umed. On the posterior face of the endite, and sub-
ternlinal in position, is an irregular row of slightly pectinate or feebly-ciliated
spines. Upon the outer (distal) there is a treble row of terminal spines,
and on its posterior face, also, is a sub-ternlinal row of about eight feebly-plunled
setae. In M. Telicta and H. la1nOT1tae, these same ranks of spines and setae are
present, but with progressive reduction. Thus, in the latter species, it is stated
that on the proxilnal endite there are thr'ee only of the terminal setospines, \vhile
of the sub-terminal rows on the posterior face of both endites in this species,
as well as in M. Telicta, there seem to be but three or four spines or setae.
In the Phreatoicoidea (fig. 4B), the general conditions are much the sanle,
but the shape of the inner endite has been greatly nl0dified, the lateral half (with
Figures by Hansen of maxiHula and maxilla of M1Jsi8 oculata occur in several text books
(e.g. CaIman, 1909), but reference to Hansen's paper is not readily found. Apparently details
arnlature were not furnished the here drawn from preparations
from M. oculata Prof. Hanstr()m of the University of Lund.
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its fringe of feebly-plumed
will bear a larger number
and a smaller (four to three)
varies in nun1bers from
apical. The outer endite
A
Mus'is oC1data.
..4rnphisopus lintoni.
although not all of these are(l) In P. terricola there are actually
of terminal spines, but these may a double rank; the
plumose setae, however, retain the position in Mysis, but they
n10re than four in number and may to two or one. In a few
this series seelns to have vanished The fact that in Mysis
the Tanaioidea (as well as in some Isopods) both of these
spines and of setae on both endites wen represented lends further support
the view that the occurrence of a s111all nUlnber only in sonle Phreatoicids
Asellids) is to be interpreted as due reduction, while the retention
1110re complete series represents most primitive condition.
M axilla. A sinlilar story is to be told maxilla, but here the
in M. relictu from the condition retained by oculata is more marked.
represents an anterior view of the maxilla this latter and should be
with the figures given by Stebbing p. fig. 23) for M. 'relictae
oculata, the outline of the rounded basal of the proxinlal endite is
Inore definite, its mesial edge has the characteristic conlb-like row of close-set
filtratory setae (fil.) , but, in this species, row is continued around the margin
onto the anterior face of the endite, the junction with the base of
palp. Sub-marginally, too (upon the face), is an irregular rovv of
plumed
shown as
disappeared, only
one
line
o
c
5.
Maxilla of M ysis oculata (A,
Maxilla of Synamph'isopus a1'nbiguus
The distal part of the proximal endite is relatively and appears
defined in M. oculata than in M. where it is shortened and set at lesser
angle. In both species, the mesial edge· of this distal region is armed with a· series
of pectinate setae, the continuation of a rank which arises near the base of the
rounded proximal region (fig. 5B, pet.) immediately adjacent and posterior to
the filtratory setae. It is this posterior row of setae which is said by Cannon
and Manton to serve in protecting the filtratory setae from the action of the
brushing setae on the maxilliped. In the Phreatoicoidea both these rows of setae
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the sanle general arrangement, fringing the edge of a sub-
triangular Inesial surface. The anterior edge this surface may bear a
of setae-usually siInple-well developed in Synarrnphisopl,LS, but the proxin1al
itself shows a considerable range of variation. The rounded basal part is
variably ll1arked off the apical portion: the filtratory setae may be confined
this basal part which may be considerably or the two portions (basal
and may no longer be distinct but pass smoothly into the other and
filtratory setae ll1ay then range almost the apex. (1)
Viewed fronl behind, there is in M. oculata (a fourth) series of setae
5B, sub-marginal in position. In Phreatoicids a belt of setae
"nA-'~""'",[T''V'I''''' a comparable position may hinderITIOst series (fig. 5D, P"'.).
two endites of the third segment l'Jtfysis resen1ble closely the distal
the proximal endite and the siInilar. This is equally true
although in this region, a good deal of variation 111ay
and since in the Phreatoicids the has disappeared, there is a tendency
outer of these two endites to n10ve (into place of the missing
and partly to ensheath the middle
this the likeness between Phreatoicids ends,
and exopodite (both of which essential roles in the
mechanislTI as interpreted by Cannon and Manton) are absent. Distinct of
are present however, and may n1ark the position of the vanished structures.
Phreatoicid Inaxil1a seelns closely to resemble the condition figured by
for this appendage in Apseudes talpa. In that forn1 basal and distal
the proximal endite are represented as very like those of Mysis and of
Phreatoicids·, and apparently gives no reason for the suggestion (in
figure) that this distal part of the first endite has united with the inner endite
third segment. this latter endite has vanished would seem a n10re
probable explanation, but external to the proxin1al endite two structures are
shown which appear to be· exactly· comparable \¥ith the two endites of the third
segn1ent of and of Phreatoicids; the outermost is, in Apseudes,
as the palp.
Median process (fig. 2, n~p.). Immediately behind the lTIaxillae, in the middle
there occurs in several Phreatoicid species a small bent process, homolog'ous
the median process so conspicuous in Cumacea. According to Dennell, it has
been found by Manton in a rudimentary condition in a prinlitive Mysidacean
Reference to this structure will be nlade at a later stage.
Maxilliped. In most Phreatoicids, this appendage has its attachment very
close to the maxilla. The coxae in sonle species are relatively long, but as a rule
joint is shortened. In the female it bears a large lobe projecting stiffly back-
wardly into the brood-pouch, its free edge furnished with a fringe
plumed or recurved setae. This plate is found in a reduced condition in the lTIales
of some species. Each basis bears a long endite produced anteriorly and dorsally,
of opposite sides being linked together by a longer or shorter series of
coupling hooks which obviously are modified members of the series of pectinate
spines which arlTI the ventro-mesial border of the endite.
The dorsal (morphologically anterior) edge of the endite bears a row of
plumose brush setae which n1ay extend the length of the endite or be restricted
to its distal part. From the latero-distal angle of the basis springs a stout
spine which probably marks the point where the exopodite once was
carried.
the spe'cH].zatjon of this endUe.
E.
The palp varies in length; in
in front of the
Throughout the sub-order,
fron1 the lateral
Cervical Groove and
the hinder border of the head,
running dorsally the postero-inferior
sopus (fig. 6, 2s.) this can readily
n1any cases, it but
rather than the ventra-lateral border, and
fellow dorsally-in all other cases being
forlns it is practically obsolete. There can
the original boundary between the segnlent bearing
head in front; seglnent where n1ay
seglnental transverse ridge, but below n1ay be reduced to a
7. Transverse Ridges on Peraeon
The occurrence on the segn1ents of the peraeon strongly transverse
arnled with stout setae or is cOlnparatively rare in this group.
occurs in a few Great species, while in EophTeatoicu8 there
n1arked and con1parahle wrinkling which extends onto pleon seglnents,
It is more usual to find the body son1ewhat feebly ",vrinkled or practically
this latter particularly in subterranean forn1s. is of however,
note that in n1any, including SOlne of these underground species, the distribution
of setae is suggestive of the obsolescence of such ridges. In the one specinlen
of the fossil WiCf/}ICl1ncatensis which has been exanlined and which displays
dorsal view, a strong wrinkling near the forward and hinder border of the peraeon
vvas evident. It seems highly that such
in the ancestral Phreatoicid, and in this
restoration Aca,nthotelson there is a suggestion
also in Calnlan's figure of Cf/nnulatus, v,Thich
author, closely related to Acanthotelson.
8. Expansion of Pirst Peraeon Segluent
The expansion of the first (second thoracic)
and union with the head (a vestigial
however hang free below) n1ight be
primitive melnbers the group, the
This tendency expand the peraeon
laterally occurs, however, both in those forn1S in which the head
traces of the cervical have disappeared as well as in
head is longer and lnaxilliped segn1ent ",veIl-defined even
and in vvhich, too, the first peraeon segnlent is still free. Again, a choice of
explanations is available. It is generally accepted that the caridoid
(which includes well-developed carapace) has undergone retrogression
variable extent in the Syncarida, Amphipoda, and Isopoda. If that be so, it
that it is the (An1phisopine) forn1 which nlost nearly
retains the ancestral condition, structure of the Phreatoicine forn1s being
derived by still further recession from the caridoid type; the peraeon segnlent
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freedom from the head and may become secondarily
equals or exceeds the length of succeeding segments (particularly
subterranean forms) and the maxilliped segment reapl'ears,
practically as much in evidence in the more primitive
supposing as possible a reversal evolutionary tendencies and the recovery
lost or nearly lost structures. In the alternative, it may be supposed that, in
feature, the Phreatoicine condition is the more primitive, that a carapace (if
present in the evolutionary history of this sub-order) was backward develop-
ment of the head only and left free, beneath it, all the thoracic segments (including
that of the maxilliped) so that it disappear (as is supposed to have happened
in the Syncarida) without affecting thoracic segments; the latter view would
suggest for the Phreatoicids a kinship, or at least a parallel evolution
Syncarida.
Another point of interest in this connexion is that this of first
peraeon segment ventrally is usually associated in the Amphisopidae with
greatly-developed coxa' of the gnathopod-the coxa having COlne to lie externally
to the base of the maxilliped as does in Apseudes and the Cumacea. It
difficult to believe that this vvas the eaI'lier condition which is disappearing
backward shift) in the Phreatoicinae.
In those Phreatoicids which seem in many respects to be the IUOSt primitive
of living species, M. capensis and E. the first peraeon segment is not
at all, or very little, expanded below. (1) In the former, the coxa of the gnathopod
lies so far back as to leave wholly uncovered the maxilliped segment and in
some specinlens, to expose the postero-ventral corner of the head. This is true
also. The fusion or the Jtreedom of the coxae of peraeopods is
related to this matter. It would naturally be that the freedom of
joints was the primitive state and the fixed condition a later
Mesamphiso]Jus shows them united to their segments,
the greatest degree of freedom the Phreatoicidae.
9. Structures on Peraeopods
Upon the border of the basis of second, third, and fourth
of E. kershawi and in the fossil 1,oianarnattensis, there is
developed a strong boss armed with of stout spines, and this may be
developed even when the relnainder the basis is unarnled. It seems possible
that there is here the last trace of a vanished exopodite, for it is in this position
proximal end of basis) on the more anterior peraeopods that
exopodite is found in some Tanaioidea. In certain members of that
exopodite is reduced to slnall differing, degree only, from those
some
mid.(l) According to
line.
l~ Hinder Peraeopods
The Phreatoicids are quite exceptional among Isopoda that the body appears
While this appearance is due in part to dovvnvvard
pleura in the pleon, expansion of the bases of three hinder peraeopods
contributes largely to enhance The forms in which this condition is well
developed are those capable of swimming and there can be little doubt
that this deepening of the channel in which the pleopods sweep makes these
nl0re effective
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the primitive Phrea-
undergone a varying
of
have become
In Eoph/reatoicus other joints the bases are also expanded. In Amphipoda
enlargement of these more distal joints is associated with the
habit, but this explanation apparently will not serve for Eophreatoicus,
is said to be found swimming clear water. Phireatomerus latipes,
taken swimming against a strongly flowing current. The Triassic
likewise, shows the bases of all peraeopods moderately
as the merus of some at least of the anterior in this
or creeping Phreatoicids sub-
forms), on the other hand, usually have the bases little widened, and
in SOlne the whole leg is slender. There are, however, exceptions to this
the of the fifth seventh peraeopods being moderately wide, for
example, in austr'alis, and assimilis.
It seems probable, then, that the hinder peraeopoda of
toicid more or less widened bases, which have
reduction in whereas in the
Amphisopine fornls, of the hinder peraeopods
expanded.
11. Oostegites
Amphipod (Neoniphargid) and Phreatoicid occur
emptying the debris picked up by the scoop
usually slide and scramble d01..on the slope; the
trickle of mud water.
that oostegite ll1ight be a much
nr\ll"1n·I'"YIn· lobes of the pleopods are derived
retention of functional on the first four peraeon segments,
in some species with are almost certainly vestiges of these upon
(the 'coxal lobe'), and (in one or two genera) of vestiges of a
posterior pair on the fifth peraeon segment, we have in this group a better
of these structures than in most of the Peracarida. In some of the
Mysidae-in so many features primitive-this particular character is found to
be highly specialized, the reduced and oostegites restricted to a few
(the but in several Mysidacean families seven pairs of
thoracic oostegites are found, a condition seen in the Carboniferous Pygocephalus
and almost certainly that of the primitive Peracarida. In the Isopoda some
(e.g., JEga) are said to retain the full seven pairs, but sixth and
seventh are small.
Concerning the homologies of these structures, Claus (1885) has suggested
they may perhaps modified epipodites, a suggestion which, while it is in
vvith their origin froln the coxa, requires that they should have shifted
from the outer to the inner aspect of that joint. That may have come about by
rotation, the first four, of limb, and it is noteworthy that these,
expanded, are anteriorly. In many, a partial rotation still exists.
The failure, in the undergo this rotation would explain the division
the legs into two groups. Such an explanation might perhaps serve equally
to explain the presence as well as of oostegite in the Amphipoda as
outgrowths of this coxal (and equivalent to the two epipodites of the
, but a would arise in the case of those quite numerous
Amphipods in which two gills present in relation to each (as well as
female) unless that the two gills have come about by the
one
an alternative,
.L ...... '-r~ ......... '-''-'' gnathobase and
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norn1ally placed
peraeopod
still
without an inter-
a derivation, whether
brood lamellae
co-existing, in the pleopods,
too, that the coxal structure on
runs the vas deferens, should be
member this series which would then
n1axilliped (1) to fifth Such
nlight explain the occasional
in the fen1ale, these
unrelated to sex.
Median
occurrence of one or n101'e Inedian sternal
of a part of a linear series, once
in an ancestral Peracaridan. Such median sternal
son1e Ganullarids, Caprellids, Anthurids, and in the Tanaioidea.
In Hyper'oedeBipus and Phr'eatoicoideB, laterally con1pressed spines
son1ewhat variably on the peraeon segn1ents; in Eophr'eatoic'us and A 1nphi-
BOprUS, elevation on the first pleon segment, son1etin1es on the
also, is probably a renlnant of this saIne series; in Ph'Y'eatoicopsiB te'!"ricola,
addition to the median process just anterior to the maxillipeds, there found a
stout boss between the gnathopods and others on the first four plean
segn1ents. In M. tas1naniae (G.M.T.), the n1edian process on the head and
(on the first and second segn1ents) appear; M. Betosus sp. n.,
the n1edian process is particularly well In Sy1'Lanl,phisopuB an~b'iguus
( only this anterior member of the series persists and there can little
doubt that this is the structure which has been n10dified and pressed into service
as a n10uth part in CUlnacea.
13. Pleopods
would seell1 the prilnitive condition of these appendages have been
Ol1e in which the two lanlJellar TCil1ni (lJJe1~e equal in size, Bin~ilar i'n sh,ape and both
f'r?>nged with the plurrnose seta,e, a condition characteristic of
and ll1any and one which, in the Phreatoicoidea COlnes nearest
realization in In this genus, as in all Phreatoicids, an almost
exact in shape is restricted to the first pleopod, the succeeding
all showing an exopodite freely separated into two lobes, a condition at,
but nowhere so ,veIl developed in other Isopodan sub-orders (Anthurids, Cirolanids,
Asellids, and Stenetriids) as well as in some Apart froll1 this difference,
however, the two lamellae are,' in very shnilar in length and
breadth; the though decreasing somewhat in size, retains, in all the
pleopods, number of the plumose setae, which, however, show an
increasing tendency to becon1e sin1ple in the more posterior appendages. In
N ota.m,phisopus, too, the first pleopods show this presumably primitive shape
both lan1ellae are 1110re nearly equally setose'r but in the succeeding pleopods
lamella endopodite) is bare of setae and decreases progressively in size. In
EO]Jhrea/toicus, which appears in Inany respects to be prill1itive, this practical equality
in size and silnilarity in shape is preserved in all the pleopods, but the fringe of
plumose setae is wanting froll1 all the endopodites, The persistence
oostegite (coxal lobe) upon
with the' above suggestion, for while epipodite retains its normal
arises from the posterior (morphologically external) surface, it is ne'\TerthE~leE:s.
and could correspond with gnathobase.
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and the
the first pleopod
as well
the whole length
this border is bare
upon the endopodite of the South African
New Zealand N ota1nphisolJus has a feeble counterpart Tasmanian species,
Hypsilnetopus int1'uso1" Sayee, where three or four persist
on the pleopod. Since these setae are obviously relnains of a
apparatus in forms, none of which now retain the free habit, while
Inany of the Amphisopine forms, which are strong this setose condition
the endopodite has the retention of these non-functional vestiges
in three widely separated genera has clearly an phyletic significance.
The penial stylet which is fron1 the mesial border of the endopodite
bears, in Inanyspecies, setae and spines, a retention possibly of the setae which
formed the primitive fringe of that border.
It should be noted that in M. tasrynaniae, the
unusual in that it bears laterally a few stout marginal
in HY1Je'r'oedesipus, alone, are setae retained along
'1nesial border in the first pleopod, while in
of setae.
The epipodites found in Phreatoicids upon the third, fourth, and fifth
constitute a feature peculiar to this sub-order. What may perhaps be traces of
these, fused with the sympodite of first and second pleopods, are found several
genera, but only in EophTeatoicus is there found a fully-developed epipodite
upon the second pleopod, once again, it be assun1ed, retention a
condition.
14. Hooks
The presence coupling hooks on the sympodite pleopods could be
interpreted asa modification (within the Phreatoicoidea) the setae,(l)
but since similar hooks are found on the pleopods of n1any An1phipoda,
Cumacea, and Tanaioidea as well as in many of the other sub-orders of the Isopoda,
these, too, are probably correctly interpreted as representing the retention of a
once general Peracaridan feature and their absence regarded as a specialization
due to loss. Possibly the ancestral Phreatoicid had both coupling hooks and setae.
This suggestion is supported by the fact that coupling hooks may arise directly
from the sympodite, whereas entangling setae are nearly always carried on strongly-
developed outgrowths (coupling lobes) of the sympodite-a consequence of the
mode. of functioning of these setae which seems to require theln to spring practically
vertically froln an outstanding lobe; were the coupling hooks a secondary acquisition,
independently within the the lobes might have been expected
have been retained more con1pletely. If, as suggested earlier, these coupling lobes
are ren1nants of gnathobasic outgrowths, once present all there
may have been a regression of these structures, more noticeable in those genera
that retain coupling hooks than in those that link the by entangling setae
15. The Penial Stylet
penial too, is found in two widely different forlns; that character-
istic of most of the Amphisopine forms is stout, strongly tapering to a point
and devoid terminal spines; the alternative condition is that of a simple,
incomplete, cylindrical tube with a terlninal fringe of stout spines (with, in SOITle
cases, a sub-terminal series as well). latter prevails throughout the Phrea-
toicidae, is seen its simplest form in one Amphisopine (IVIeSal1~lJh~~sopus)
(1) Just as setae have been modified and developed inte coupling' on the maxilliped.
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Hypwroedesipus. In
Alnphisopine condition.
within the Isopoda,
or Tanaioidea.
and P hreatoicoides
In this' stylet we
no counterpart amongst Mysids,
Uropod17. Dorsal Flange
variable,
border of the
n1esial angle, at
particularly stout spines. In
more this n1esial
developn1ent, giving to the
ramus as stout as the two norn1ally
A comparable development of the
group,
providing
very ~'--.Ll.'C'..LUd,l.L.vU
flange
species,
couple of
among
its
a
there is represented in which
apex to the ran1i in the be
fusion of these parts, Le., the final loss of of the terminal joint.
H ypeYoedesipus seen1S to show a stage which this loss of freedoln is
in inner ran1US, but the outer ramus, which is stout, narrows
abruptly the transition into the terminal as the incorporation of
the tern1inal piece had not been well established. been found
support of the alternative view that the freedon1 of this terminal has
from the in the Aluphisopinae an articulation he1"e; the condition
found in AmphisozJ1.,t.8, etc., 111USt presuluably be
regarded as that once general for the
19.
A typhlosole, of variable extent, is found in the great n1aj ority of genera.
figure given by G. Sn1ith is accurate for Phreatoicopsis, and this condition is
closely approached in Synarnphisopus. In most forms, however, the fold is more
(l) Cirolanidae (Cirolana, Exocorallana, some Idotheoidea (e.g. Austffidotea)
is perhaps represented by the single mesial spine.
(2) The fact that in Mysids, Tanaioidea, numerous Amphipods and many Isopods, the uropodal
rami are two or many-jointed the view that in the Amphisopidae is retained the last
trace in the Phreatoicoidea of more primitive multi-articulate uropod.
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excepting that it is
pp. 144-5), who questions
examination no specimen
eS('t1npn'lSOpuS. of which had abundant
a recognizable typhlosole. While
peculiar to this sub-order, some
a rudi-
existing in many
in position. Barnard (1927,
statement, apparently had
unlucky
few Phreatoicids lacking
recalling
ventral, instead of
the accuracy of Smith's
of P hrreatoicopsis and
material, one of
possible that this
least
condition
sub-order-tbe
Parts
found, but a certain amount
occur, when the body is
nlaxhnum extension dorsally
less beneath the In
segrnents the fifth
conveniently considered here.
regions of the body also
of the different regions of
regarded having a consider-
several causes, however, Ineasure-
yield discrepant results. In the
degree of extension of
~'-'-'-".I. ~!.I.\J.'.I.. the degree of exposure (or conceal-
likewise, vary The posterior
second to seventh peraeon segments
0/< .... V'f.nl"'7" calcified chitin which is thinner and
general surface of the rest of the
species, particularly, these bevelled articular
variable or, under-riding
hidden. Of the· peraeon segments,
It ll1ay over-ride both the head
variable extent, or it may be found
intersegmental gap,
head. In any case, the first peraeon
length, whereas in the succeeding
(under-riding) anterior margin may
obvious, then, that the length of head
segulents will individually be liable to under-
length of head and peraeon may be,
under-estiulated.
gaps rarely
'Comparative
A functional
Cymothoidea.
matter may
comparative
body segments. The
as well as of individual se!2;'m,ents,
able for· systematic
ments from
place, there can be a
segmental in the
ment) the segments
border the head and
lnay consist of an In(~Ornplet;e
level somewhat below
segnlental ring. In South African
borders are well ae'veJlO1'Jlea
the next adjacent
the first alone lacks this slTIooth
the second peraeon segment
separate from one
in other species, wholly
segment, alone, nlust always
segment~, the whole or
or hidden from
and of second to seventh
estimation. On the other
either
In the pleon, intersegmental
telescoping of these
there may be
when the pleon is downturned
these circumstances, the
THE
sixth) 111ay vary quite 111arkedly. Accordingly,in~ the tully contTacted
total length of head and peraeon is quite less than the total
length of the constituent comparisons Inade by different authors
cerning the relative length of different regions 111ay afford quite conflicting results.
purpose of cOlnparison, therefore, 111easurelnents of regions should be lnade,
possible, on specin1ens which are relaxed to show the whole of the
body rings but not to display 'the uncalcified intersegmental ll1en1brane.
rueasuring the length of the head, the horizontal distance bet~een two
drawn frOln the anterior border the ocular lobe and the hinder articular n1argin
respectively should be taken and should include the (posterior) under-riding'
border.
SYSTEMATIC
Peracarida vvithout distinct overhanging carapace, although first and
second thoracic sOlnites nlay united vvith head. Body strongly t1attE~ne:C1
Phreatoicoidea) telson united with last sOlnite.
Antennules uniran10us (except in Bathynonius) , antennae rarely with
exopodites; lilnbs without exopodites; first pair (lnaxillipedes), with
epipodites, not enclosed in branchial cavity but which, when well developed, n1ay
replace functionally the overhang of carapace; seven ren1aining pairs, all similar
variously modified, coxae always short, often with body and expanded
ischia relatively long. Pleopoda typically with lamellar branchial
(son1etilnes natatory) rami, the second pair, and sometimes the first also, n10dified
the male. Heart lying or in part in ,the abdomen; the young leave
before the appearance of the last pair of thoracic lilnbs. Son1e
herrnaphrodite.
The position of the Phreatoicoidea w'ithin the group is,
opinion of the present vvriter, indicated the following
KEY TO THE SUB-ORDERS OF
beneath pleopoda which are
PhTeato'ico'icleo
Idoteo'idea
Asello'idea
On'isco'idea
Uropoda
natatory andfan
Uropoda lateral-
C. Body sub-cylindrical, fusiform;
ambulatory; pleopods natatory
D. Body depressed, (semi-cylindrical)
E. Uropoda forming, with tailpiece,
respiratory
F. Uropoda valve-like, inflexed,
largely branchial
Uropoda terminal, body depressed-
G. Pleopoda exclusively branchial
J. First generally
K. Pleopoda never
H.
Sub-order
Body and appearing cOlnpressed chiefly
account of the strong down\vard <1e'vel0Dln€~ntof the pleura first thoracic segn1ent
generally ill-defined and always of the head, the second thoracic
(first peraeon) segment Inay be with head. Eyes large, small
(1)
condition
each
Inarked
upper
interantennal
incisiva " a
only), spine-
by a row of
proximal
se1:osPllles; Inedian process
; nlaxilliped
vestige of
five-jointed.
peraeopods being
hinder group
always prehensile
rarely prehensile
absent;
An'tennules antennae
fronl a flagellunl,
asymmetrical,
plate (epistome); mandibles have
nlobilis (which may be present on
and molar. The spine-row is,
setae and is itself Inounted on a
with many (nine or ten) to few
nlay be present ilnmediately in
developed, coxa with epipodite,
outer distal angle of with
Peraeon with six or seven free Clndrll·vv,,,,·,,.. t-c.
divided into an group
three generally turned backwardly.
(sub-chelate), the second, third
(except in the male, the fourth,
last three pairs ambulatory and
porla. The pouch CO]O.slStS JI. ... V' ...........IL""" ......
there may be vestiges of two other
posterio:r . The
from the coxae of the seventh peraeOPodS,
segments, fifth always longest
"veIl developed, aU,aWiLJeU
in all but the first, with two
with a penial
three (or four) pairs bear a
and tel son more or
and are used in locolnotion;
mesial process.
The
mandible:
1. Family
Both Inandibles with
II. Family Phreatoicidae.
left Inandible
Body or sulC)-deDreS~Se(:i.
short, its posterior border usually
Eyes, when present, prominent
long; pleon segments
tion. Both mandibles with pars
numerous setospines on apex of
fused with pleura, basis of hinder ne~raeoDoda
All known members of the snn-()f"(lpr
to cold fresh water, but SOlne mE~m!be]~s
latipes seems to be able to
artesian bores, while P h1"eatoicopsis
Neither Hall
segment.
generally
in general are restricted
are unusual. Ph'Y'eatome1~Us
hot issuing from deep
stated to shallow burrows.
the habits of
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latter anin1al, but it has been that kept under observation over
several months in the laboratory would frequently con1e to the surface and creep
over the surface of the wet They appear to be strongly photophobic
eyes becon1ing lUluinous when lighted) and probably
natural conditions leave their burrows only at dusk, presumably to feed. They are
probably gregarious and when newly taken are heavily infested with Temno-
cephalaD M esamphisopus are certainly known to be capable of aestiva-
tion, tiding over aridity in floor of dried water holes
it is probable that Parra11~ph1'so1Jus occasionally pass a
dormant
Members of this family range tropical North Australia to teluperate
South-West, from the Central area to regions where conditions approach sub-
alpine in South Africa, and Tasn1ania. A blind and wholly subterranean
occurs the Darling Range of West Australia, and selui-terrestrial
burrowing forms in Gran1pians and the wet Beech of the Otways and
the wetter Coast region of Tasmania.
so wide a range and a
prlslng that a satisfactory diagnosis, shall embrace
formulate, nor that n1any men1bers transgress its limits
ANALYTICAL KEY TO GENERA FAMILY AMPHISOPIDAE (EXCEIPT PROTAMPHISOPUS)
A. Pleopods with coupling hooks.
B. Antennule ; second pleopod lTIodified in (!) ; penial stylet
and cylindrical, armed terminally.
C. Eyes prominent, uropod with peduncle beneath rami;
terminal spines on rami movable MeBaniphisopus
Cl. Eyes absent; a group of short, toothed terminal spines beneath
rami of uropods, terminal spine on rami fixed ....
Bl. Antennule long, filiform eyes large, ; both and second
pleopods modified in male; penial stylet tapering, unarmed
spine on rami of nlovable.
C. Body subcylindrical, expanded only hinder peraeopoda.
D. Telson terminally. Spine beneath rami of uropod
simple; peraeopod not sexually modified Paramphisopus
Dl. Telson emarginate. Spine beneath rami of uropod toothed;
fourth peraeopod sexually modified .... .... .... .... .... .... Am,phisopus
Body depressed;' basis, ischium, expanded on all peraeopods;
terminal spine beneath rami of uropods simple; telson incised Phreatomerus
Al. Pleopods without coupling hooks.
B. Eyes present.
C. Eyes prominent, large; penial stylet long, cylindrical, armed
terminally; basis ischium and merus expanded on all peraeopods,
spine beneath rami of uropods simple terminal spine on rami
movable .... .... .... .... .... Eophreatoicus
Cl. Eyes small, typhlosole well developed; strong disto-mesial process
peduncle of uropod.
D. Typhlosole a double scroll-like structure, penial stylet large,
tapering, unarmed
E. Hinder peraeop'ods with bases strongly expanded, spine
beneath insertion. of rami of uropods toothed, terminal
spine on rami movable .... .... .... Synamphisopus
El. Hinder peraeopods with basis almost cylindrical, spine
beneath insertion of rami of uropod stout, simple;
terminal spine on rami fused, immovable Phreatoicop8is
Dl. Typhlosole, circular in section, penial stylet long,
armed; hinder peraeopods· with basis moderately expanded,
spine beneath insertion of rami of uropods toothed, terminal
spines on rami fixed immovable .... .... .... Uramphisopus
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pleopods and rare or absent
wanting, penial stylet short,
with plumose setae
three pleopods
Plumose setae from endopodites
from outer lamella; epipodites wanting
unarmed.
both epipodite on
H ypsimetol)US
P hreatoieoides
genera are recognized, five of which are new.
U ntH 1926 all but four of the known been assigned to the
genus which constituted a mixed assen1blage. In that year three
species, Chilton, palustris Glauert, l1:ntoni Nicholls were removed and
placed by present writer in 'a new genus ; in the following year
Sheppard sug;gested the name Phreatome1C<us for the same three species. A much
more thorough study of these species has, however, provided evidence of the essential
distinctness of each and warrants their further separation to distinct genera.
The type species A. lintoni has revealed several points of resembl-
ance to the P hr'eatoicinae, which are not and
Of these three, therefore, lintoni can alone be retained genus Amphisopus,
but with it now associated second new Western Australian species
, annectens '.
The species described the name P. latipes had chosen
Miss Sheppard as the type of her new genus since it is no
longer to be included in Arnphisopus, be as Ph'reato1nerus
It appears to more apart, perhaps, than any other Phreatoicid;
its neares affinity seelns be with Phreatoicopsis, and, to a rather less degree,
with th est Australian species palustris (Glauert). But, alone
the Phreatoicids, it a condition that can be justly
described as 'depressed' II (actually all the other An1phisopine forms are sub-
depressed). There can, question that condition
derived altogether from that of other
P. palustris (Glauert) occupies a less extren1e position than P. latipes, and
has its closest affinities with Arnphisopus, but possesses several characters linking
it with the South African species. reception is proposed the genus
and with it is included a second, slnall West Australian form from
the Darling Range, here under the specific name 1nontanus.
For a species taken from a pool in creek beneath 'Fish Falls' in the
Grampians, there is instituted a new genus almost
between Amphisopus and Phreatoicopsis, but showing also,
with the New Zealand and South African forms. It is represented only by a
single species which been manuscript, after discoverer, Dr. Till-
yard, who took it in 1929. The of the description of this (and other
new species) was withheld until this present paper should be complete, but in the
meantime the species was recorded by Sheard under the name A 1nphisopus
It is of interest that from san1e region a semi-terrestrial form had
already been recorded (Raft', 1912) and assigned to terricola with
which this freshwater species has very Inuch in comlnon, and to which-the largest
living Phreatoicids-it approxiInates, also, most nearly in size.
The South African species were, by Miss Sheppard's definition of Phreatoic1ts
Chilton, clearly excluded that genus, since, as Barnard (1914, p. 236) had
noted, all the coxae are fused with the pleura of their respective segments, whereas
Miss Sheppard defines Phreatoicus as having the second to seventh coxae free.
Actually, however, the African forms are, not only in this but in almost every
other respect, Amphisopine rather than For P. capensis Barnard
and its two allied forms, abbreviatus and depressus (w"hich are here raised to
the rank of species) is now proposed the new generic name
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The necessity for the
Triassic fossil species is discussed at a later
that the species wiana1mattensis would
type (had that then been recognized) rather
to P. austTalis '.
A species from the Great Lake, Tasnlania
Phr'eatoicops'is and Synan~phisopus, and is
pea/f'soni.
Another Amphisopine genus is the monotypic This, notwi th-
standing Miss Sheppard's judgment that it nlerely as synonymous
with PhTeatoicoides, likewise proves, when be in nearly all par-
ticulars Alnphisopine. It is undoubtedly distinct fronl PhTeatoico1ides
and will retain, therefore, original generic designation, for, as is shown
the sequel, it owes most of its resemblance to that genus simply to parallel
cations in adaptation to a sinlilar and aquatic) mode of life.
study of a second species of P hTeatoicoides found in ranges of
Taslnania, and a third from the Otway Forest has established the fact
characters dislnissed by Miss Sheppard as trivial actually have generic· significance.
Hypsi,1netopus may be Amphisopine. Its is, however, not
complete, nlany important characters not having been Inentioned Sayee.
but a single speciInen, beside the type, remains in Collection the Melbourne
Museum and permission to dissect this was the position of this
renlain somewhat uncertain, (1) but it seems may
between Phrreatoicoides and the Phreatoicopsine forms.
In PhTeatoicoides we have several resemblances but,
noted above, these seem to be the result of convergent evolution and not evidence
near relationship; in any case, reduction has gone further in PhTeatoicoides
than in any other Phreatoicid. Certain of its features suggest, however,
with which is, only after considerable here
this falnily; as a consequence, the genus Phreatoicoides, seems to have
derived from it, is also in the Alnr:lhlsopH1a1e.
As suggested by the these genera fall
the rank of sub-falnily is suggested. If PItTei'tt01CO~al~S
in the Amphisopidae they would constitute
The family Amphisopidae, therefore, as follovvs:-
Sub-family I.-MESAMPHISOPINAE
Genus-Mesarnphisopus
Sub-family II.-AMPHISOPINAE
Genus-PaTa1nlJhisopus
Sub-family III.-PHREATOMERINAE
Genus-PhTeatomer;'us
IV.-PHREATOICOPSINAE
Genus-UTamphiso1Jus
(1) Three protracted
re-discover this species.
unsuccessful attempts been made (in 1928, 1929, and 1939)
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in
1. IViESAMPHISOPINAE
or subterranean; body sub-depressed and
head with well-lnarked cervical groove;
ocelli, or absent; first peraeon segInent
short; antenna long; Inandible for-
peraeopods fused with their related segn1ents; bases
vestige of oostegites on fifth peraeon
lTIodified. All with
in the first three pleopods at least, with
free lamella endopodite,
of uropods lamellar, the ends truncated
(except H ype?'oedesipus ) .
with
with stout, nlovable
few elnbryos.
The inclusion the eyeless and specialized subterranean Hyper-oedesipus
this definition of some of its precision. The retention in all the
of an endopodite bearing plulnose setae is distinctive,
is in although that form unique ~unong
subterranean species in preserving a primitive, heavily plumose, condition of its
'V ..a.\J I'-"\J'--".J. uv; M eSCf/Jnphisopus, too, retains the free terminal spines (or second joints)
uropodal whereas in fusion, or
already taken place point. The occurrence of the more
of large spine at the end of the
a characteristic of
Mesamphisopus, gen. n.
scaly; sub-depressed (sub-cylindrical), fusifornl, length
breadth. Head short, with sub-ocular incisure, with
gI'oove rising from the ventro-lateral border, with
Inandible; eyes nl0derately prominent, and
Peraeon nluch wider than deep; firstperaeon froIn
long; pleura well tapers unifornlly a
a sn1all flattened postero-ventral surface, and is
spines, with one stout, sub-marginal spine laterally
with few ; antenna long. Both nlandibles
nlaxillulae with nUInerous (up to six) on
not particularly strong, with an. oblique palIn
entire border of dactyl nloderately
border. The Inodification of fourth peraeopod in
three joints; brood are developed on first
The first three pairs, at of the pleopods are
hooks, endopodites of all the pleopods retaining a partial
penial of male curved only at its apex and but
endopodite, well-developed armature of stout
short, produced at inner distal end
both ralni with terminal spines freely
capensis (Barnard).
this genus occupies a nearly central position
many of its characters, it is Amphisopine, but in
are probably primitive) it shows with the Phreatoi-
the eye, with few is probably without
of the eye having seemingly occurred many times in
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Genotype.
Like
the sub-order. In
(some of which
The smallness
significance, reduction
Phreatoicoidea.
In the retention of a fifth pair of brood lamella, M esamphisopus and Hyperr-
oedesipus peculiar in this sub-order but in that are borne on the
fifth peraeon segment, it resembles the condition in the Apseudidae and some
Cymothoidea and In both capensis and abbr-eviatus the fifth pair of
though free, are small and probably not functional; the oviduct appears
to open just internal to its base. In it is still smaller and in
the lamella only as a flattened firmly adherent to
its related sternite and the oviduct perforates it. In other genera,
seems to have disappeared entirely. In the possession of setae upon the
endopodite of the pleopods, it is most nearly approached by the surface-living
New Zealand forms and again recalls the condition of the Apseudidae; but it is
more primitive than in other living Phreatoicid, since the setose (natatory)
condition of this lamella is retained on all five pleopods; in N ota1nphisopus and
only the first pleopod retains this condition, and in those genera
the coupling hooks are wanting.
In the peculiar modification of the fourth peraeopod in the male, M esamphisopus
seems most to resemble Amphisopus and Eophreatoicus. The markedly scaly
condition of the surface of the body is seen in Eophreatoicus and Phreatoicopsis
and in a lesser degree in Arr~phisopus, and M. tasmaniae. Coupling
hooks on the pleopods restricted to the A mphisopinae and
The retention, in SOlne species of this genus, of numerous setospines on the
apex of the proximal endite of themaxillula is an Amphisopine character, this
condition being found in Parramphisopus, Phr-eatomer'us, Eophreatoicus,
Phreatoicopsis, and; also, in Phreatoicus (s.s.); (1) and the retention of a lacinia
mobilis on right as well as on left mandible characterizes all of those forms, with
the exception of P.
The bluntly-ending rami of the uropods with their terminal armature of one,
or more, freely movable spines is again a feature characteristic of the Amphisopinae,
persisting otherwise only in Eophrrcatoicus and The simple (non-
toothed) condition of the terlninal spine on the peduncle, at the base of the rami,
recurs in the genera Paramphisopus, Phreato1ner'us, Eophr'eatoicus,
and Phreatoicus (s.s.). On the other hand, the cylindrical penial stylet of
M esamphisopus has a resemblance to the condition found in H ypeToedesi.pus,
EophTeatoicus, and, in a lesser degree, in N otamphisopus. In both M esamphisopus
and HypeToedesipus, the actual stylet is short and its base long, and the terminal
armature reduced; whereas in Eophreatoicus it is the base that is short and
freely movable stylet long, and the terminal armature cOlnplete, but otherwise the
structures are closely comparable and differ from that of other Phreatoicids.
But the retention on the head of a well-developed cervical groove, of a short
antennule with few joints, and, in the peraeon, of the freedom of
first segment, are features shared with Hype'Y'oedesipus, characteristic of
P hTeatoicridae.
(1) And as variation in Notamphisopus and Mesacanthotelson.
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Mesa.mphisopus capensis (Barnard)
(Figs 6, 7)
Barnard, 223, pIs. 1927, p.
Sheppard, 1926, p. 109 (Phreat.oicus calJcns'is).
were
importance
the peraeopods,
condition of the
Barnard had
three South
provide abundant
Cape Town in
voyage to West
year, but in
to have died.
unhappily these
is made.
(1) There may be a slight mobility in
The original description published by appeared when
were known but fewPhreatoicids, all from South-Eastern Australasia and New
Zealand. The account was somewhat brief, comparison was made principally with
P. australis, and attention was not drawn to several characters which subsequent
work has shown to have significance. Later, Miss Sheppard 'Revision of
the Phreatoicidae' dealt with the South African species superficially.
Although specimens were available for her account nothing to
knowledge and seems m\erely an inadequate summary of Barnard's
some of the omissions being unfortunate. Moreover, in vievv
that Miss Sheppard attached to the fusion or freedom of the coxa
one, at seems inexplicable, for in the 'Revision', the
hinder six of the coxae is made' a generic character
quite positively (1914, p. 236) that the coxae of all
fused with their related segments (' epimera '). Yet, without comment,
is included. in that genus, although there can be little doubt Barnard's state-
ment is substantially correct. (1)
In addition to supplying, generously, preserved material
African species, Dr. Barnard went to considerable trouble
living material of capensis, when the writer was passing
Mid-winter, 1936. With constant attention these survived
Australia and lived under laboratory conditions until the
January, 1937, after a short absence from Perth, all were
Just a year later, Dr. Barnard sent another consignment,
succumbed on the journey. For all of this help grateful
A number of observations had been made, however,
and a very detailed study confirmed the view that capensis not, as
believed (1927, pp. 155 and 158), most nearly related to aust1'cd'is,
distinct and be classed, on the sum-total of its
rather than the Phreatoicinemembers of the
had been put forward earlier (in but the summary (published in 1928)
omits the analysis on which this conclusion was based. There room
for doubt that capensis retains a large number of primitive features and thus
shows with several different, and to-day, widely scattered, groups of
Phreatoicids. A satisfactory discussion of this matter is possible, however, only
the light of a much description.
Body stout, length than six greatest width.
In the peraeon, the width is little less than twice the depth, a transverse
section through this region is markedly different from that Phreatoicine
forms, but even so, the flattening is nluch less extreme than that found in the
Phreatomerus latipes. Sculpturing of head and peraeon
is scarcely developed, but the surface, examined under a fairly magnification,
is marked in such a way as to suggest a covering of closely adherent and
overlapping scales, the free edge of each scale being produced into
fringe of stiff setules. There are, also, short and scattered setae
3.~.
long, its
segments;
the eyes.
n1uch less
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the male. Starting from behind the eye, there is a well-lnarked genal
below the incisure, the sub-ocular segment is not well defined. The
border of the head makes a very uneven I ine with the ll1andibular
6, 2s) and is produced downwardly behind the mandible into a
short 'posterior process'. The cervical groove is well marked and springs from
the border demarcating a maxilliped segment which is inc01l1plete dorsally
but unusually wide below. The hinder edge of the groove is raised into a distinct
ridge, behind which the postero-lateral surface of the head is partly exposed.
The per-aeon. The first segment is long, practically half the length of the
head and slightly shorter than the second, and is unusual in that it is not
shortest in the Inid-dorsal line. There would to be considerable variation
for Barnard notes that the second, third, and segments are sub-equal
and ' nearly as long as ' the first. In the specimens examined, the third. and fourth
seglllents appear to be a little longer than any of the others, the terga only about
as deep as long, the ventral (sternal) region not being hidden, in side view, in the
male; in the felnale, these segments are, relatively, a little deeper; the fifth and
sixth segments are sub-equal, the seventh ,considerably shorter and deeper, its
depth almost twice its length; the first segment is scarcely forwardly produced,
while the second to seventh are all downwardly produced in front of the related
coxa, and the ventro-posterior corners are rounded. The hinder borders of the
peraeon segments are fringed with short setae.
The length of the pleon appears to vary considerably as cOlllpared with that
of cephalo-peraeon, according to the state of contraction of the latter. It differs
from nl0st other species in the abruptness of its deepening, the first pleon segment
being once and a half as deep as the last peraeon segnlent and nearly twice and
a half as deep as the second peraeon .segnlent. The second, third, and fourth
show the usual progressive increase in length but little greater depth, while the
fifth is equal to the combined length of the third and fourth and rather longer
than the tailpiece. In all of the five pleon seglnents, the rounded lower margins
are armed with long setae, this fringe being continued up the posterior margin
of the pleura for some distance. The fifth pleuron meets its segment behind ina
deep rounded notch.
The tailpiece (fig. 6, 3) is helmet-like in side view; seen from above, it appears
as a truncated cone; from below it is, as figured by Barnard, more nearly sub-
triangular, the .terminal proj ection being strongly marked off from the rest of
the piece. In profile the telson is strongly convex, but its dorsal surface is
distinctly concave just anterior to the slightly uptilted apex. The telsonic pleura,
confluent with the apex, bear three pairs of freely movable spines, the last pair
lateral and. terminal. Below, there are slender widely-spaced setae. Only a short
suture indicates the junction of telson and sixth pleon segment, this being unarn1ed,
except for a row of microscopic spinules (cf. Eophr-eatoicus).
Anterior to the uropod, the pleuron of the sixth segment is narrow, its
anterior border straight and nearly vertical, its lower rounded Inargin bearing
but three of four spines, (1) the last exceptionally stout. The anal opening is
presented ventrally.
The antennule agrees quite closely with Barnard's description, except that
there may be variation, in the flagellum, from three or more longish joints to six
shorter ones, with the last usually minute, the fourth and fifth sub-equal and the
first longer than the second or third. These are probably differences due to gro\vth,
(1) The comparative paucity of spines in this region is paralleled in E01JhuJ,(ttoicU8, A1nplu:.sojJl1B,
and some New Zealand species.
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(1) In the armature of the mandibular palp, this species recalls the condition found
species of Mysis and Apseudes.
(:!) Sometimes only two, but four in one specimen.
but the appendage differs notably from both and depress us
slenderness of the peduncle this appendage. There is nornlally a
of olfactory cylinders.
The antenna, too, shows slight variation from the description given Barnard
(for the lnale), the second and third joints of peduncle being practically.sub-equal,
the entire appendage rather Inore than half the length of the body. In the female,
the flagellum is about t\vice the length of the peduncle and has approximately
twenty Joints. It is noticeably long and slender as compared with
abbreviatus and depressus.
Both the labru?1~ (fig. 6, 5) and epistonle show a very marked
asynlmetry which characterizes this region in this family.
lJllo/ndibles. 6) are stout; they by a long,
with the ventro-la teral border of the head, the end abutting
antero-ventral part of the lnaxilliped segment but not, apparently, developing
usual hollow acetabular surface; is present an unusually extensive opening
Inesially for the adductornluscle. At the anterior end, the large fulcral
is ahnost conical and moves upon the sub-ocular lobe and against
border of the upper lip. On the right side, the mandible seems rather shorter and
stouter than the left, appears to be a trace of a fourth tooth on
edge, the lacinia mobilis is nluch slighter, the spine row snlaller,
and \vith a nUluber of free setae springing from its shaft; the molars
usual difference in shape and the palp seems rather setose. (1)
In the left mandible the part is long and strongly bent, ending
four stout teeth; the lacinia lnobilis is, also, and bears but three heavily
chitinised teeth. The spine row is raised on a high base and the spines, well
separated distally, are closer and luore slender as the free end is neared. The
palp (fig. 6, '6l, is well developed and has a Inoderately long first vvith
a nUlnber of long setae sub-terminally, the second joint nearly twice as long with
a of long setae extending almost the entire length of its anterior border
and a terlninal circlet, while the third, little shorter than the second, has the
characteristic (sub-crescentic) shape, with fine setae along 1110st of its concave
edge. The apical setae increasingly long, the terminal setae are
as long as the joint itself.
The lo~ver lip calls little comment. resembles that of
rather than among its terminal setae appear to be sorl1e setospines.
The ?1~axillula (fig. 6, 8lp) appears to differ rather lnarkedly from
figured by Barnard pI. 23,fig. mx. 1.) where the two endites shown
ahnost equally wide. In the specinlens exalnined, the inner (proximal)
endite is much smaller than the outer; its apex is obliquely truncated rather than
rounded and the or five in number, are rather \videly separated,
the innerlnost rising from the mesial border of the endite. They are flanked
a parallel row of three, (2) which are feebly ciliated. The outer endite
is stouter,longer, slightly bent, and narrowed distally. It bears the usual double,
partly triple, row of denticulate spines (12-14). Upon its posterior face, there are
two feathered setae.
The 'Inctxilla (fig. 6, 9r1).) is relatively short ,and wide. Its
is clearly lllarked into two regions; (i) a proxinlal-lnesial with the typical ~"'A.U'-'.L.I.'-'.J..
ro\v offiltratory setae backed by the posterior (sub~marginal) rank of stiff """",.-.1-",,",0""'11-,-,.
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setae; and (ii) the distal nleeting the proximal a sharp angle, the junction,
in some cases, to be marked by a short cleft. It is arnled with the
characteristic brush Inixed pectinate, plumose and simple setae. The inner
of the distal endites is narrow and does not extend far distally as the outer
which arises at a different level and is short and unusually wide. Both
silnilarly armed along an oblique distal edge with long denticulate setae or spines.
The Maxilli1Jcd (fig. 6, 10). The coxa short, with its epipodite sub-quad-
rangular with rounded corners, its distal Inargin vvith a sparse fringe of long
setae; the basis is long and is produced into a moderately long endite, the antero-
nlesial edge fringed along almost its entire length with the characteristic brush
setae, about twenty in number, these passing into distal armature of pectinate
setae. There are two long coupling hooks on and three on
other. The whole appendage is fringed with numerous long setae, the propod is
expanded, the dactyl broadly ovate. In the female, coxal lobes of the maxilliped
are particularly well developed. They are broad-based and project back, practically
at right angles to the coxae, to lie entirely vvithin brood-pouch almost vertically,
fringed along their whole free margin with long curved setae. When the
developed oostegites of the gnathopods are in position (fig. 7, 1OV), these coxal
lobes appear to close the nledian gap between the snlall anterior lobes of the first
oostegites. It seems quite unlikely that they can play any part in the respiratory
lTIOVement of water within· the brood-pouch, but they fornl a sieve-like barrier at
the anterior opening of the brood-pouch; they probably prevent the accidental
escape of eggs, although they may be concerned, also, the shifting and
rearrangement of the developing eggs.
PCTacopods. The coxae of the anterior group legs appear to be completely
fused with their related segments, the actual boundary of the coxa being, in
case of the, gnathopod, largely obliterated. In the hinder group, the coxa of
fifth leg is large and triangular and produced posteriorly, but in the two succeeding
legs, the coxae are flattened and little produced; appear, like those of the
anterior group, to be united with their segments. the coxae bear a few setae.
In the fenlale, the peraeopods generally are setose.
The gnatho1Jod (fig. 7, 11 ~) is short and joints relatively stout; the
ischiuln about two-thirds of the length of the basis, merus greatly produced antero-
distally, the propod as long as the basis; its little nlarked off from the
posterior margin, swells proximally, but is slightly concave towards the dactyl,
bearing about eight slender curved spines and :nunlerous setae; dactyl stout and
straight, almost as long as propod, its inner border denticulate along much
its length.
The first oostegite (fig. 7, 1Ov) is subdivided into a smaller anterior (and
nearly vertical) lobe and a much larger posterior lobe forming the antero-ventral
part of the marsupium. The anterior plate is with long setae and '. is
applied to the convex surface of coxa and basis Inaxilliped. The following
oostegites (fig. 7, are simple and very large, as long as the related legs,
bear a few fringing setae. The joints of the second to fourth legs are almost
linear, but themerus is still seen to be a little produced. On the fifth leg, all
the joints, excep't basis, are linear and much luore nearly sub-equal, the
dactyl having the terminal claw Inovable. Internal to the coxa of the fifth
there is found a quite large vestige of a brood lamella as a sub-triangular
Inelnbraneous flap (fig. 7, pr'.v.) backwardly directed and overlying the oviducal
aperture.
In the male, the gnathopod (fig. 7, 11 3 h) is much stouter, there is a notable
developnlent of the propod, which is a thickened sub-oval joint nearly once and a
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present,
slnall
few setae,
this is
one felnale
this structure is
'"-' •.:>.. tJ...., .... u.,'"-''-A. anteriorly
in the peraeopod
SUjg'12.'iest;s that, as in ..411~phisopus,
sexual modification of
the basis is moderately
sensory. Of the
and seventh
upon the seventh the
the InaxinlUITI \tvidth of
noticeable a sub-equality
half the length of the basis. This appendage probably retains the primitive sub-
chelate condition, the oblique palm not being marked except for the presence
of dentate spines, from the general hinder border of the joint; the dactyl stout
(relatively much shorter than in the female) sharply bent near origin and
thereafter nearly its inner margin denticulate the distal
third of its length. The condition of this approaches nearly to that found
in Eophr·eatoicus.
In the second to fourth peraeopods the
(again reminiscent of the condition in Ii.; OID/l~(reat'01(;:US
the armature of carpus and propod (fig. 7, 12(4) )
all three terminal joints may be concerned in
appendage as a prehensile linlb. The anterior
setose, one or two setae being nlulti-ciliate and
legs of the hinder group, the fifth is short, the
longer, armed with abundant setae and lnany
is slightly expanded posteriorly into a thin
joint being about two-thirds of its length.
the length of the several joints of these legs.
From the coxae of the seventh
bluntly ending, little curved and armed mesially \tvith
quite widely separated and the condition suggests
an early phase in the evolution of this structure. In
the collection of the South Australian Muselun)
co-existent with brood" lalnellae.
Pleopods. Barnard's statement that the first pleopod has both larnel1ae
lanceolate in shape and equal in size is of In the feluale (fig.
13(1)9-), the apex of the endopodite is luore bluntly rounded. In both
both rami carry plumose setae, but these are lnore numerous in the nlale, \tvhere
in the exopodite, they may extend along the distal of the lnesial border
(about eight) around the apex as far as the proximo-lateral curve. On
margin, there are about twenty-five plumose setae nlixed \tvith nlany sinlple setae
so that the lanlella appears almost as setose as in the first pleopod of N. littoTalis.
In the endopodite, plumose setae are restricted to the apex and lateral border
and are about twenty-two all told, which, except for N. is the 1110st
setose of any endopodite in the Phreatoicoidea. In the f'elnale only about four 01'
five are retained on this inner lamella and these are latero-distal. The
bears from four to six coupling hooks in both sexes, these springing from
mesial and apical part of the widely-rounded Inesial coupling lobe, the hooks
being minutely barbed. The lateral border of the sympodite has about eight
ten scattered setae (fewer in female), sonle being sub-marginal in position.
The second pleopod, in the male (fig. 7, ) is stouter and longer than
first by the length of the distal exopodite lobe, and both lamellae are wider. The
endopodite is ovate (its proxilnal end beilig' narro\tv) just extending to the distal
exopodite lobe. Its nlesial border is separated for rather more than the distal
half of its length into a semi-cylindrical penial stylet (fig. 7, 14); this has an
open groove nlesially, both free margins being with spinules and setae;
apex bears eight or nine stout setae, and projects in a fashion unique in this
sub-order, but reminiscent of that in n1any other Isopoda; the lateral border of
the endopodite has ten or eleven stout plumose setae not all being shown in the
figure. The proximal lobe of the exopodite has a fringe of stiff, short setae along
its mesial border, but distally it bears three long plumose setae; half of the mesial
border of the distal lobe is sinlilarly fringed with close-set stiff setae, follo\tved
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half a dozen long plumose setae. These continue to the lateral border
the lobe with about sixteen plumose setae with a few sub-n1arginal
setules. The lobe has fifteen to eighteen plumose setae laterally becoming
shorter as the lniddle of the lobe is reached; fron1 there they are continued
by setae which are not plun1ed. This syn1podite, also, has from four
to six strongly-curved coupling hooks at its 111esial distal angle and son1e seven
eight stiff setae. In the female, the endopodite is considerably shorter and
bears very few (four or five) plumose setae and the synlpodite but one or tVIO
coupling hooks with a few entangling setae, these being carried on a distinct lobe.
The third, fourth, and pleopods are n10re nearly alike, each becoming
little shorter and the epidodites varying in shape fron1
to oval, but differing in size; they are arn1ed with long simple setae.
sylnpodites in the n1a1e t\VO or three coupling hooks , one or two
(fourth) and none on the fifth pleopod, while the entangling setae increase pro-
gressively in nun1ber. The endopodites diminish in size fron1 third to fifth (fig. 7,
18(5) and there are fe\ver setae plulllose on the hinder endopodites, although the
nun1ber of setae increases rather than lessens.
In the felnale, in these hinder pleopods, the setae on the endopodites are very
few (four to six) and tend become sin1ple; on the fifth none are plumose.
Coupling hooks are wanting, in Inale, on the syn1podite of the last pleopod
and there is usually one only the third an~ fourth, while the related entangling
are less nUlnerous than in the n1ale.
The uTopods (fig. 7, 15) slender and the inner border of the peduncle is
greatly developed as to n1ake the joint appear aln10st lan1inar. The peduncle
appears oblong, but \videns distally where its spinose inner edge is Inost strongly
produced, and is surn10unted apically several spines, two of these being partic-
ularly stout; the outer edge is very Inuch lower and bears several spines. '"£he
intervening surface is nearly but the elevation of the inner n1argin gives the
that the surface is grooved. The ventral border of the .peduncle has
three stout spines supported clun1ps of setae and is terlninated by a stout
sbnple spine flanked by t\VO 8111a11er. The rami are thin, the inner so tilted that
1110St of its breadth appears in side-view; the inner is one-third longer than the
outer \vhich itself is as long as the peduncle, a n10st unusual condition (cf. lVI.
tas1nan1~ae ) . Both are tern1inated by a stout Inovable spine (in the case of the
inner ran1US, this is flanked a second equally strong); their crenate upper
n1argins lodge three or four hTegularly-spaced spines; there n1ay be Inany fine
setae present but these seeJl1 variable.
Occurrence. Under n10SS in a flowing strean1 on Mountain, at
feet and above (Barnard, 1914, p.233).
Colour. Palely grey to dark grey, the appearance being due to scattered black
chrolllatophores on an ahnost colourless
Size. Up to 14 n1nl.
Mesanlphisopus depressus (Barnard)
(Figs 8, 9)
1927, 157 var. depressus).
The body, as seen fron1 above (fig. 8, ld) is fusiform, its greatest width
attained· in the fourth peraeon segment, behind which it tapers evenly to the end
the body. The width is less than twice the depth of that segment and about
one-fifth of the total length. The scattered setae which cover the body are long
G. E. NICHOLLS
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and even more abundant than in abbTev-iatus. In most segments,
incomplete fringe the hinder border; in the pleon, the stiff setae
the ventral fringe are still and are intermingled with a series
hairs.
The head (fig. 8, 2) somewhat
the cervical groove appears to extend more dorsally; the clustered
and external to, the eyes very noticeable, both
lateral borders being setose. eyes have about nine ocelli.
Peraeon. The first is relatively shorter than in
that in this species the head is as long as the length of first
peraeon segments but is otherwise as in capens'is, anterior and
being parallel, and the scarcely extending forwardly onto the
second to fifth segments are sub-equal, the sixth is a trifle shorter and
only one-half as long as but distinctly deeper. The first
seg111ents are' short, the almost equalling the total length of the
and fourth segments; the greatest depth of the pleon is about twice
first peraeon segment, and than the maximum width of the
tailpiece (fig. 8, 3) is a little than the fifth segment.
Antennuleshort (fig. 8, reaching only to end of the fourth of
the antenna; its peduncle with second and third joints short, stout, sub-equal,
the flagellum, with three or joints and minute apical knob, is shorter
the peduncle; where four are found, the first three are sub-equal, the longer
and greatly swollen. is borne a of setae including one or two
olfactory cylinders. Antennct moderately stout; the flagellum, with'twenty-
four joints, (1) is about twice the length of the peduncle. The has a deep
ind~ntation on one side' only, its apical fringe of setae asymmetrically placed.
Mand1ibles (fig. 8, 6), situated very far fulcral process conical left
mandible,principal dentate edge with four teeth, lacinia lTIobilis with first
two spines of spine ro\v long, bifid, and denticulate; the palp short with wide joints
recalling the condition seen in EophY'eatoicus, first joint moderately long,
tuft of stout setae close to base, second broadened, with numerous long and
very slender setae in two rows, but the third joint; has usually only one long
apical seta and a few (five six) short simple, setae immediately proxiInal, a
condition markedly reduced as compared with where the setae
nU111erOUS and extend the greater part of the length of the third joint.
Labiul1~ (fig. 8, 7). This differs little from that of other species ofMesamph'i-
sopus, except that the apex of the outer lobe truncate rather than
rounded and the two or appear indistinctly in the very dense
setal fringe.
The 1nax-illulc(; (fig. 8, ,shows some reduction from the
calJensis. The proximal endite bears two simple spines and only four setospines
with very few cilia, which are apical. The distal endite retains
two suh-ternlinalplumose ; its apex is armed with about ten teeth
(all but the innermost, denticulate) and one setospine; the inner and outer
border'S of both endites are setose; the condition of this appendage
quite nearly that found in H. plUl1~OSUS.
The 1naxilla (fig. 8, 9) somewhat variable. In the proximal endite, the
basal and distal parts are scarcely defined, the rovv of filter setae'is \vell developed,
but scarcely passes onto the anterior face of endite; the row of biting setae
which lies inlmediately posterior is 1110re sparse and the considerable gap between
(1) Only nineteen in specimen figured.
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the end of this and the distal is edged with fine hairs, and the anterior
bears a sub-terminal rank. specimen figured, the filtratory setae
as a double rank! The inner the t'\iVO distal endites is little shorter than
outer. The apical fringe of alI dense, consisting of the usual cluster of mixed
setae. The outermost lobe narrow, but this is apparently due to
folding of the plate uponitself ensheath the middle plate. In the dense
tuft of setae there appear to be one two spines,much stouter and with
denticulation. It is difficult to be sure this, but the appearance is much
thatof this appendage in
The rnaxilliped (fig. 9, 10) is very setose; the large coxa is fringed with
and bears a rather angularepipodite, the basis is cOlnparatively short, its endite
with a long Iseries of brush setae. All· the are setose, the last three flattened
and, in the case of carpus and propod, mesially. The dactyl
several setae on its outer border in addition to a considerable mesial fringe.
The gnatho]Jod is not very stout (but specimen may have been immature)
in shape and armature, the hand (fig. 9, 11) approaches the condition
fen1ale of Hyper'oedesipus; the dactyl, along Inuch its palmar
is strongly denticulate.
The fourth per'aeopod is scarcely modified in the male, the propod
without recognizable palmar spines,but the carpus is strongly spined, and,
probability, prehensility involves the distal three joints.
Pleopods. The first (fig. 9, 13(1) has the rami practically equal in size
oval in shape. The exopodite has a fringe of plumose setae which is particularly
dense apically. The lateral border appears to be cleft so that the fringe here
doubled. The straight n1esial border of the lamella has a close fringe of short
hair-like setae, the rounded apex of the endopodite has a short rank of five or
stout plun10se setae, while elsewhere on its border are scatter,ed setules. The
lan1ellae spring by narrow bases ... fron1 a sub-quadrangular sympodite; the
border is slightly produced and bears long, lateral and apical setae; mesially
half-dozen coupling hooks project fron1 a short rounded lobe. The surface of
sYlnpodite is covered with setules in tufts suggestive of a development of the
scaled condition.
In the second pIeopod (fig. 9, 13(2) the endopodite (en.) is short and visibly
divided into a muscular basal portion and an expanded respiratory lamella, this
latter with six or seven stout plumose setae around its free end; the penial
(figs 13 (2) and 14) is a widely open scroll-like structure with inner and outer
fringe of setules or spinules lengthening towards the apex; as in capensis,
actual apex is slightly bent and produced. The sympodite is largely masked
laterally· and mesially by the proximal lobes of the exopodite, but near its
end are two or three coupling hooks and as Inany entangling setae.
In the succeeding pleopods, the exopodite becomes progressively shorter
broader, the endopodite, also, changing in shape, but with its latero-distal plumose
setae increasing to a maxhnum of nine in the fourth pleopod. In the last (fig. 9,
13(5) the entire outer border of the endopodite is setose, the fringe consisting of
a dozen stout simple setae. There is but a single coupling hook on the third and
fourth sympodites, the fifth bears only long entangling setae, six or more in number.
Ur'opod. The peduncle is sub-oblong, inner border not greatly higher than
outer, both set with a few stout spines; its ventral surface bears several clusters
of spines and setae. Ter~inally,beneath the insertion of the rami is a
sin1ple spine and two small spines; on the n1esial edge just dorsal to these, is
short multifid spine and a short rank of The inner ramus is slightly longer
than the peduncle, is flattened (lamellar ) and curiously bent near its base. The
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ran1us is shorter, both
laterally and
suggestive of a second joint.
OccurTence. Near the Forest
Holland Mts.
Colo/ration. As in capensis.
Size. Probably not T'P~:l(il'l1'YlO'
truncated tern1inally and arn1ed with
the, outer ran1US being long and
in the :::;t«jerHH'as Valley, ][ottentots
Mesamphisopus abbreviatus (Barnard)
1D27, p. 157, figs val'. abbTeviatus).
A critical examination of Barnard's variety reveals that it differs frOln
in many respects and be ranked as a distinct The
appended relates differences.
Body sub-depressed (fig. 10, ls, 1d), in dorsal view sub-fusiform, the
head being .little narrower than the peraeon, whereas the pleon tapers quite con-
siderably, the tailpiece being less than two-fifths of the width of the peraeon,
",rhich is twice the depth of that region. It is rather more setose than capensis.
The heo/d (fig. 10, 2), which is longer than the combined length of the first
second peraeon segn1ents, is a little wider than long and as deep as wide.
rises in front almost vertically froln the sub-ocular incisure which is wide and
shallow, its anterior border being very shallowly emarginate. The interorbital
space is unusually narrow. The n1andible lies very forwardly and behind its
hinge articulation, the ventro-lateral border •dips down steeply to be produced
an unusually long , posterior process'; the genal groove is short, the cervical
groove feebly developed. The eyes relatively, than those of capensis, seen1
variable in shape, being in one specilnen sub-oval with long axis antero-posterior,
a second Inore rounded and long axis vertical.
In the peTaeon, the seglnents differ noticeably from those of capensis, the first
short (about one-third only of the length of the head, or two-thirds of
second peraeon seglnent), the third n10re than twice .... the first; fourth, fifth, and
segn1ents are progressively the sixth being sub-equal' to the second,
seventh shorter than, but as deep as, the first, the intervening segments being
Apart from this difference in proportions, the first seglnent lengthens
ventrally (Le., expands antero-posteriorly) in the male, while in the female, its
borders are parallel, but ventrally it is obliquely truncated. The suture of the
coxa of the gnathopod with its segn1ent is lTIuch more clearly indicated than is the
ease in capensis.
The pleon resen1bles fairly closely that of capensis in its proportions, but is
1110re setose, while the pleura differ in shape, being angular at the postero-inferior
corner rather than rounded below, the between pleuron and tergum of the
fifth segment is shallow, the tailpiece n10re bluntly and is shorter (relative
to the uropods) and its apex is not upturned.
A ntennule (fig. 10, .4). This is very short, having in all but six joints in one
specimen (male) and but five in a second specimen, of which three short joints
constitute the peduncle; the flagellun1, having but two joints and being even
shorter than the peduncle, the terminal article longest. I t is apparently the
shortest antennule of any Phreatoicid at present known, although one specin1en
capensis has been found with but joints.
1s.t!
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The ante1'Lna (fig. 10, 4-) comparatively short; peduncle relatively more robust
than in capensis, fifth joint less flagellum with twenty-four joints, about
twice as long as peduncle.
LabrU1n and epistome (fig. 10, 5), asymmetrical, the unpaired notch for the
mandibular palp, although indicated, is less strongly developed than in capensis.
The left 1nandible (fig. 10, 6) resembles rather closely that of capensis, but
proximal to the strongly developed spine row there are a number of setae (five or
six) plumed on one side only. In the right mandible (fig. 6 r.) there are four teeth
on both principal cutting edge and lacinia mobilis, the latter being minutely
denticulate. (1) The palps are as markedly setose as those of capensis.
In the maxillula (fig. 11, 8), the proximal endite bears four terminal spines
feebly plunled with a parallel row of four simple spines. The distal endite differs
from that of capensis, principally in that it shows no appreciable narrowing
distally; there are two feathered setae on the posterior face.
The maxilla (fig. 11, 9) differs Inost noticeably from ;'that of capensis in that,
in the proximal endite, the basal portion is more evidently defined from the distal,
although the junction of these makes a much less obvious angle. The outer of
the distal ,endites, too, is unusually broad.(l)
The gnathopod (fig. 11, 11) of the male differs in that the ischium is shorter
relatively, the greater part of the posterior border of the propod is bare of setae,
the palm being well defined and the dactyl setose and minutely denticulate. The
remaining peraeopods call for no particular comment.
In the first pleopod (Inale) (fig. 11, 13), the lamellae are equal and similar,
bluntly lanceolate, exopodite fringed ,with about twenty plumose setae, distributed
along its whole outer border and the distal fifth of the inner border. Just sub-
marginal, and widely spaced, along the lateral edge are a dozen stiff slender setae,
while on the inner margin there is a dense fringe continuing from the end of the
pIumose series to the proximal end of exopodite in a single series of very fine setae.
As compared with capensis, the endopodite h.as fewer plumose setae (about a dozen)
more widely separated and restricted on the lateral border to the distal half, while
mesially these setae extend proximally for a shorter distance. There are no
simple setae on this lamella. The sympodite (fig. 11, 13(1) is sub-quadrangular
(widening distally) with a suggestion of a proximal segment, devoid of setae.
Distally, on the outer border are four long, simple, marginal setae and one sh9rter
sub-marginal spine, the inner distal angle bears three slender coupling hooks
springing directly from the sympodite.
The second pleopod. The sympodite is broader distally, its mesial distal
angle produced (but without definite lobe) and bears only two coupling hooks
and three stiff entangling setae. The outer border is unarmed, but terminally
there is one stout sub-marginal spine. The exopodite shows the distal lobe narrow
with a length twice its breadth, and bearing about fifteen stout plumose setae.
The proximal joint is wide and has twelve to thirteen plumose setae laterally
followed by about four or five simple setae towards its proximal end, which is
produced into a large, lateral lobe. Mesially, there are a couple, only, of plumose
setae distally followed by a multiple fringe of short fine setae passing proximally
around a smaller mesial lobe. In the male, the endopodite (fig. 11, 14) is ovaL in
shape, almost as long as the proximal lobe of the exopodite and bears nine plumose
setae around its rounded apex. The distal half of its inner border is separated
as a penial stylet, an incomplete, scroll-like tube ahnost straight but curved and
(1) Cf. Hyperoedesipus.
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produced apically, where it carries two long curved setae. (1) Both of the
edges are with short, Proximal to this,the basal half
border is obviously n1uscular but not separated fron1 the rest of the endopodite.
The ren1aining pleopods have each the usual epipodite and show the enctoDod11~e
decreasing slightly in size and with fewer plumose setae; coupling hooks fewer,
generally one only on the third and wanting· usually in both fourth and fifth.
The 'U/ropod (fig. 11, 15) has a short, deep peduncle which is thin and laminar,
its inner n1esial edge produced and arlned with spines, the two distal being,
usual, the strongest. The ventral bears three tufts of mixed spines
and beneath the insertion of the rami, there is one stout
flanked by another similar but much snlaller spine. The inner ramus is lanlellar,
as long as or longer than the peduncle, and bears marginal and apical spines and
nUlnerouslong setae; the much shorter outer ralliUS has 'a terminal spine
Inay be very long, and, a variable nun1ber of spines and setae
appendage, as a whole, is apparently quite inconstant in its arn1ature
and setae.
Colour;.. In spirit, dull grey.
Size. Probably not exceeding 10
Locality. 'Northern Slopes. of in the Southern part of the
tots Holland Mountains '. Barnard, 1297, p. 157.
Hyperoedesipus Nicholls and Milner
Nicholls and Milner (Huperoedesipus) , 1923,
Sheppard (PhTeatoico'ides), 1927, pp. 83-84.
Body slender and vern1iform, a uniform width and
its length about nine times the width; covered fairly uniformly with
setae, head large and long, its length exceeding both its width and depth; sub-ocular
incisure wide and shallow, n1andible forwardly displaced, cervical groove
developed, posterior process wanting; eyes peraeon wider than deep, with
first segment free from the head, very short but greatly expanded ventrally,
second to fifth peraeon seg'ments of fairly uniform size; pleon not greatly shortened,
but the pleura almost obsolete; in the female, the fifth seglnent unusually
the tailpiece long, not wider than peraeon, its hinder border shallowly
€lnarginate above a slnall flattened surface. Antennule short,
jointed, both mandibles with mobilis; maxilla somewhat reduced
differing on opposite sides; gnathopod, different in the two sexes, being
in the Inale very strong, propod with concave palm, dactyl long; all of the pl(~OT:)odls
bear on the sympodite both coupling hooks and entangling setae,
abundant plunl0se setae but endopodites without setae and considerably
epipodites wanting. Uropods strongly developed, peduncle produced into
process mesially at its distal end, terminal spines beneath the rami, short, toothed
outer ramus constricted sub-terminally and produced into narrowed apex.
Genotype. plumosus, Nicholls and Milner.
Concerning this genus, Sheppard states (1927, p. 83) that 'after caref111
exalnination and comparison' of Hyperoedesipusplumosus with Phreatoicoides
gracilis, she was convinced that 'the difference between the two are not sufficient
to justify the formation of two distinct genera '. Accordingly, the name Hyperroe-
desipus was relegated to the rank of synonym of PhTeato'icoides. It would, indeed,
(l) As in Hyperoedesipus.
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not have been unreasonable to have formed this opinion had it been based on no
more than the original description (1923), marred as that· is with its regrettably
numerous errors and omissions, these latter including several of the more signi-
ficant features. But after' a careful examination' of an actual specimen, attention
should have been called to the more obvious mistakes, and some, at least, of the
omissions remedied, and in that case it might well have been expected that a
diffe'rent opinion would have been formed.
The oversight in the original account of two of these characters, which were
really quite obvious, and are of considerable importance, is inexcusable; they are:-
(1) the presence of a lacinia ~obilis on both mandibles, and (2) the occurrence
of coupling hooks, associated with long setae, on the sympodites of all the pleopods.
It was unfortunate that in a revision of the family, these details, at least~ were
not observed; on the contrary, in the case of the first, Miss Sheppard repeats our
error, stating (1.c. p. 119) 'the right mandible does not bear a lacinia Inobilis '.
The occurrence of coupling hooks on all the pleopods, invariably associated
with long entangling setae, provides a character found in no other genus. In the
writer's view, this is the retention of a primitive condition, from which could have
been derived that found in other Phreatoicids; for the Amphisopine forIns have
coupling hooks on some pleopods without setae and the typicai' Phreatoicids have
lost coupling hooks but have retained and even augmented the group of long setae.
Further, the marked difference in the position of the n1andibles and in the
proportions of the tailpiece of the two genera were not observed. That these
differences between HypeToedesipus and PhTeatoicoides could be overlooked when
the two species are placed side by side is surprising. (1) In the former, the tail-
piece of the n1ale is no wider than the peraeon and in the female rather narrower,
whereas in Ph?'''eatoicoides the tailpiece is, in both sexes, wider than the rest uf
the body, making a quite conspicuous swelling when seen from above and constituting
a feature peculiar to that genus; (2) while the forward displacement of the mandibles
in HypeToedesipus has no exact parallel in other Phreatoicids, although most
nearly approached in some M esa?nphisopus species.
Although failing to correct these errors in our description, Miss Sheppard
questions the accuracy of our statement that in the peraeon the first segment is
half or less than half the length of the second. In the many specimens which were
exan1ined, some inconstancy was found, the length varying from one-third (in
some females) to aln!-ost half (in typical males). It is, however, greatly expanded
below to extend forwardly upon the head exactly as in other Amphisopine forms,
so that the general appearance of this region is strikingly different from that of
PhTeatoicoides, where the first segment (which, too, is variable in length) n1ay be
almost, or quite, as long as the succeeding segment, and scarcely, or not at all,
forwardly produced.
The slender sub-cylindrical body,. with a coat of very flexible setae, the absence
of eyes, the elongate antennae and reduction of maxillula and maxilla, the massive
hand on the gnathopod, slender peraeopods with no widening' of the bases in the
hinder group, the shortening of the penial stylets, and the striking reduction of
the endopodites in the pleopods and of the pleura in the pleon, are all features
reasonably to be attributed to adaptation to life in subterranean waters. Probably,
many of these features have been developed independently se'!eral times in
Phreatoicids in widely separated localities. An elongation of the head (particularly
in the post-n1andibular region) and the general elongation of the body, resulting
(1) No specimen of Phreatoicoides was
published.
P) Perhaps, EI1JPsimetopu,'3, also.
to us when the account of Hyperoedesipu8 was
of
more nurnerous
n1axillula, of coupling hooks on
completely composed of """'I .. ·."""''''.,....,....,....
lalninar condition of the ran1i of
mark primitive Phreatoicids,
Phr-,eatoicoides. Although the penial
they are otherwise quite unlike, that of Hyper-oedesipus
condition found in MesarnphisolJUS, whereas Phr-eatoicoicl.es 0 .............. ,..".... "110,...
from the condition in Phr-eatoicopsis A 1nphisolJus.
there are excluded the features enunlerated as adaptations life in
underground crevices, the parallel loss of epipodites the
;:)l.~~.l..l.j,l..l.\...ad..llt feature recorded that is common to the two genera which Miss Sheppard
Giving weight to all facts, it vvould seeln that separation
Hype'roedesipus froln Phreatoicoides is fully warranted. Further, it
the two ge.nera are not even closely related, of their' likenesses'
at1~rlbutai)le simply to parallel and even convergent evolution as a consequence
of adaptation to a precisely sin1ilar n10de of life. Hypwroedesipus seelns to find
its nearest kinship in the South African illesa1nphisopus, both being
a common Gondwanaland ancestor.
Hyperoedesipus plunlosus Nicholls and
(Figs 12, 13)
being
of
and,
that
Nicholls and Milner, 1923, pp. 23-33, pI. 2-5 (II. plumoBuB).
Shep'pard, 1927, p. 129 (PhreatoicoideB lJlumOBUB).
In many details, the original account is n1isleading, i111portant
omitted or insufficiently stressed; it is desil~able, therefore, that a 1110re
description should be available, the n10re so as the species n1ay be nearing
extinction.
Body (fig. 12, ld, is) slender, vern1iforn1, tapering not at all, although
may be an insignificant narro\iving of the head anteriorly, and, also, of the
the tailpiece; the length is nine tiInes the width which is practically unifornl,
in the Inale, is greater than the depth; in the fen1ale, the body is broader, so
the length is little more than eight thnes as great as the width, which
equal to the greatest depth of the pleon; the surface sn100th with fine setae
but an arrangen1ent of these in transverse rows is suggested
of the pleon seglnents.
The head (fig. 12, is n10derately large,
its border concave; a incisure
the see111S to rise 1110re the
plumosus Nicholls Milner.
(1) In
so that
tailpiece
is narrow
the terminal
concave posterior
point
setae the dorsal
armed two or
straight pleural
to twelve long setae.
A ntennule shorter than the
of joints, penultin1ate
terlTIinal and cylinders.
peduncle with
and fifth becolTIing
to the length
three times the length
Labrurn 2s, 5) n1arkedly
of short setae.,
on its
and underlies it.
Mandibles (fig. 12, 6). These, though showing considerable reduction,
the characteristic Amphisopine condition. right Inandible has a edge
with four bluntly teeth and a lacinia lTIobilis furnished with tvvo
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(fig. 12,
long, its free anterior end
undissected by labrun1. The spine-row appears as a
row of toothed spines (about three pairs) followed by a short series of four
spines.. n10lar is long and slender, a group of three ciliated spines springing
froln its distal edge. The palp has a long third joint but the number of setae
considerably reduced, there being about terminal longer setae and six
nine shorter, Inore proxin1ally. In the dissected free, the
adductor m~scle is seen (fig. 12, 6l1n) to occupy a small rounded well
behind the molar and near to the posterior end of the body of the Inandible. In
the left n1andible, the lacinia Inobilis has the norn1al condition a fairly strong
cutting plate, .both this and the principal dentate edge variable with three 'or
teeth. In both, the n10lar surface suggests a series of parallel pectinate
setae, the distal ends of which appear, in luany cases, free and projecting
beyond the InolaI' surface.
lab1.·tt1n (fig. 12, 7). In all the preparations this structure appears
due to a sustained in for it is par-
ticularly flimsy and easily dan1aged. Buried· in the very dense fringing setae on
the and n1esial aspects of its paired lobes there seem to be several setospines.
In the figure only a few setae are represented.
lYlaxillula (fig. 12, 8). proxin1al endite is small, its apex
four the first and third of which is a sin1ple spine.
The distal endite is arn1ed apically by twelve stout spines. A single short, !stout,
plu1110se seta occurs on the face of this endite, whose outer edge bears
a series of spinules and .sub-111arginally at about its a cluster of
slender, pectinate setae.
The right 1naxilla (fig. 12, g) in this species resen1bles of
depTessus, but appears rather variable and has, generally, undergone rather
while still further reduction has taken place in the case of the left
appendage. The proxilnal· endite is sub-triangular in shape, and in the
appendage, the comb of filtratory setae is well developed, although the cilia on
these setae are very fine indeed. This row is backed only by a very short posterior
line of four or five setae usually, but not invariably, pectinate; proxin1al to the
series there may be a short tuft of stouter setae (doubtfully pectinate)
and this proxin1al part is fringed with a series of fine, simple setae. Distally to
'" thg filter setae the inner border is bare but the apex of the endite, which
be truncate or bluntly rounded, bears a single row about fifteen pectinate setae,
son1e of which are very stout; the n1iddle lobe has its hinder fa.ce and its inner
border setose, its apex with a dozen stout pectinate or denticulate setae; the
outer lobe is short and unusually broad, its apical setae forn1ing a dense double
series. The faces of this endite are free fron1 setae; but proxin1al to its
on the outer border of the appendage is a series of about five setae vvhich
spring apparently fron1 the second segInent. left 1naxilla is unique in
sub-order in that the filtratory setae are absent, whole I~esial edge a
continuous of hair-like setae, the reduced to t\VO
(rarely four) setae.
lvla:x:illiped (fig. 12, 10 n1axilla, this
is very and proves ren10ve The
and broad and bears a narrow elliptical which is
laterally but occasionally with a fringe of setae and
but scattered of short,fine setae its bC\se are Yll1Y\1l::l1f1r,110
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lines of fine as in other species, are regarded as
free fringed edge of reduced basis long, its length more twice
width; its mesial (posterior) with scale-fringe setae, its antero-mesial
edge with a band of stiff at its distal Inesial angle is the usual stout
plumose spine shown in ; the endite is fringed along its whole
length with long and stout the more distal or nine are
typical brush setae; in the hinder edge· are two or three stout many-barbed
coupling hooks the apex bears dense tuft of setae· mostly of the biting type.
The ischium is, as short, the n1erus produced the entire inner edge
of carpus and n1uch of propod with close-set stout sin1ple setae; the sub-
oval dactyl has four or apical setae, its outer border practically unarn1ed.
On the inner aspect of the epipodite of one specilnen (fig. 13, 106 ) is found
stout, partly plun1ed spine, fron1 a shallow pocket. Little significance
would attach to a it not that in one other Peracaridan
(the Apseudidae), a similar process arises norn1ally fro1n the
part of the respiratory apparatus.
All of the peraeopods have and ischiun1 practically of equal length.
The anterior four relatively basis, ischium, Inerus, and
carpus all appearing short and in all of these, the merus shows son18
antero-distally. gnathopod of the male (fig. 13, 11 the propod
developed an immense antero-proximal lobe oJ sub-quadrangular shape, this
reaching a length more than t\vice that of the basis, while the dactyl
longer than the of the propod, over-reaching the paln1.
This is concave distally, convex proxin1ally, with an irregular knife-edge and
with a few short setae, a group of n10re numerous slender, siInple
occupying the rounded hinder angle. The dactyl see1ns to have a n10vable
claw and a distinct secondary unguis.
The fourth peraeopod is in the male to form a
hand (fig. 13, , the stout dactyl of closing down on to
palInar surface of which is provided with two strong spines; the propod, too,
excavated and can probably close down partially onto the large
spine on the carpus.
In the fen1.ale gnathopod 13, 11 ~) the propod is n1uch smaller, n10re
normal in lacking the anterior prolongation.; its palIn is not defined and
arl11ature is simpler; the fourth peraeopod differs little from the third.
In the the attains to a very large size, and, because
the slenderness of the anin1al, is clearly visible in dorsal view (fig. 13, 1d. ~ ) .
As Inany as seven juveniles have been found together, these reaching a length. of
2 mm. but norn1ally there are no n10re than four en1bryos in the pouch.
This has the usual four' pairs lan1ellae borne on the four anterior peraeopods
and not, as stated in our earlier account (1923, p. 31) on third to fifth peraeopod£.
Such a Inistake was o,ving to the curious backward displacelnent of the
pouch and to our unwillingness to sacrifice for dissection the only fen1ale specimen
then available. There is, however, as in a slnall vestigial lamella
on the fifth segn1ent. It is curious, and possibly n10re than a coincidence, that
Barnard (1914, p. 237) and Sayce (1899, p. 136) both fell into a shnilar error
when describing the condition of the female of and gracilis respectively.
all three species, the first lamella is backwardly displaced (2) and in the two
(1) Subsequently corrected, 1927,
(2) Related to the that the not forwardly situated in this species.
E. NICHOLLS
even
to be a nlade possible with
of pleura. should be noted, however,
have becon1e even nlO1'e reduced, both exopodite
bare of setae kind, and in H1!Ps(i?neto]Jus~
n1ay retain pIUlnose setae (first , the proxin1al
bears cOlnpa1'atively few setae, none of which plunl0se.
that in this abundant development of plun10se setae,
related persistence a cOlnplete coupling n1echanism, Hyperroedes1:pu8
evidence of a prinlitive condition and of its affinity with IV[e8Ci?nphi-
are distinctive, although the endopodites have
than in any other
hindern10st,the epipodites are wanting, yet
better than in lTIOst active of surface-
and are, nloreover, associated with entangling setae. the first
are variably four to seven hooks and three
fifth has four long setae and but a single coupling hook. Associated
retention of this full developn1ent of the coupling mechanisln (a natatory
the fact that, in this species, the· plunlose setae on the e;X~Ol)odite,
their maxin1um development, COlll.n10nly fringing the wntir'e ?nesial
as the whole lateral to its proximal
son1e variation, sinlple setae replacing plull10se
is s0111ethnes sparse. The
nlale, the penial stylet on· the second pleopod is unusually short, curved
length, but otherwise n10st nearly the condition
Meswn~phi801YUS. It is, however, arnled solely with terminal setae, two
fringing setae being absent. In one exalnple, the distal lobe of the
'-'.L'-VIJV"A.~"...., attains a quite unusual size, approaching that of its more proxhnal lobe.
::;uCCleecilng pleopods tend to shorter and the exopodite broader, coupling
and entangling setae n101'e nUlnerous, until in the last one
coupling hook relnains with about four long setae. This coupling nlechanisnl
the swelling inner border of the rather than from distinct
in the fifth, where a well-marked is present. The endopodite
lnuch slnaller. The arlnature of setae along the n1esial border of the
noticeably variable and a couple of sin1ple setae (which Inay be sub-
nlay be found even on the distal lobe.
(fig. 13, 15). These appear short cOll1parison with the long tail-
actually, if compared the length of the body, they are longer than in
The peduncle stout and sub-cylindrical, but the Inedian
7 111n1.;
hang vertically,
laboratory in a dish
body is carried
the inner both
whether not
ci reI et of and
at of the
in jJlJesarnphisopus. The inner ralTIUS
irregular vertical lamina one or two
setae, in again recalling the condition of lVJesarnphisopus.
The dorsal tel sonic border 12, 3d) and
plate, the the which forms a wide,
triangular or almost surface, and is directed
The anal opening is visible, in P hreatoicopsis,
and it is slightly open, and seen the
that gives the appearance of a sub-terminal notch figured in our
(1923, 5, fig. 11).
Colour!,. In life, whitish, translucent, the intestine showing
thread; in spirit, becolning dull opaque
Size. Largest lTIale 10 n11TI.; fen1ale,
within the pouch, 2 mm.,
Loccdity. I{nown only fron1 spring below Lesmurdie Falls,
Ranges, about 15 miles south-east of
Although subterranean Amphipods are found in various localities
Australia, this is the only subterranean Phreatoicid so far known
interest considerable in view of its to M esa1nphisopus.
nearly eighteen years ago, has since been sought without success
area. It is apparently to be only in outflow of this one
vvhich is lTIarkedly intern1ittent, never flowing for 11101'e a few
days and in some seasons failing Further, since the proclamation
the Lesn1urdie Falls area as a National Reserve, the locality has
n10re frequented and increasingly subject to disturbance. Still more
the fact that the creek the Falls is changing its course and has
a point within a couple of yards of the spring, the tiny pool into which
discharged having already disappeared. Apart from that, specin1ens,
nun1erous, have become increasingly scarce in recent During
of 1941, four collecting were made, two quite fruitless, one
exalTIples only, and another (following a week of gales) yielded
dozen. Atten1pts n1ade repeatedly to keep alive under
conditions have failed completely, all the specimens invariably dying
weeks, although lTIany were taken; seems
intolerant of light; probably, too, it normally in water highly
oxygen.
When in movement,
under observation
silt, it is frequenty
Sub-fan1ily II. AMPHISOPINAE
Body robust, scaly; head short with cervical groove reduced or wanting;
large, pron1inent, with n1any ocelli; first peraeon segment short, fused with
which it overlaps in front telson rounded or not produced.
long, filiforn1; antenna moderately long; coxae peraeopods fused with
segn1ents, bases of hinder peraeopods dactyl long;
with reduced and without plumose setae; hooks on syn1podite
of at least two pleopods, but entangling setae absent on first pleopod;
first and second pleopods n10dified in the male; penial stylet stout, strongly
and tapering, without setae; uropods with ran1i
arlued with stout, freely 1110vable, terminal spine. Brood-pouch contains
young.
There are included two genera, A 1nphisopus
two species, and Western .A..ustralian. They are unquestionably
differ in one or two important features-the condition of the fourth peraeopod
the and of the gnathopod. That, of the two, PaTamphisolJus is more primitive
in respect to the forn1er seems particular style of modification
of this appendage found in is peculiar to that genus and ils
certainly an independent unrelated, or practically so, to the modifica-
tion of this in sub-families. On the other hand, in the
condition of gnathopods of the two sexes probably retains the
pri111itive condition, while the this appendage in male
fenlale of Pa?"a?nphisopus ll1ay be a consequence of the failure to develop a
n10dification of the
The shortness of the head and the loss of cervical groove are features
to both genera, apparently related to the forward displaceluent of first
segn1ent.
The toothed condition in A1?~phisopus of the
of the peduncular ran1i is Phreatoicine
gen. n.
Body robust, head short, SUU-{JeLIU:loI' incisure slight,
but cervical groove Eyes very
process
prominent.
THE
convex. A ntennule
different in 111a! e
not sexually differentiated, coxa fifth,
with that even the suture
and basis only expanded; both first
modified the n1ale,coupling not occurr.ing
PIE~Ol)O(IS. but entangling are and these n1ay
peduncle of
Para1nphisoj:YUS 1Jalustrr'is
With two palu~stTis
n.
Paraluphisopus palustris
(Amphis01JUS palu8tris).
p. (Phreato'icus palustris).
p. 92, pI. 2 & 2a (Ph'reatoicus paluBtri8)
1927, p. 115 (Phreatomerus palu8tris).
order to facilitate the comparison different species of Al11phi-
it has seemed desirable to describe, in considerable one of
forms. For this purpose P. palustl'is has been selected. It is
extren1e and is, n10reover, a forl11 very COl11111on occurrence, which
taken freely in n1any of the coastal swan1ps in the neighbourhood
Perth, W.A. Further, it attains to a 1110derately large size, and thus a
subject for detailed study. The original description is quite
Body fusiform, surface smooth; head 14,2) rounded, approaching quarter-
in shape, rather shorter than the cOl11bined length of first and second
broader than long, its greatest rather less than
anterior l11argin is excavate, the concavity the antennae which
in the n1iddle line by a narrow vertical 1'1:dge (possibly a vanished
sub-ocular incisure minute; the infero-Iateral 111argin produced forwardly
process '. The border of the head, for l11uch its extent,
hidden by the obliquely overlapping anterior border of the first peraeon segl11ent.
actual postero-ventral angle is obscured by the coxa of the gnathopod, anterior
,vhich is a ridge. This may be the persistent, lower of the ridge which
the cervical groove in Mesa1nphisopus capens-is. short and shallow
vertical groove below the eye, extending to the ventral border of the head parallel
the anterior border, partly defines the sub-ocular lobe, behind which an
ill-defined genal groove. Owing to the downward curve of the ventral border of
head, the cheek becomes l11uch deeper where its 111argin C0111eS into contact
the lateral border of the epipodite of the
The eyes, situated very close to the 111argin of the head, are 111al1Y-
facetted and prominent, sub-circular or l'eniforl11 in outline, with about sixty
; (1) are more prominent in the n1ale.
(fig. 14,2s) shows the first joint of peduncle stout and twice as
as broad, the second barely three-fourths the length of the first and distinctly
slender, while the third is usually n10re than two-thirds of the c0l11bined
(1) Bouvier, ji,cle Richardson (1905, p. 132),
forty.
the number rarely
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FIG. (Glauert) .
in
knob) in the
in male, a single
joints are covered with fine
each of the fifth to the ninth
lTIuch stouter, the first joint
the third slightly narrower
long as the conlbined
fifth is rather less 'than the
be twice as long as the peduncle,
proxinlal to be
slender the joints towards
as wide. to
the there is a
of the flagellar joints, also,
every j oint of the flagell unl. In
have a total three-quarters
in the
most joints a terminal
cylinder on segnlents six to eight.
In an olfactory cylinder
In the antenna (fig. 14, the oeClunC.le
short, second rather longer, both
longer than the second the
of the and while the
third, and fourth together. The
with twenty-nine joints (sonle of
further , becoming
the apex being two or tiInes
scattered spinifornl setae which
covering of fine setae, and this is
a circlet of fine setae fringes the
state, the second antenna
that of the
The is slightly but roughly selni-circular
shape, deeper' than wide, the setose, the short, curved
setae being particularly dense region; the free ends
these setae are directed mouth) . On either
of the anterior (fig. 14, ,2a) surface conspicuous line of longer
partly visible on lateral (fig. These are better developed in ,sonle
Amphisopine forms, but unrepresented Phreatoicinae.
L,eft ?nandible 14, 6l). four teeth, strongly
chitinised, dark-brown in ,. colour; the Inobilis with the conjoined
spine row, is capable of a slight mobility, (1) divided into three teeth very
to those of the outer dentate edge; on (right the lacinia is
more widely relnoved fronl the outer and is distinctly more
strongly chitinised, paler in colour but retaining the three teeth which are minutely
denticulated. The spine-row is strongly developed on the right mandible (fig.
6r), the toothed spines fewer and the anterior and rows less widely
separated. On both mandibles, a set comb shortly pinnate setae fills
gap between spine-row and molar. In Inolars, too, of the opposite nlandibles,
exist certain differences, that of right 'being long and tapering,
obliquely truncated grinding face, fronl the Iniddle line outwardly and
dovvnwardly, and bearing one or two setae.
The palp, however, is alike in both and arises from a small knob-
like elevation; the joints are stout, the proxin1al the the second twice
long, both cylindrical, the. second bearing a terminal circlet of pectinate
but a single only on the proxin1al joint. The distal joint, intermediate
length, has a somewhat flattened, shape with the narrow end
curved, the distal two-thirds of its concave border fringed with setae, increasing
in length distally and ending in long, curved setae'
short pectinations along one edge. the first and second joints seenl
more setose.
(1) Cannon & Manton (1927, p. 22:3)
that it 'probably passively movable'
are in accord.
mobilis and spine-row in
my own observations on
and
~""'-,"""'.L'-'\.A. a little
continuous brush of curved
(as in some other Amphisopine
difficul t to Inake out. The convex
with a short gap_ ... ""'v...., ......" ....... y
composed of curved
the lobe, the setae
fringes. Towards its proximal end,
bare of setae.
Maxillula (fig. 14, 8). The and, apically, distinctly
narrower than the outer. Its distal rounded, and, on both sides;,
bears seven stout two other very slender simple
constitute a close-set which occupies the entire distal border,
crowded near the edge and actually spread onto the
inner The outer stouter, its obliquely truncated distal
end occupied by the broad bases of a double row of strong curved spines,
thirteen or in variously denticulated, finely or coarsely, on one
both edges; the usual small postero-mesial is present opposite the
second spine, counting fron1 the inner border. there are two feebly-
pIumed setae on the face; both endites bear an obliquely-set fringe of
on both inner and outer borders.
Of the 1naxilla (fig. 14, 9) Glauert says p. that it ' is TIY'4r'1TI{,ytl{\THl
shorter and stouter than in the other species of the genus [i.e., Phreatoicus s.l.]
and the lobes are n10re curved '. While it is difficult to satisfy oneself concerning
the comparative shortness of this appendage, it is necessary to discrirninate between
actual length and the forward extension of the endites in their natural position.
Descriptions of the. Peracaridan maxilla convey the impression that the proxin1al
endite possesses a mesial edge. In the Phreatoicoidea, at least, it actually has a
long, triangular and narrow concave surface, which Inay vary greatly in
width (antero-posterior measurement), the two edges of which converge to meet
distally and are each armed distinctively. The anterior edge is fringed, in this
species, with a close rank of short fine setae. Separated from this by the width
of the mesial surface is a second ridge carrying a continuous series of long setae
plainly showing a division into a short, stouter, basal section, and a distal, n10re
slender finely-pinnate part. This is obviously the rank of filtratory· setae of Cannon
and Manton's descriptions (1929, p. 177); immediately posteriorly to these there
is a row of widely spaced, slender, sparsely ciliated setospines, which spring sub-
marginally from the posterior surface. At· about one-fifth of the length of. the
endite from its apex, these last become coarsely pectinate on one side, retaining
the setospine condition basally; these extend to and around the apex. of the endite
where they are very crowded, lying behind a fringe of setospines to
constitute a double apical row; altogether there may be about twenty-five of theIn,
some twenty of which are more or less ciliated. This proximal endite (the 'fixed
inner lobe' of Glauert's description) is stated to be 'much shorter than the two
outer articulated Inelnbers' (1924, p. In its natural position, its
. seem much the same as those of other Amphisopine forms. Its posterior face· is
clothed towards its apex with a fur of short setae, a condition closely comparable
to that figured for P. S. and found, also, in E. kersltawi.
Of the. two movable lobes which are interpreted the endites of the third segn1ent,
the outer is distinctly the wider, although appearing narrower in the figure; both
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almost to
of
a series of brush setae
in number, interspersed
f ace of this inner
curved and
tuft of setae arising
followed by Inerus, once
angle produced along
four widely spaced, 1)ectJln~lte
setae like those upon the
carpus appears
mesial
fringed with setae which
one stout spiniform and
sub-oval
The dactyl is
arrangement
basis and is a
the level the
the post-mandibular the
is with a of short and
which springs the coxa (fig.
in females with incipient brood lamellae, coxal lobe,
fringe of curled setules, while in anterior
on the gnathopod there a scanty setae.
structures similar to the coxal plate, but better long been
known in Isopods, and according Hansen are concerned aeration
of the brood-pouch (whether by drawing water in, or by bailing out, is not
clear), a view with whic.h Sheppard, who called attention to structures
the Phreatoicidae p. 86) is in entire While they may so
in other Isopoda, there is difficulty in this for
of this family. In the first place, they are sn1all (although larger,
perhaps, in the Amphisopine forms than in the and project ventrally
in an obliquely Inesio-Iateral vertical so that any current they would create
would be almost negligible. Further, has been found no marked n1usculature
in connection with these lobes. Again, the anterior end of the brood-pouch is
are, however,
..-....-.."''''' ..... ,,,,,,..,....,... to be
shape, rounded
inner border~. They
to twenty long curved de:ntlculat:e
border. Hereabouts, the of
-doubtless permitting to each lobe
The external spine
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Cound on the newly-emerged larvae.
(2) Similar occurrence of these tubes is noted in females of M. capensis,. but that there may
variably developed a real hermaphrodite condition is an explanation which must not be overlooked.
the
aspect;
P. latipes)
be a
it doubtless relation to the
size of the brood-pouch and the
The gnath01Jod (fig. 15, 11). The anterior
downward projection of pleurol) to
basis has a small flattened expansion
long wide, armed with a spiniform
rounded upper anterior angle; the posterior
fine setae; ischium three-fourths of the basis,
and almost devoid of setae; nlerus antero-distal angle greatly
convex proximally with tvvo spiniform setae, distally, one stout
and several finer setae occupying the posteTo-distal angle. The carpus,
articulates only with posterior part of the distal surface of the
forms a rather irregular, short, f0ur-sided pyramid with w@ll-rounded edges
deeply concave base, this cup-like hollow being and receives
the proximal end of propod, thus considerable freedom of nlovelnent
to that joint. Along the posterior border of the a few setae are scattered.
The propod in the male (fig. 15, 11 ~) is large thick, so that
closed hand appears asa sub-globose mass compressed postero-ventrally at the
The dactyl slides partly past edge and COlnes to rest against
the nlesial face. A fringe of short setae extends near the infero-distal
angle of the carpus along the ventral border of propod and the slightly
sinuous pahn very to the base of the dactyl, but at the (posterior)
palll1ar angle this is reinforced by a rank of stout, Ininutely-denticulate conoidal
of which six or seven are more strongly developed. The convex anterior
border of the propod has but a half-dozen or so of widely separated setae the
dactyl is set, along its palnlar edge, with short fine setae, has a short
dorsally, near it insertion, and several longer setae overhanging the unguis.
In the fentale, of the saIne size, the limb- as a whole is nlore slightly built and
shorter; the 1110st notable difference, however (apart froln the presence
of an oostegite), is seen in the propod (fig. 15, 10 S? ), which is small,
feeble, and sub-triangular in outline; its anterior Inargin is convex, with a few
fine setae; the ppsterior border meets the concave palm in a well-rounded angle,
both edges being set with a continuous sparse fringe of setae or spines which are
stoutest at the palnlar angle. Antero-distally the is produced into a slight
enlinence upon which the dactyl has its insertion. This terminal joint is slightly
curved with convex anterior and nearly straight posterior Inargins, the latter
strongly denticulate for nluch of its length. Just proximal to the unguis is the
usual tuft of setae, but a secondary unguis cannot be. distinguished in either sex.
In a fully-grown female the hand may be larger than ofa mature male.
The isecond, third, and fourth peraeopods, while all closely alike, exhibit
certain differences as they are traced posteriorly. The basis (less
stout than in the gnathopod) lengthens and along its antefrioT margin a
flattened plate which, in the fourth linlb, has beC0111e quite The
(1) This expansion of the bases of the peraeopods of this
on the anterior surface the otherwise rounded
It is found in B. ken:;hu'wi in the fossil
obvious in the entire the that
and frequently the narrower
group by the dev'elopnlent
probably a primitive
It is, however,
seem capable of
joint.
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FIG. 15.-PanI.mlJhisolJUB nal1A,stTis (Glauert).
It is
Upon
but
ischiu111,
expansion
replaces the
has becolne as
longer, slender,
appears serrate and a
peraeopods, the dactyl
the propod, and is,
in sub-chelate fashion,
in the is
sexual structure. Glauert
gnathopods in
differ froln the great Phreatoicoidea, so far as is
peraeopods of the anterior are not very strongly
border of all is a small spiniform setae near the proximal
basis, 111uch stronger seta. Upon the fourth
a similar seta (sometilnes , accompanied by five setae,
anterior face of the ischiu111, vvhile the anterior border of Inerus
arrangement agreeing with upon the corresponding joint of the
the antero-distal angle of carpus has a sn1all tuft of n1ixed, stout
setae, while a group of two setae occupy the upper border of
and a cluster of fine, sub-tern1inal setae overhangs the unguis of the dactyL
the inferior border of the basis and ischium are a few scattered fine
upon merus, carpup, and propod there is a series of somewhat stouter
setae fairly regularly spaced on each joint. The setal armature
third peraeopods does not materially froln that of the fourth. In
these peraeopods are shorter and less stout than those of the Inale, but
be slightly more setose. coxal joint of each bears, in the mature
brood-plate which, when (fig. 15, , reaches
less (and in some cases n1uch greater) than that of the related peraeopod.
lnarkedly piglnented in its proxi111al (exposed) part, the overlapping portions
without chromatophores. Each widens distally and be slightly
borne upon the being smallest but very bi-lobed,
lobes being disposed almost at right angles, the lying
ensheathe the base of 111axilliped. In the stage preceding the
dition, the lamellae are narrow, calcified, and and lie
sternite, overlapping slightly nliddle line.
The three next in both sexes, for111 a
They are backwardly due to an elongation in every joint,
to increase they are traced backwards. In
they are characterized of the basis less notable than
sopus spp. This the usual
its backwardly
beginning at the
the fifth peraeopod
H'ere the joint
nearly to
of unhan1pered nl()Venlf~nt
for walking or QTXTln"ln"11YlO'
expansion of the natatory and
pleon producing it
The observed activity
Geoffrey Smith's observations
toicids, may well be related to this
Tasmanian species these bases either but
pleopods may be presulued efficient
appear to move almost wholly by crawling),
retaining the The remaining, more
rounded and tend to towards
propod are sub-equal, lTIOre and lTIuch longer
the of the anterior series; the dactyl, also,
The anterior border of the bases is set with
provided fine setules only. On the other joints,
wholly by the spiniform type. In the dactyl, secondary unguis is
lTIOre than a slender ; the outer tern1inal cluster is reduced to a couple
even a single seta. This setation is modified in the seventh peraeopod (fig.
), and the basis differs notably from that of A1rnphisopus in the setal armature.
In the pleon, the notable feature is· the considerable developn1<iJnt of' the pleura.
The first four seglTIents are, as already noted, sub-equal and rather shorter
the peraeon seglTIents. They are, however, quite unlike in the degree to which
pleura are downwardly produced, deepening from before backwards.
The hinder margins of pleuron and segment meet in a gently-rounded curve,
pleura being longer (antero-posterior than their related segments.
Of necessity, therefore, they overlap externally (fron1 before backwards) to
varying extent dependent on the straightness or curvature of the body,
maxin1um overlap occurring, of course, when the anilnal is completely curled up.
The first is shallowest, extending distally to of the depth of the basis
of seventh peraepod. It widens for nearly half its length, then narrows
a rounded apex, armed sub-terminally on its hinder with a single slightly
curved short seta. The second, third, and fourth pleura increase
gressively in length, have a gently convex inferior lnargin provided with stiff
setae or setules on the antero-distal angle, increasing in nun1ber from two to
On third and fourth there is a series of long setae The fourth
fifth have a fringe of about ten spiniform setae, spaced along the inferior
mingled with numerous delicate hair-like setae; posterior border
fifth has quite a large re-entrant angle where segment and pleuron
In all, the posterior margin. is entirely free fron1 differing
from A1nphisopus spp. Deep as are the pleura, fail,
conceal the pleopoda, and in life of these may
ventral 'edges
The pleopods. These differ relatively
, the first pair very
sub-equal to fourth The
Inaterially
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longer than in succeeding lin1bs. In vddth, there is a distinct and progressive
increase fro111 the first pair backwards. (1) In every case but the first, the pleopod
shows the sy111podite as a sOlnewhat flattened conoidal mass, bearing distally two
unequal lan1ellae, of which the exopodite is variably pigmented, and the endopodite
has only about two-thirds the length of related exopodite. The exopodites are
notably setose, the setae being for the 1110St part pI umose, the fringe generally
1110re or less wanting latero-proximally in the 1110St posterior of these appendages.
Here, the lalnellae reach their n1axin1uIn width and practically extend, completely
fron1 side to side of the respiratory archway. The endopodites, invariably without
setae, are narrower than the related exopodite, but tend to show some increase in
size progressively fro111 the second to the fifth.
Fi1"St pleopod. The syn1podite is roughly quadrangular, longer than wide,
and narrowing distally, although this is n1asked by the development anteriorly of
a convex Inesial flange-like portion set with a con1plex coupling-hook apparatus.
These hooks are nun1erous and arranged in an unequal double row on the two
appendages; that, on the right, n1ay be accolnpanied by one long flexible seta.
The hooked part of the structure has a shape recalling the fluke of an anchor.
The endopodite is a rounded oval lobe (not distally en1arginate as in M. capensis
or A. lintoni) springing frOln the distal 111esial border' of the sympodite, about two-
thirds of the length of the exopodite. The latter consists of a 'narrow, undivided
lalnella, sub-acute and bordered ahnost continuously with setae, except for a quite
short stretch proxilnally. Upon the n1esial border the setae are finely feathered,
and a nun1ber of sin1ple setae (some al1110st spiniforln) spring .sub-marginally from
the anterior face of the lalnella. In the n1ale (fig. 15, 13(1) (!) the proxhno-lateral
portion of this lobe is strongly excavated.
Second lJleopod. The syn1podite is shorter relatively and narrows more sharply
to\vards its distal end. Fron1 the distal end of its n1esial edge arises a well-marked
lobe, its rounded apex set with a group of long, stiff setae which interlock with
those of the opposite cluster. Intern1ingled with these setae are a few (two or
three) coupling hooks. The exopodite is longer and broader than in the first
pleopod and is obliquely divided distally to forn1 in a sn1all articulated second lobe.
On its lateral border the exopodite is produced proxin1alIy into a lobe reaching
dorsally ahnost to the sternite. The few setae borne by this lobe are simple, while
those on the n1esial border of the exopodite are pectinate, the lateral and tern1inal
setae being plun10se. Sub-Inarginal setae are few and very fine. In the fen1ale,
the endopodite resembles that of the other appendages, being an oval lan1ella
extending distally for about two-thirds of the length of the basal exopoditic lobe.
In the Inale, the endopodite is divided transversely into a proximal joint, thickened
and Inuscular, and a distal portion subdivided lengthwise into inner penial stylet
and outer respiratory lan1ella, (2) which is sn1aller than the endopodite of the
corresponding lin1b in the fen1ale. The stylet is a stout, curved rod, tapering
n1arkedly to its extren1ity, devoid of setae, and exceeds the level of the distal end
of. the related lan1ella. It is irregularly scroll-like, forn1ing an incon1plete tube,.
the edges of the groove set· with a close fringe of oblique setae.
T hi1"d, .fourth, and fifth pleopods. These differ fron1 the foregoing not only
their proportions, but also in the retention of an epipodite. This
(1) The powerful muscle related to the pleopod seems to be attached to the inner
pleural expansion at the point of junction of this the tergum.
(2) Said by CaIman (1909, p. 206) to represent a distal endopoditic joint in some Isopods.
Plvrea,toicoJ]sis and Af. a small swelling upon inner endopodite occurs
pleopod at the level of the stylet second in the
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the proxin1al outer border of the sympodite. In it is a bent ovaloI' sub-
reniform, articulating with the sympodite by but a narrow base. It is fringed
with long setae which appear simple, but are actually finely feathered
On the mesial border of the sympodite there is small setose lobe, differing in no
essential from that described as present on the second pleopod, excepting for the
absence of coupling hooks.
As Chilton has pointed out, the division of exopodite of the pleopoda (except
the first) into two distinct joints is not con1mon in the Isopoda. In some specimens,
the bases of the long plumose setae aPIJear to be continued pr'oxi,mally tow'ard the
axis of the joint. While this may be only an due to some protoplasmic
retraction it may, nevertheless, well be that these lamellar structures (known only
in Isopoda and much more nearly linear in Tanaidacea) have arisen from multi-
jointed biramous appendages of the Syncaridan type (still found in the Mysidacea
and Amphipoda an10ng the Peracarida), by the flattening of the axial joints and
the confluence of the adjacent bases of plumose setae and further confluence of
the joints of which only a terminal group has retained independence (and that
only in the Phreatoicidae), even this .being lost in the first pleopod which has
already attained the condition of most Isopoda. The modification has gone further
in the endopodite, in which only in the second pleopod is there any indication of
a second joint, and all the unfused setal fringe is lost, except in Mesa1nphisolYUB,
where both lamellae are setose and plumose, and in and in a few New
Zealand species, where this condition is still preserved in the first pleopod. This
suggestion of the more nearly prhnitive condition of the Phreatoicid pleopods
(alnongst the Isopoda) is further supported by partial retention of a segmented
condition of the sympodite (perhaps the retention of traces of pre-coxae) and the
persistence, also, of what are possibly gnathobasic lobes upon these abdominal
appendages. If this interpretation be correct, then is of further interest to note
that, although the distal lobe of the exopodite has lost its independence in the first
pleopod, that limb, nevertheless, retains in ~4mphisopus, Eophreatoicus, and
Phreatoicopsis, and some New Zealand ,species, the long sub-triangular shape con-
sequent upon the complete fusion of the proxiInal and distal lobes, whereas in
other Phreatoicids modification has continued till in sOlpe genera (e.g., P. typicus)
this ramus has taken on almost the shape found in the Asellota: It is, of course,
possible that evolution has not followed the same lines in these two types and that
in P. typicus, the Asellota, and others the rounded outline in the first pleopod is
the consequence of the actual loss of a distal lobe, (1) instead of merely its fusion
with the proximal exopodite lobe.
The tailpi.ece. This has a profile which suggests a sub-conical or hehnet-
shaped body; actually, it consists of the median dorsal or axial sub-cylindrical
part downwardly produced on either side into pleural extensions, so that seen
fron1 behind (or in transverse section) it is somewhat horseshoe-shaped. The
attachment of the uropods appears to be ventro-mesial to the distal edge of this
pleuron, and from the dorso-posterior angle of this insertion a spinous ridge,
usually armed with three or four spiniforln setae, runs up"vards upon the tailpiece,
which ridge has been interpreted (Stebbing, 1893, Sheppard, 1927, Nicholls, 1926)
as marking the sutural line between sixth pleon segment and telson. In this view,
all that part of the tailpiece that lies postero-dorsally would seelll to be telson.
If that be the case, we have, in this fan1ily, a broad telson whose pleura are bent
downwardly on either side into an arched shape such as is not apparently met with
(1) Not infrequently, in life, a terminal 'lobe has been lost from the hinder pleopods and
mutilated piece is then often strikingly like the shape appendages in typicus.
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specinlens n1ay have aboutSize. Male 17
eggs or embryos
any other side (fig. the tailpiece presents,
a gently convex surface, rather steeply near the
the actual ternlination tip-tilted. This ternlinal piece projects
slightly, is convex to side, while its is also
convex. FrOln edge of the projection or four
setae, cilia-tipped and with a few finer setae. Laterally,
either side froln this the pleura flare outwardly and downwardly.
outward curvature, n10st pronounced dorsally, is little evident. so
a very strong. spine a conical pron1inence (,vhich marks the dorso-
lateral angle) appears ahnost from beneath the terminal
spine is usually by a spiniforln seta and one or finer setae,
anterior to it, and saIne level, is a sn1aller sub-Inarginal spine, difficult
nlake out against its background. Fron1 the dorsa-lateral spined eminence, the
pleural margin turns n1uch definitely downwards, though still curving slightly
laterally. The edge slightly serrated, the serrations lodging in turn a
spiniform a and two progressively slnaller of which
uniciliate. It is fron1 postero-inferior angle that there extends obliquely
ventral ridge n1arking the internal line of attachn1ent of the peduncle of the
uropod. From its lowern10st point, the inferior n1argin of the tailpiece is nearly
horizontal, then sweeps for,vardly sharply dorsally as the anterior margin of
The postero-inferior angle is occupied by a very stout, sirnple spine and is
preceded by three or four spiniforn1 setae and a spinule, all approximately
The upper the anterior which, in some species, Inay
sparsely fringed with fine is bare in
The uro1Jod (fig. 15, consists of. a stout peduncle, which in
view appears sub-triangular, being deepest distally. Its dorsal surface
concave and its inner 111argin higher than the outer. Upon this inner
border are one or two stout spiniforn1 setae, 'iVith spinules; distally
truncated edge bears stout spines, increasing progressively in size. The
Inargin is arn1edin a silnilar way, but the spines and setae not
nUlnerous nor so developed; its narrow ventral border appears unarn1ed,
actually' bears clusters setules varying from two to five in nUlnber, son1etilnes
fine and usually quite inconspicuous. The two ralni are slender and· sub-
cylindrical, the inner as or longer, than the peduncle, the outer distinctly
shorter; beneath their is a stout, curved, sin1ple spine, and it ll1ay be
accon1panied by a setule or spinule. Dorsally, the inner ralnus is slightly flattened
M esatnphisopus) , its arn1ed at fairly regular intervals with three
paired spines, its end truncated, bearing a long curved, and rather slender spine
by a second spine and by one or 1110re spinules or setae.
outer ralnus is lnore upon its outer border two unpaired spines
its truncated apex is arn1ed with two long, curved and slender spines
quite unequal length. As the inner ralnus, the apical spines may be associated
with one or Inore slender spinules. Usually, these linlbs are 1110re spinose in the
fen1ale than in the n1ale Chilton, 1894, pp. 260 and 262).
ColouT. 'Dark olive darkest on the dorsal region, which is separated
the peraeon and pleon the sornewhat paler n1argin by a light crescentic
ll1arking on each of the seglnents, head n1arbled, flattened bases, and ischiun1 of
peraeopodafive, six, and seven with pale blotches, n10ttIing on the other joints of
1924, p. 51.)
15
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'Dog Swamp,
shallow lakes
Claremont, Bassendean,
~wanln~ are liable to dry out in sunl1ner,
the SUlnlner buried in mud, as ............O.L ""'LAO.L'-'C
species, and as almost
a fair range of ... T<:lY.... ~:lVYll'1T"'{T
probable that at
Perth;
vicinity of
etc. N early all
specin1ens Inust presunl-
to be the case in some
P. 1nontanus, n.
different localities
require to
odd miles to
as a variety
palustris n.
(Fig.
exopodite of the Inale
differences in the arn1ature
relative length. of the rami
incisure rather better developed,
to a lesser extent. The
differences in
fourth joint being distinctly
whole is less
to ocelli.
displaced and the hand
palm. In the hinder
16, 12(7), for example,
the relative proportions of
fornl differs fronl the typical '"""'V.L ... '-<- ... V'" 'V"'''
as seen in dOI'sal view, appears
rnarkedly in the fenlale, the fourth
Actually the anin1al is 111arkedly
head (fig. 2s) shows the sub-ocular
is overlapped by the peraeon
is relatively little shorter, and
proportions of the peduncular joints of antell/JUt,
; there are but in the
The eye is relatively large, but with
The coxa of the gnatholJod seems less
11) differs in the shape and
peraeopods there are small differences; in the
in setation as well as in the shape of the ischiun1
ischillln, Inerus, and carpus.
the pleopods the latero-proxhnal excavation on
pronounced, while the U1!'opod (fig. 16,
and inner ralnus, as well
anal opening is disposed nearly instead of horizontally as in
palust1~is.
In the size of the brood this variety is nearly internlediate between the typical
and 1nontanus, being apparently a n1axin1unl of about 32, which is large
for slnall a This Inay account for the exceptional size of the brood
lamella and the markedly depressed condition of the anterior peraeon in female.
In colou!1' this form is practically indistinguishable from palustTis, but the size
the largest does not exceed 12 mnl. It was first taken by the writer in the
winter 1924, in swalnpy ground and nearby drains Fairbridge Farm, W.A.
it was collected at Pinjarra sonle the south, in
the Murray River,. but this area extensively drained
Phreatoicid is now rarely
FIG.
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palustris var.
35.
lid":
A sInall species, lJalustris; smooth, with
setae which are short long as (or perhaps longer than)
bined length of first and second peraeon segments; eyes with from fifty to
ocelli; first peraeon segInent· about two-thirds length of the second in female, in
male sub-equal; second, third, and fourth sub-equal and longer than the fifth,
and seventh; pleon moderately deep and longer than the peraeon, the ratio
length of pleon to that of cephalo-peraeon being as 85: 100; the first
segments are sub-equal in the female; the shows the first pleon
shortest, and second, third, and fourth sub-equal; the fifth segment in the
scarcely shorter than the tailpiece, which is as long as the combined length of
first and second peraeon segments, but narrows somewhat sharply .posteriorly;
telson gently convex, but n10re deeply notched on either side of the median
jection than is palustris, its pleural portion not strongly developed and with
few spines.
A ntennule barely as long as the peduncle of the antenna, first joint
longer than broad, second joint longer than flagellum with joints somewhat
elongate (eight in the male; seven in the female); olfactory cylinders on at
terminal four articles.
Antenna/ slender, about two-thirds of length of body, flagellum with about
twenty-three joints. Upper lip lacks the lateral brush of setae and the palp
Inandible is less setose than in palust1'i.s; epipodite of Inaxilliped has the
border fringed abundantly with long setae. Gnathopod in the male less 111assive
than that of lJalustr'is, anterior border less convex, posterior border more rounded
in the female, the propod is triangular and the palm straight. In a specinlen
nearly 8 111111. long, the brood-pouch contained but six or seven e1nbryos (in
coastal species, the number usually exceeds fifty).
The peraeon appendages slightly or not at all pig111ented, the bases of second,
third, and fourth peraeopods distinctly expanded; of fifth, sixth, and seventh,
relatively less developed thall in palustris, and less setose. The pleuron of
pleon segInent narrow and rounded; all pleura in pleon fringed with long
Pleopoda unpigmented; sympodite of first pleopod has well-developed coupling
plate bearing hooklets, the endopodite is short, little longer than the
and is narrow and sub-acute. The exopodite of the second pleopod bears thirtee.n
plumose setae on the lateral border of proximal lobe; endopodite and penial
are of equal length and reach almost, or quite, to the base of distal exopoditic
coupling lobe bears but two to three spiniform setae and two coupling hooks. The
succeeding pleopods differ little frOIn those of palustr'is, except that there are
oval epipodites and that coupling lobes bear but two or three spinifor1n setae
are without coupling hooks.
The ur'opods (fig. 17, 15) are of but moderate length, peduncle not reaching
to the end of the telson and ar1ned with numerous long and very slender
the terll1inal pair of the inner ramus being two-thirds the length of the outer
COlOUT. Pale, scattered black chromatophores 011 a light background.
spirit, the yellowed muscles may be seen through the exo-skeleton and the speci111ens
appear a pale yellowish-grey. In life, translucent.
Length. Male nearly 10 mm.; fell1ale with brood lamellae (but not ovigerous)
nearly 9 111m.
Loca,lity. 'The " just off the York Road, about thirty-two miles due
of Perth. W.A. This sheet of reed-covered water, which lies upon the sUll1mit
lcl.
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Darling Range at an altitude practicaHy dries out eve:ry
summer. The was first 'since then, secured on several
occasions. On latest of these a large number was
Co-types are lodged in the the lVl11SE~urn.
The given above than an enumeration of the details
which this species differs fron1 P. which, superficially, it seell1ed
resemble so closely that it was originally as being a variety (1926, p. 183).
the smallness of the nunlber of there is, however, a character found
no other Western Australian except the still smaller and
subterranean Hype1"oedes1.·pus; the greater of the pIeon, the
greater size of the first peraeon segn1ent, the reduction in the nlunber of
and in the length and number of in the antennae, as well as the diminished
pigmentation, are characters all acquired in adaptation to life more
nearly cryptozoic than that led by any other of the known Amphisopine surface-
This habit may be a consequence of the annual recurrence,
the case of P. rnontanus, of a nearly complete out of its swampy lake.
lake was drY,when first visited, the specinlens being in thin
at the bottoln of depressions n1ade the cattle, only a fihn
water still lingered.
G. E., 192(j, 182 (Arn]JhisOlnAS).
that originally proposed. This
and the addition of one new Western
a nunlber of characters
Head with short sub-ocular incisure, without cervical groove; eyes large and
prominent. Perr-aeon but posteTioJ' 1na'l'gin of some peraeon
of all pleon segments fringed setae; tailpiece with a short median and
lateral ridges; telson not projecting, enlarginate; antennule distinctly longer
peduncle of antenna, with nUTnerous short joints; olfactory cylinders on last
to six joints; g11atho]Jod of nlale and female alike in shape, but fourth
peraeopod of male sexually as a Inodified sub-chelate structure,
carpus being involved as well as the more distal joints; coxae of all peraeopods
ilnnlovable in both sexes, but the suture defining coxa of the sixth, and
seventh peraeopods persistent, bases strongly expanded; both first and second
modified in male; of first and second pleopods with nUlnerous
hooks and without entangling setae; one stout and two more slender
toothed spines beneath insertion of ranli of base of inner ramus twisted
in iV1leS(:Lm/J)~~l.,SI01J'US.
This definition differs in several details
due, in part, to the exclusion of
.L.1.'-"'D\J'.LU;.L.L ....'.L.L form, as well as to the· discovery
overlooked.
Genotype. A mphiso]Jus
Amphisopus lintoni
1926, p. 182; 1924, p. 93,
1927, p. 116 (PhTeatomeTUS
1936, 473.
Body (fig. 18, 1) nloderately
short, scarcely longer than
lintoni).
slnooth with few scattered setae;
segment; large,
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with numerous facets (150 or more) sub-cylindrical, segments deeper than
long, second, third, and nearly fifth, sixth, and seventh· successively
seventh nearly as short as the first pleura of segments one to four
scarcely downwardly produced, only partially concealing the coxae; pleon YYlr\na,Y'<:lt-nl-':T
long, having with the telson length three-fourths that of
FIG. (Nicholls) .
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cephalon and peraeon, first to fourth segments in length, fifth segment
meeting its pleuron behind in a deep notch, as long as the combined length of the
third and fourth; tailpiece (fig. 18, 3) large ; median projection the trans-
verse postero-dorsal border slightly arched, with shallow rounded emargination,
the margin of telsonic pleura deeply notched and raised into three well-marked
paired prominences, each crowned by a stout movable spine. The suture between
sixth pleon segment and telson is well developed and at its posterior end bears
several stout and movable spines. Anterior to the uropod, the pleuron of the sixth
segment has its margin armed with from four to six spines and spinules.
Antennule (fig. 18,4) longer, relatively, than in any other Phre'atoicid, flagellunl
extending to sixth joint of flagellum of antenna, with as many as eighteen
joints, which widen distally. The antenna equals the combined length of the
and the first six peraeon segments, or rather more than twice the length of the
antennule, peduncle with first joint very short, second and third stout and sub-
equal, fourth nearly as long as first and second cOlnbined, the more slender fifth
almost equalling the combined length of third and fourth; the flagellum, once and
a half as long as the· peduncle, may have thirty or more joints, the first being short.
The fur-like covering of fine setae found in pa.lustris is wanting in this species.
The mouth parts differ in many details from those of palust1"is.. The labrum
(fig. 18,5) broader than deep, its ventral edge densely fringed with very short
setae, while across its anterior aspect is an interrupted rank of long setae;
mandibleS' (fig. 18, 6) with palp relatively short and stout, second joint half as
long again as the third and greatly widened; all joints setose, many setae pectinate,
the rank on the third j oint stretching along most of the length. On the right
mandible, both the principal cutting edge and that on lacinia nlobilis bear four
teeth; those on the lacinia being minutely denticulate; a row of plumose setae
lies dorsal to the spine row and one or two free setae arise from the molar surface;
lower lip (fig. 18, 7) shows a relatively great development of the latera-distal
tuft of setae and a number of setospines occur on the Inesial border. The inner
endite of the maxillula (fig. 4B) is widened distally, its 'rounded end with from
seven to nine setospines; outer endite, with one small setospine near the inner
end of the row of teeth, and two sub-terminal plumose setae on the posterior
face of the endite.
Maxilla (fig. 18, 9la), examined from in front, the proxhnal endite appears
sub-triangular, very wide at its base; it is scarcely divided into proximal and
distal parts; the mesial surface narrow, the entire length of its anterior edge
occupied by the usual continuous row of filter setae which reaches the end of the
proximal part of the endite and passes onto its anterior surface. Just proxinlal
to these filter setae there is a short fringe of sinlple setae, and upon the anterior
face of the endite, nearly level with these, is a small tuft of similar setae, but the
continuous line of setae anterior to the filter setae, present in SOlne species, is
vvanting in lintoni. The posterior ridge (fig. 18, 9rp) bounding the mesial surface
is arnled by stout, widely-spaced, biting setae, varying in number from nine to
fourteen, and extending to the inner edge of the apex. Parallel to these, on the
posterior face of the endite is a shorter fringe of sinlple setae. These in the distal
part of the endite spread out and cover nluch of this surface-they are hidden
froln view in the figure by· the inner of the two distal endites. The outer edge of
the inner endite is fringed with long, simple setae. The inner of the two distal
endites is short and narrow, its very obliquely truncated apex bearing a single
close-set series of biting setae. The outer endite is broader and similarly arnled.
Its lateral border has a distal fringe of setu]es, and fron1 the bases
78 THE
seventh peraeopod
of palu8tris.
rounded, the
IJtJA.~~A._"'-'.L."",J.. while
with
third setae. Still more y,\yo,n.'tT11VV'llr:. I
another short. fringe of setules.
M ctxilliped (fig. 10) . This the male, for
stout setose lobe on the coxa, of the inlmature female
species, and for the development on surface of
and carpus of a pilose area thickly setules. The distal end· of
basis shows a trace only of this ventrally it bears a small
pIumose setae;. on endite of of brush setae
two-thirds of the length of the the endite and passes
into a series of simple setae which are the ventral
biting setae; the distal of the ischium has a fringe of
merus is produced almost to end of the carpus, much of
an edging of simple ; the dactyl is practically
its outer margin. In the ovigerous the coxal lobe is
a number of short plumose Inore proximally the
and nlay bear one or two barbs The epipodite is
circular, with a border of setae and a few apical setae.
As cOlnpared with species of other genera, the are relatively
in all, the coxae are fused with their segnlents in both sexes; the hand
the gnathopod (fig. 19, 11), which does not greatly in shape in the two sexes,
attains, however, a much larger size in fenlale, and is more widened basally.
It has the propod sub-triangular, nleeting the posterior Inargin in
rounded prominence which is markedly setose and more pronounced in the
the distal portion of the palm being concave, the dactyl long and stout. The
has a large sub-terminal spine in both sexes, otherwise the armature of
dactyl differs markedly, being denticulate the and armed with close-set
setae in the male. In the male, moreover, is found a pilosity of the hinder
surface of ischium, merus, and carpus which even more pronounced than in
maxilliped. A similar development is in the male on second, third, and
fourth peraeopods; but in the female this condition is not developed, the second,
third, and fourth being nluch as in lJulustris. In the male, the fourth peraeopod
(fig. 19, 12(4) is modified probably to a greater degree than in any other
of Phreatoicoidea, the carpus, as well as and dactyl, being involved
clasp; the ischiunl and merus are expanded, latter strongly (approaching
condition of these joints in Eophreatoicus) , the carpus also is widened, but the
propod is curved and narrow and rounded apically. The dactyl, which widens
distally, projects frOln the anterior borde)' propod and acts, with that joint,
as a single curved piece, folding against setose posterior border
the carpus. A tiny spinule .represents the of the secondary unguis.
The coxal joints of fifth, sixth, and peraeopods are visible
definite groove indicating the suture pleuron of the· related segments
have beconle plates on colouring and
adjacent the bases expanded than in palustris,
unarlned anteriorly; strong setae, OC(~Ul~rI:ng'
tufts and more numerous than appendages of P.
vvhile the border of into strong spines which
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short, gently convex,
while on the
space being
those which continue onto
except that they are broader
has a inferior
anteriorly, bears only close-set
rather widely spaced; the second pleuron has a
inferior margin with one or two setae
angle are several stronger setae, the
fine hair-like setae lnore closely set than
posterior margin; the third and fourth differ
there is a posterior rounded angle; the fifth
margin which, except for a couple of stiff setae
hair-like setae.
life, the pleopods are clearly visible, below the the greater relative
being partly due to the largely-developed sympodite. In the male, the exopodite
the first pleopod (fig. 19, 13(1) has a strongly curved transverse fold corres-
ponding to the great curve of the penial stylet; pIumose setae are practically
confined to the distal half and are numerous and a fringe of short, fine
setae, or variably, one or two plumose setae edging the excavated proximo-lateral
border; SOlne long sbnple setae are scattered over its anterior face distally. The
endopodite is short and may be emarginate, ahnost bi-lobed; the mesial border of
the sympodite is produced into a flange on the edge of which are
numerous coupling hooks (fig. 19,-c.h.). The inner edge of this flange seems
to be bent upon itself, almost at right angles and the hooks, for the· most part,
arise just within the m'argin and are thus likely to be overlooked unless careful
search is made, whereas in A.annectens and P. palustris some or all of the
hooks project well beyond the free edge. The second pleopods (fig. 19, 13(2)
are scarcely wider than the first, the exopodite produced into a small and narrow
latero-proximal lobe almost devoid of setae, as well as being divided into proxinlal
and distal plates bearing plumose setae. On the lateral border these plumose setae
extend some distance proximally, but, on Inesial border, they are almost wholly
replaced by long, simple setae, which extend nearly to the proximal end of the
plate; the lamellar lobe of the endopodite is slnaller than in the corres-
ponding appendage in P. palusfris, but basal segment is stout and well
developed and gives rise to a very strong penial stylet which has the shape
characteristic of the Amphisopinae, strongly curved and tapering to a flattened
pointed apex. Along its inrolled mesial edge is a row of short, stiff setae, com-
parable to, but fewer than, those found in 1Ii]esamphisopus and Eophrea.toicus.
On the sympodite, the coupling lobe is slnaller than in P. and is rounded
and knob-like with but three coupling hooks and with one stiff seta; the lateral
aspect of this synlpodite is produced into a thin flattened plate, better developed
than in palustris, and is armed with a single stout spiniform seta distally. On
the remaining pleopods, the sympodite is narrower, this lateral extension,
but in its place springs the epipodite, sub-triangular with rounded angles, attached
by a narrow base and fringed with long, simple setae which are much more closely
set on the mesial border. In the third pleopod, both exopodite and endopodite are
broader, the former produced proxhnally as in the preceding appendage into a
well-developed proximo-lateral lobe lying inlmediately posterior to the epipodite;
the endopodite extends ventrally nearly to the insertion of distal plate of the
exopodite and springs from a short proxiInal muscular segnlent; the coupling
lobe is smaller and angular and bears but a couple of setae. The endopodite
narrows slightly in the fourth and considerably in the fifth, the epipodites decrease
in size, the coupling lobe becoming longer and narrower; in the fourth· it bears
several setae and is reduced in size.
In the female, the first pleopod (fig. 19, 13(1) ~) is unmodified, it has exopodite
and endopodite much more nearly equal, both lamellae being narrower and sub-
acute, the exopodite densely fringed distally along both borders with pIumose
Size. Largest female taken 20 n11TI.;
Habitat. On submerged stakes or snags
\vater-n1any localities around Albany, W.A., and east
and
growing in
as ' Two-people Bay'"
20,
the outer surface of the upper lip
much less complete than in lintoni.
20, 61') the lacinia mobilis is very
by a series of plumose setae or
; the apex of the inner endite of
eight setospines which tend to spread
end of the inner endite, the
observed in lintoni;
filtratory
slightly en1arginate, the emargination
the notch on either side of it,
two relatively in11uense spines rise from the
the dorso-lateral notch, followed by a
on the postero-inferior Inargin; the suture
bears two or three strong spines and,
inferior margin of the sixth pleon segment
spine preceded by a smaller spine and two
anterior margin is densely fringed with
than the peduncIe of the antenna, its
are not noticeably widened distally; the antenna
of the body, the flagell Uln with
eyes
long dHlIn,etE~r
show setules
with the tailpiece,
cOInbined; all pleon
the fifth being deeply
armed with spaced setae.
The telsonic apex
while froln the niesial
ridge is armed with setae;
border just below the
spiniform setae of various
sixth pleon segment and
posteriorly, a spiniform seta,
armed posteriorly vvith a
while the whole of the
The antennule little
having thirteen joints which
nearly two-thirds of
(about twenty) joints.
The rank of long
runs in a very broken
On the -right rnandi.b le
transparent, the spine
spines; the palp
obliquely truncated
mesial border.
anterior row of
into basal and
6
l1'nton1: ;
of the pilose
in the male
anterio1/O aspect of this
well defined, the
being markedly
seventh the hinder
, well developed;
setae on the
In the lJleopod found the
over much of the exopodite in
distally in the Inale; in fringing setae on and
the lateral excavation of the curved across face
very marked; coupling are well developed on this;
on the second pleopod; in and third these borne
outstanding coupling lobe, and in the and succeeding pleopods the
decrease in nun1ber, but may be followed by short ; theproxinl0-lateral
the second pleopod is fringed with short setules, Inuch of the n10re distal
unarn1ed, ,vhile pI urnose setae extend for one-fifth of the Inesial border
the exopodite, A feature of the second pleopod 21, 18(2) in the male is
ran1arkable development of the peduncle of the endopodite, while the penial
stylet is very In the third the long setae on the epipodite
pectinate, those on exopodite plumose, but these do not reach the
proxin1al end of the lalnelIa on either border, The first is the
second, and fourth are longer, the fifth son1ewhat shorter than
(in these proportions resembling ctustralis rather than
The UT01Jod (fig. 21, 15) has a rather stouter relatively shorter than
that of lin.. ton.i, its inferior border with two or three tufts of setae, its disto-mesial
less produced into the usual shallo,v, blunt process arlned with
which only one is long; the inner ran1US is as long as the and is furnished
,vith spines as in A. lintoni; the outer ranlUS is relatively shorter with one 1-r>~,""""""'Y\",",
unusually stout. Beneath the insertion of the outer ralnus are one
and a second and third' n10re toothed Inuch as in lintoni.
inner distal end of the are one or Inore slender toothed
evidently a vestige of the series of setae in this position in Hyperoedesl:pus.
COlOU1". Light to dark grey, the colour varying with the abundance
dendritic black chron1atophores on a pale crean1-coloured background.
Size. The largest specin1en n1easured about 10 mnl., lllales
being of equal size; fen1ales of just over 5 Inn1. are found with
brood-pouch; the llun1ber of en1bryos found in pouch apparently not
Ha}n:tat. A
Iivervvort around
just on the edge ,veIl-grown
Pemberton, 'Vest Australia. In
ke,pt alive in
surface
12(.tf::I)
d"
is
between
III. PHREATOlVIERINAE
depressed. sn1all, without cervical ahnostelnbraced by
segment short, but greatly antero-ventrally
with head, 'except margin; eyes large and pronlinent. Peraeon
widened, greatest the female) nearly equal to half the
; tel son with Inedian incisure. Antennule relatively long,
short. Peraeopods, coxae greatly reduced, one to thre~; prehensile,
three feebly ~un-{"n~!al,~; basis, ischiun1 and merus expanded; fourth
not sexually bases of hinder peraeopods greatly expanded,
long. Pleopods oval, relatively wide, with
exopodite arn1ed 'with a number short ranks of stiff
coupling hooks on of first to fourth pleopods; both first
pleopods modified ; penial stylet very stout, strongly curved, unarn1ed.
with rami and continued by freely n10vable spines.
very large nUlnber in brood-pouch.
Ph'reafolneTus, the included here, is probably the lnost specialized
of Phreatoicids. The condition of the head is
the depressed which may reach a width equal to one half,
of the total length the body and is followed by a pleon appearing
cOlnpressed, an ensen1ble which has no parallel in Isopoda.
telson is if not in Isopoda, in cleft.
area which, in Cretaceous was
found in the strongly-flowing, hot, and
a bore of con1paratively recent date.
in this arid counti'y, where it has Inanaged to
reached the bore overflow, so that a search in this
species. Its relationships seen1 about equallYvvith
survives in the
subn1erged by the sea,
salt water-the
there Inust be
and fron1 which
will probably reveal
and
Phreatomerus Sheppard
sub-ocular incisure
peraeon depressed,
n10derately con1pressed;
Antennule relatively long,
NICHOLLS
(Chilton).
stout
appearing
it is scaly particularly, bears
short setae. It so broadened its
more than twice its greatest is and,
sub-order, appears sub-pentagonal as seen from above; is
wider in the n1ale than the female; it is concave anteriorly with
rnedian vertical ridge (rostrum?) and, peculiar Phrea-
extensively by the first peraeon segn1ent. dorsal
is the eyes and very with'
ocelli (80 or Inore). The cervical groove which is so well Inarked in
Phreatoicidae where it runs vertically upwards fron1 the ventro-lateral border
head., near its hinder edge, seelns here to be wanting, unless a
exposed upon the side the head, fvent'Y'al to the forwardly produced
out\vardly projecting pleural flap of the first peraeon seglnent, Inay represent
vestiges of this suture. If the projecting part of this <first peraeon segnlent
away, the groove can be traced for sonle little distance dorsally. If this
Phff'eato1ner'1,is really represents this suture, it is unusually forwardly
but in any case the anterior border first peraeon (gnathopod)
has here moved forwardly Inore than in other Phreatocid into the
immediately anterior segnlent, ahnost concealing the post-
part of the head.
length of the peraeon is
broad,

ventral view,
nearly halfway the
attached and in1movable
the anterior proj ection
also forwardly
seglnent preceding.
segn1ents in side view (fig.
follow them. The pleon is
than half of the total length the
and peraeon. It laterally and the pleura are
duced (in the fourth and fifth almost twice the of
The anterior and posterior which are SOlne segments sp'arsely
with long setae, in a rounded that an inferior margin is
but a ridge runs dorsally froln end ITIOre or less parallel to the ..... LLV'-'-'-J-'JL
border, lTIarking off narrow In the hindern10st pleon
a wide angle marks of the pleuron with its
segn1ent. The sixth is united but the suture, vvhich
n1en1bers of the sub-order has as the vestige of its
boundary, is here a well-defined traverses the entire tailpiece, v." .... nl''''V>,rw'
aln10st to its anterior border (fig. The telson is strongly arched
and the convex posterior border unique in this sub-order in being incised.
with spines and setae.'
Q/nte'tLnule (fig. 23, 4) is relatively long, varying from
two-thirds of the length of the (in the male barely half),
with first joint broad and long, very setose, second barely two-thirds of
of the first (or of third), third slender, not quite as long as first, followed
fiagell un1 of nine joints (fen1ale) or (n1ale) vvhich is very slightly longer
tJ'-"..AU-.LL""".,-,; there is an olfactory cylinder on the end of the sixth to ninth
accolTIpanied by sensory setae of slightly different type and \vith a bunch of
latter tern1inally. The an.ten·ru~ is and unusually short, approxi111ately
fourth of the le11gth of the animal, vvith of peduncle very short,
slightly longer, third and fourth sub-equal, each about as as
of first and second, the fifth half again as the fourth and stout
the four 1110re proximal joints; the as long as the peduncle,
as rnany as twenty-two joints, all the 1110re joints being
(as broad as long) the terminal
The rl10uth parts stout
Ph'Y'eato1:c01Jsis than of P. CiustTal'is,
The upper lip, which is strongly
characteristic of luany .. .L\.lTIphisopine
The left Tnand1.'ble (fig. 6l)
with four
lower
dense
short setae;
setae
The 1naxillula (fig. 22, the
the inner endite,
Inost laterally placed long and
as suggest denticulation;
and inner edge of inner but
border of this latter endite is of
1naxilla 22, 23, .9) agrees closely with the
palu,stTis; the the apex of proxilnal endite the
distal endite is rather slender but is quite short
fifteen or n10re setae (Sheppard says nine or ten, a statement
immature or juvenile
The 1naxilliped (fig. 22, 10) than in Phreatoicid,
exception of condition which might be supposed be
to its n10de of life swin1n1ing open waters) were it not for the
that a relatively high degree of found also in capen,sis, ctnnectens,
N ota1nphisopus, spp., and o/u,str'alis, all of except tas7naniae,
sheltered habit of beneath stones or encrusting vegetation.
however, in
setosity tends markedly to decrease. probable,
prin1itive characteristic. 111any specin1ens, these setae were
(as, is frequently the in P h1f'eatoicopsis te!jiTicolaJ) \vith
The epipodite, shallowly convex, is in outline almost circular, its
distal border edged with fine setae (on1itted froin Sheppard's figure-1927,
(4) ); the basis is curved, rather narro\v, considerably more than twice as
as broad, its lnesial border sparsely setose with one terminal tuft of long
; the 111erus produced laterally and almost as far as the distal end
the carpus, with its internal border 111arkedly convex; it is free fro111 setae
for a short part of its latero-proxi111aI border; the carpus has its rnesial
very convex, its outer distal barely beyond the n1erus,
its free border fringed with long setae; both propod and dactyl are a long
in shape-the dactyl n1uch the with a practically continuous fringe
setae. FraIn the basis, the endite as far as the inner distal border
the n1erus, its rounded apex set with long brush setae which continue, as luore
feathered setae, along its dorsal edge nearly to the proxilnal end of the
The lobe upon the coxa of 111axilliped in the female is, prior to
development of the brood-pouch, a stiffly projecting setose flap, nledian and
in At its fullest developnlent, it is enlarged and becornes bent
outwards, in a ll1edio-lateral plane \\Tithin the· brood-pouch, its concave
surface directed its border fringed with long recurved setae, n1any of
pluluose. Together, these setae a strainer-like fringe which fills
gap between the Inesial borders the anterior of the first pair
From their disposition, it ilnprobable that these can function
Sheppard suggests) in current through the
flaps the
91
large and nlay contain as many as
any Phreatoicid.
tapering, and recurved, with
smaller the
entirely from
setose and bears betvveen the setae, a
the dactyl seems incised, forming
which line the distal half of the
There is a group of two or three
dactyl .11 , and dactyl
second, and fourth peraeopods
than the gnathopod, with posterior
vvith stout setae, the propod narrower
secondary unguis present; all three
the tip of the dactyl, when clenched,
; the fourth in the Inale not
longer and more slender than in
the fourth peraeopod in the we
with Phrreatoicops1is, Eoph'reatoicus,
A'lnphisopus and and, in a
in other Phreatoicids Inarkedly.
are alike, but increase in
basis in which latter feature they reach
Phreatoicid and approaching rather
1JJiolncf.;Jnatte1Lsis. The expanded part of
defined from the rounded, nluscle-con-
parallel to the anterior margin; ischium
but in these it is not a plate-like
for the acconlmodation of muscles.
is rather than usual. In the
too, is well-developed
eggs.
condition of the peraeon
region (cf. 2)
Associated with
the first four
surface
in other
segInent, it presents an actual ventral
as seen froln below. Related to
of these segments have coalesced with
view-but seen fronl below are
pleural surfaces. The bases (relatively
overhung in some cases ITIore than
of the
by the pleural walls,
fornls exanlined no
probable that these setose
.."" '-'''-''"'-''-''''-'''' they Inay perhaps, serve
Pera,eopods. The notably
the actual broadening of the
being even more evident in
outward developlnent of the
that these latter present a
which is the practically
peraeon (second
in shape and
Jllodification, the coxae of the
and are conlpletely hidden
inwards towards the mesial border
shortened and broadened) are,
of their' 1ength.
Gnathopod stout, strongly
fenlale, palm straight and (alone
denticles; in place of these the
continuous fringe of setules; the
edging of short blunt spinules;
the fenlale, are more restricted
antero-proxinlal to the
stout secondary unguis.
sinlilar (except for the hand) but
of carpus and propods
the exceptionally
appendages obviously capable of a
burying itself in the setal fringe
that of the fenlale, but \vith
third. In this unmodified
perhaps, a primitive condition
departed froni
different fashion, by P. typicus
fifth, sixth, and seventh
length of limb and degree of expansion
development attained by no other
nearly the condition seen in the
basis consists chiefly of a
tabling by a strong
Inerus, also, are produced
expansion an actual widening
The ischiUln in' the peraeopoda
limbs of the hinder series,
in W'laJ1aJJta1>ce'ns~~s
The brood-pouch in this species
enlbryos-the largest number
The nlale appendage is unusuaUy
border deeply grooved.
11,
(Chilton) .
case of the
nUluerous
P. austr'alis,
that, in species,
simple setae is
striking differences.
the pleopod (fig. 23, relatively than
pal'ustris, having wide-based well developed,
long, stiff setae and three on free edge;
and endopodite are fringed from
sub-apical part of its mesial border proximal end of its lateral border
sparsely feathered setae, about fifty of being counted; fewer (thirty-
were found in 111ale of conlparable setae being absent
proxi111ally, since, in the male, the proximal fourth this border is thickened
spinulose, a condition rather like that of A11~ph1:S01)US species and one that is
found also in some other Isopods AseltuB) . Generally, on the hinder face
the exopodite, there is a sprinkling sub-marginal setules.
The (fig.) is larger in the male, the endopodite is
narrowed and reaches to the middle the distal lobe of the exopodite, penial
being stout basally, sharply and curving laterally to its apex,
,;vhich is devoid of setae, its surface is deeply grooved, its inrolled edges
setose. The exopodite is well fringed; with fully-plumed setae only, the
inner border bears a dense fringe of stiff setae mixed with setae;
sub-111arginally upon the anterior. face along the mesial border are short ranks
of four or five stout pectinate spinules. proxi111al lobe of the exopodite
well ; fr0111 the mesial coupling lobe rounded
and distally directed, bearing numerous long setae and a few (two or three) short
coupling hooks which spring from the anterior face and are, therefore, not seen
in profile; on outer border, a flat flange evident and is divided into proximal
and distal areas.
The fourth, and fifth pleopods are generally and differ fron1 the
second in the greater width of the lan1ellae, and in bearing an epipodite, this latter
arising from a narrow base and in shape, a long oval ; it is fringed with
long, stiff setae, of which son1e are On the sympodite, entangling setae
are more nun1erous and are while coupling hooks are fewer, generally
two on the third and fourth and one only on the fifth, this last being sometin1es
wanting. In general, the setae are n10re set and luore nUluerous upon the
lobe of the exopodite than in other species, there being as many as fifty, (1)
but of these some (twenty or luore) upon the border of the distal lobe are
pectinate with short pectinations on two edges of the seta.
In the female, the pleopods appear less setose and
the endopodite is relatively considerably longer.
T(tilpiec.eand uropocls. The paired into
region are separated by a narrow
convex, their apices with
developed and convex, their
fringe stout spiniforn1 and
spines so
The anteriOr
freely
towards anterior
and spinules.
The ur'opod (fig. 22, broadly concave above,
edge set high with a nearly spines and spiniform
raised distally and bears there two nluch larger spines ; the outer
at a lower level has rather fewer widely-spaced spines. The
border bears four long and slender setae not represented by
(I.e., fig. 4), being overlooked probably they may be folded against
ventral border inner ramus with about five
spines and one longer, flanked by two on the truncated
outer ranlUS is but two-thirds the length inner, has three lateral
and two longer terminal spines; all of both rami being movable. Beneath
its insertion springs the usual stout vvhich is here without teeth and
guarded on either side by a long and spiniform seta.
Colour'. In most preserved material, these Isopoda appear a uniform
colour; in some, however, the head shows free frolu pigment-very strongly
reminiscent of the yellow areas on the Phr;'eatoicopsis and PhTeatoicoides.
In some examples this patch is faintly brown and the middle line of body shows
a band of chestnut brown. Two specinlens sent by' Mr. Sheard arrived
living-one showed the patchy coloration described above, the other
recently nl0ulted) was unifornlly in colour. Pigmented
well developed on exposed surface (less on the
and mandible. The though concealed, is heavily pigluented,
as are the under surfaces of the pleura peraeon and parts of the pleopods.
Occasionally, small specinlens appear with widely separated
black chromatophores.
These creatures are so unlike
probably written when he first received
to thelu as 'some
expansion of the
than any other members
The distribution
Northern Tropical
Syn,al1~phisopus, also,
and n1ay have
U1'arrnphisopus apparently
an even older area
every ease fron1 the ston1ach
is upper Triassic
AI}nphisopus. It is with son1e
gen.
Body scale-clad, slender, its practically
setae. Eyes relatively small, pyriform. Head long with well-developed
incisure, without cervical groove, completely united first peraeon
peraeon rather wider than deep, segluent relatively long and very widely
expanded at its ventral edge pleon shorter peraeon, the depth
than the width. Telson with and lateral ridges; without
terlninal projection but hinder with spines, bounding a
distinctly flattened posterior
Antennule short, scarcely
five setospines not· wholly terminal
large number of
endite much shorter
carpus long, and basis
with their related
strong and very heavily
of hinder
vestiges of oostegite
with pleura of
Synamphisopus
pleon
(male).
wide, the width
or slightly greater
The anterior border
a
a stout median rostral
twenty-five to twenty-eight
genal groove deep,
The ventra-lateral border is
the mandibular fulcral
-'-'_.TJU.\.Jvv'V'L-I. by the slightly convex of
the post-lnandibular
irregular ventro-
a sn1all '~r":,,-r,,,,_",n,.....
head is fused
(Arnphisopus
Sheard's description this
body (fig. 24, 1s) is more
only those blind forms which
subterranean waters. It vermiforln, the
practically uniform and the
width. (1) The surface appears sn100th
uniformly scaled, this condition extending
noticeable in the last five joints of the
slightly narrower than the peraeon.
dorsal view the head is seen to be a
equal to its greatest depth. The
of the first and second peraeon segments
elnarginate, the front rising
sub-ocular On its anterior
The eyes seen1 slnall, although there are
ocelli. The sub-ocular segment is not very definite
swelling out below it, as in P.
is deeply concave below in the
process, which is particularly large; this is
mandibular articulation. Behind that, it
then crosses that area in a ridge,
area below and extending behind
There is no trace of a cervical
the first peraeon
Peraeon. In length,
and sixth
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length of the
embrace slightly
greater than its length. vvidened
with the head and backwardly overlapping the
to the development of a The second
long, but the next succeeding se~~'nlen1ts
are deeper, the seventh
of two-thirds only of the
segnlents are SUllJ-~UU;-l1_
a little shorter than
The pleura are fringed
the junction with the
suture of the sixth seglnent is seen
short ridge, which wholly unarmed.
The telson (fig. 3s), reselnbles
a distinct nledian ridge which not produced a
side by a lateral ridge which behind in stout movable spine.
telsonic pleuron bears a second spine, its convex border there curving
to the insertion of the The hinder surface of the tel son is
far down as the level of pair of spines, beneath which level
end of the body slopes away anteriorly, the anal opening being
Anterior to the insertion uropods, pleuron of the sixth
is armed with a very stout spine terminally, preceded by a series
spines decreasing in size and length
The antennules (fig. 24, 4) short and stout, but Amphisopine
They do not reach to the end fourth j oint of peduncle of the antenna, UJ.lJ.l.J.V' U.:t::...1.1
there are as Inany as nine ten (eight in joints in the
last minute. The first joint peduncle is laterally
upon the antenna. This is long (two-thirds the length of the animal),
robust, especially in the and second joints wide, the third
as great as the width of preceding joints, fourth rather long,
fifth joint; flagellum practically tvvice with about
In the female, the basal less and the proportions slightly different
the nUlnber of joints to vary from to thirty-six.
Upper' lip (fig. 24, 5). Epistome with strong ridge; labrum
short and wide, its ventral only moderately convex-ahnost 0V",-U,,",-:",.IlJ.\.i
and slightly excavated where processes
against it.
Mandibles. These
external view,
Maxillula
oblique and
the characteristic
Outer endite broad and
very oblique with
the posterior face near
centrally, two others
which arises
tas1naniae) is this rank
Jl!1axilla. This
the inner member of
this direction in P. terr'icola.
nearly with that of the latter In
condition of typicus or capens'is and differs .l.l.l ....,.L~l..'-''-A.~
Phreatoi.copsis. On its inner
of slender pectinate
cOll1b-like row of filtra tory setae (fil.)
This ends abruptly and, at the point vvhere this
lobe is bent ,sharply mesially, producing distinct
flanked posteriorly by the 1110re widely-spaced
a supporting row, these setae nearly
Inay be made out, in mounted
in posterior view. behind this lies the
The'inner of the two endites of the third not only short, but is
and is so disposed that in natural position is to be seen only from
behind. Owing to the of this appendage so obliquely. to the long axis,
con1bined with the antero-posterior disposition of joint itself, this endite
practically mesially to and behind the outer slender pectinate setae
at its apex are continued down its mesial face more widely separated
setae. Lateral to it, the large outer endite presents inner concave face over-
lapping the lateral border proximal practically hiding the
anterior face of the inner distal The of this outer
too, is armed with numerous setae, form a stiff postero-mesial
fringe, while apically a few of the are very much
although not comparable to the great this position in
\¥ell developed as this joint is, it the proximal
which seems unusually large, and distal part is furred
with long, setae, cluster becomes
rather than a fringe.
The 1naxilliped
terricola than to
bears an
a number short
half as long
well
bears a cluster
rerlre~sented by
PHREATOICOIDEA
with
at the
clearly
is
fourth
YY\",nO'-Y'P<;;:~<;;:ln:TPI-u the ischiunl length (relatively the
more downwardly produced, the carpus and widening. In the
peraeopod of the nlale, is a distinct suggestion that distal three
may have sonle prehensility as in etc.
The hinder group of peraeopods (fifth to seventh) all longer,
is widely expanded, its anterior border notched and armed with
posterior stout
101
the occurrence
hitherto only
internlediate
short but,
Its inner upper
into that
fornls, and, as usual,
border is nluch lower
arlned with four
rather than ventrally
The ranli, too,
and flattened
01' four movable
as is so generally
Beneath the ''''''C'AVO+''',lV1l
flanked
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vlith darker lnarbling.
, 22 lnnl.fen1ale
this species were by the late
1933-34, and were kindly sent to the writer
and described as Tepresenting not only a
new genus for their accomlnodation, the
description was, however, not published at
that it Inight be in the present
largely taken shape. But in the following year
~outJ!1C()tt were sent to South Australian Museunl.
preserved dry and were not veTy suitable for
Inaterial for Sheard's description. Later these,
supplelnent the incolnplete available,
fen1ales. In the SUn1Jrier
unfortunately the season was
nothing.
In
Male,
1939, an
Nicholls
190
sub-cylindrical, transversely; head short,
slight sub-ocular cervical groove. large,
with nlany peraeon seglnent n10derate length, apparently
fused ,vith head, pleon cornparatively long with deep pleura, first four seglnents
sub-equal, fifth as long as tern1inaI projection very slightly developed,
upturned.
Antennule with rnr:I.II'l-lliJIfILI:-'IJI .........s-.,'V.......... .LJ,.L. antenna Inoderately short with peduncle
; n1andibles short, with joints and broadened; gnathopod,
alike in both sexes, strong, prhnitive, the palnl occupying the entire
Inargin of peraeopod in the n1ale probably with terminal
three joints for peraeopods with merus expanded, basis and ischium
greatly expanded on seventh; pleopods with exopodite and endopodite
sub::.equal, without vv'u.tJJlJL.LJj.!;::. ; first with ranli long and sub-Ianceolate;
epipodites on second pleopods; penial stylet curved, arnled
uropod expanded; inner ralnus lalnellar, outer more nearly styliforn1,
both blunt-ended with terlninal spines; spine beneath insertion of ranli
Nicholls.
Eophreatoicus kershawi Nicholls
(Fig. 25)
190,
Body robust, sub-cylindrical, having through the peraeon and part of pIeon
unifol'nl width \vhich rather greater than the (as 5 : 4). The head
narrower and, pleon tapers gently froln the third segment,
being sub-fusifornl, length in the· male being nearly eight times its
greatest width, as in In the the peraeon is Inarkedly
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that the greatest is a little than one-fifth of the total
surface is everywhere scale-covered with fine setae sparsely
the peraeon and part of the pleon are low transverse wrinklings.
is longer than the third peraeon considerably
the length first and second segnlents. In it appears
a quadrant of a circle, rising steeply in front. The eyes are exceptionally
sub-circular and very pronlinent, having about one hundred ocelli. A sub-
incisure is barely indicated by a shallow groove. (1) The anterior border
is distinctly emarginate, above a narrow vertical rostral ridge; the
space wide, although little lnore than once and a half the greatest
the eye. Its ventro-lateral border, nearly horizontal anteriorly, bends
downwards into the post-nlandibular region. Arising froln the posterior
a groove off incolnpletely the nlaxilliped segment behind
first peraeon segnlent is to elnbrace the head with
is firnlly united.
lJeY'aeon appears but is actually slightly wider than deep
4) the nlale; in the felnale, greatest width lnay be ahnost twice the
The second, third, and fourth peraeon segnlents are sub-equal; fifth, sixth,
seventh decreasing progressively in length, the seventh sub-equal to the first.
segment is turned forwardly at its lower end to overlap slightly the
corner of the head, but the segnlent is not noticeably widened below,
differing nlarkedly fronl Arnphisopus, Syna1nphisolJUs, and Ph1"eatomer'us, but
Phreatoicopsis and M esa1nphisopus. The coxal plates are small, the
three not entirely marked off fronl their related segments.
pleon is relatively long, ahnost equalling the peraeon, the first segnlent
to the first peraeon seglnent, second, and fourth progressively
fifth as long as conlbined length of third and fourth and sub-equal to
The pleura are deep, the fourth segnlent having a depth three thnes its length;
of fifth seglnent is shallower and Ineets its segnlent at a sharp angle
In a mounted preparation of all these there is to be seen a
(probably a thickening of the chitin) at the level where pleuron and
25, pl. 3, pl. 4). In the second, however, there is a distinct
region suggesting that the pleuron is an epinleron (prae-coxa) which
beconle sutured to its segment, this condition closely cOlnparable to that
existing in the peraeon of those fornls in which the coxae are firnlly fused with
segments. (2) The ventral nlargins of these pleura are arnled with a
widely spaced spinules, which occur only around the curved lower part and
developed upon the posterior borders.
In all these segments, there are slightly developed transverse wrinklings,
be called ridges, and if a portion of the lateral surface be examined
a high Inagnification, the uniforlnly scaled condition is seen to bear broken
transverse lines of sparse and minute spinuIes in vertical rows, each row apparently
marking the line of a ridge.
In the tailpiece, the distinction between sixth segnlent and teIson is very
indicated; dorsally, by a crest running trans-
versely and forwardly, parallel to the hinder border of the piece, near its posterior
approached by Phreatoicopsis and Sunam,phisopus.
interest. in this connection. that in the specimens of the fossil 1oiana-
pleura were apparently readily disconnected from the related terga (Chilton. 1917,
Sunamphisopus.
significance
posterior
along the borders of
indicative of an originally
The
and armed with.four
by stout movable
dorsal end of the
occurs, the profile of
There is, a narrovV
genus, but is better developed
Phreatoicine for111s.
Anterior to uropod, the pleuron of the sixth
25, pl. 6) bears a very stout, posteriorly, flanked mesially by
toothed apically and by a series of ten or eleven similarly
spines progressively size until the uppermost is a
wholly The anterior margin passes upwards almost '<TA·.... -t-l1n ..... 11 '<T
so that tailpiece is short below measurement)
resembles, rather closely, corresponding region of Phreatoicopsis.
Appendctges. These rather fully in the original account
but there relnain nU111erous details which were overlooked or
which was not, at that sufficiently appreciated.
The antennule reaches to of the second j oint of flagellum of
The \vhich is a than the is not well
Inay followed by as Inany joints; the first (sometimes,
second) flagellar joint resembling the third joint of except for
succeeding joints are short and sub-rectangular, many bearing sensory setae
differ' from the usual 'olfactory , of this sub-order; the ter111inal
a small knob. The scaled condition gives to the outline of
a serrated appearance 25, 4).
Antenna, moderately short, than one-third of the length of the
first and second of peduncle stout and sub-equal, the third slightly
but its length less than width of the proximal joints, while the fourth
as long as their width. The fifth joint, more slender, is twice the length
fourth joint and the whole is shorter than the flagellum which
equal in length to the first antenna. Twenty joints were counted in a
not quite complete, the serrated appearance of the joints being very
The lctb?"u/J1t 25, is, usual, aSy111metrical, its lower border
and heavily setose.
The (fig. 25, 6) has the primary
four stout teeth, the lacinia three, nearly as stout; the spine
eight or nine pairs of stiff curved pectinate spines; dorsal to the palp, the JI..u.....,Jl.JI.'ULJI. ..JJI.'-'
bears a low conical fulcral the elongated InolaI' has about
arising fro111 the dorsal edge tuberculate surface, a condition
Amphipoda; i111111ediately posterior, there is the huge adductor muscle,
border of the ll1uscle exit being practically straight and edged with
so characteristic this palp has the proxilnal joint
The lip (fig. 25,
sub-quadrangular outer lobe is
appear to spring in tufts fron1 a
found mouth parts of
The 1naxillula (fig. 25, 8)
its a pex somewhat and bearing
lying to the first and third
rather longer and distinctly lllore
(in places, three) parallel rows;
denticulate on two sides one
long although shorter and less
san1e face of the
slender plumose setae.
Maxilla (fig. 25, D).
border, being without the distal
a dense fringe 0 ffine the po:sterlClr
rank of filter setae which runs to
Behind this is the more open row
n1argin. These, too, stretch practically
at the apex form the posterior· part of
pectinate (or biting) and many pllln11)Se
parallel· to the other series of setae
arrangement of setal rows closely
which, however, the mesial
ticularly wide. The endites of
beyond the proximal endite;
large number of long and stiff
are two. very stout spines on the
those de~cribed in P h'l"eatoicopsis.
endites are primitive, the· shortness
due to
In the 1na~X1l·tfl/pecl.
ticularly long;
circular and
the basis. Part of its
short spinule. The
lingul ate in n1esial
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setae,
along the
and is
setae.
pectinate setae. It reaches
surface four stout
brush of simple,
basis bears a couple
are heavily setose.
for the relative shortness of the ischium;
truncated conical process, armed like .that
one very stout spine; the proxin1al
by the carpus. The propod is
co'rT(:';Sl)OIld].n~~·!y thick; the which occupies
practically and is arn1ed
well developed proxin1ally,
its and then· is
features which are without parallel
angle of the bases of second
process crowned with a tuft of
because the relnainder of the
altogether probable that
vanished exopodites of these
and Cumacea, exopodites are
In several species .of the
structure are seen, but in none
in species. (2) The
degree of Cl/nterior expansion of certain
..Il'-'''-dILL''-1l..llJl'', and n1erus) of these three peraeopods,
and Inerus, as well as of basis in the
is approached elsewhere, among the
wiana11~attensis, less evidently, in
is less, rather than greater,
seventh are considerably longer
the group, the ischiun1
; the n10re distal joints bear a
almost without setae, its thin
each of the indentations bearing
dactyl is, in all the peraeopods,
a comparable anterior expansion inbasis of first to fourth
The too, severa] prhnitive not occurring in other
forn1s. First pleopod has broad sub-oval and sub-equal lan1ellae springing
a wide and stout sympodite, lateral of which there is a widely-
Inen1brane (1926, pI. 27, 24) with a fringe of setae, which
a reduced fused vl1ith the Mesially, another widely
expanded lobe bears the entangling are arranged in two tufts, one
proxilnally and the second apically. Laterally, the exopodite is produced into a
proximal lobe lying behind the reduced ; its outer border for half its
length is fringed with sin1ple setae which are replaced, in the distal half, by
plllm()Se setae, continued around the for the distal fourth of the Inesial border.
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in
Inesially, between
(fig. 25, lYJn.). In its appearance,
(cf. Leucifer). The only
in which the pair· of pleopods
It is .not certain,
exhibits the most
the second pleopod of
Phre~ltolclds, it differs in that
reniform in shape, with
and bears a single
pIumose setae are
and the outer border of the
has simple setae only
fur of fine, stiff setae marginally
n1esial border. Proximally,
almost completely
is sub-equal to the
curved, cylindrical
of all other known species
of numerous (about
edges are also more nun1erous
perhaps most
Here, plun10se
any kind.
The is
that setae originally
and I-Iypsimetopus.
It is in the second pleopod
In general,
but from this, and, indeed, froln
free epipoditeo This is large,
few simple setae. The coupling lobe
numerous entangling setae.
to the distal half of the
distal lobe. Mesially, this distal
continue on to the proximal lobe, forn1ing a
and sub-marginally for about one-third of
exopodite is produced both laterally and
anterior face of the sYInpodite. endopodite
of the exopoditeand,in the
p1.27, fig. 26). This,
of development of its
setae. The fringing setae
in other species, the
approaching it.
The sternite of this second pleon seJQ,'ITlerlt
a curious structure whose function is not
there is something suggestive of a
paration examined, in which it appears;
were ren10ved together with the intervening
whether it is of constant occurrence
Third to fifth pleopods differ, as in practically all the members of
in shape and relative proportions of and endopodite. The epJlPOIQllCe
is large and sub-quadrangular, but in the it is almost sub-triangular.
other lamellae become increasingly shorter wider, but the endopodite
its general sub-equality to the the exopodite, the
increases in size..
short, the
being only about twice as
the peduncle is raised
to a dozen spines of
border is low and about
The inner and larger ramus
with spines of
a second sub-tern1inal.
by one-fourth of its
sub-terminal. Beneath the
flanked by another similar
u'/'opods. These are and
peduncle (measured along its ventral
its depth at its attachment. The inner
and thin membranous lamella armed
sizes, the two largest being sub-tern1inal.
four spines which increase in size posteriorly.
thin lamellar structure, fringed nearly
ends bluntly with one large terminal
outer ramus is more nearly styliforln and
bears fewer spines, two being terminal
of the rami is one large and strong simple
much sn1aller.
This species has
at Sandstone Bluff in
received from Mr. it
W. M'Lennan
Territory.
the 'water hole'
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females
were repre-
shortness of the
of· the ancestral
M.
and
of a
crevices. In any case one
seglnent, probably a
of the coxa in the
with
hooks
probably retains
although in 111any of its features
of the uropod rami also,
to have co-existed with one or more
have while the simple
and in and Synarn~phi-
mIn.
'A'VJ'..'-'...,"jL.l'I,J.Lv spots variably abundant which
in the three hinder
syn1podite of the pleopods.
most
the Sandstone
Essington. M'Lennan's
The Emu' (vol. 16, 1917,
nature of this region.
which about
the collection.
Males in length from
may a length of 14 mm. and
Colour'. In yellowish
occasionally to forln
the sum total of its characters
the primitive
have become specialized.
all probability the following (i) general
proportion of the body, its marked transverse ridges;
(ii) well-developed fiiliform and the
V~~.L.L"''''v",,,,I,J. multi-facetted eyes groove; (iii) the condition
the mouth parts; (iv) the of the hand of the
gnathopod, involving the whole border the propod as a palm and the
retention of possible exopodite vestiges hases of anterior peraeopods;
the expansion of the bases of all the the shortness of the ischium and
the expansion of this joint and in the the outstanding
character is retention of an on the second ; the penial stylet
long, cylindrical, and strongly armed (the typical tapering unarmed
stylet being a derived the tailpiece, the short upturned
telsonic surface, and in the the lan1ellar ran1i, multi-spined and with freely-
movable terminal spine or second
The simple spine
primitive. It may be supposed
toothed spines, which in most .L .... ~ ...... IJ' ... ~ ... IJVIJ ...... Jlv
spine has persisted. In the Phreatoicine forms
sopus it is the simple spine which has gone.
The condition of the typhlosole was
Of specializations several be In::;ta,nc:ed
first peraeon segInent, but this have
Peracaridan, and the length of segment
secondary acquisition-its elongation
is almost certainly a modification associated with the
body in adaptation to life in subterranean
subterranean (H. exhibits
case of retention a primitive condition;
reduction of
TI.
compressed; head
son1e with a
being
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rami
which Chilton's
apparently one which was not
26B). It seenlS to have
times its maximulnwidth,
that
(l) Chilton (1892)
joint is normally short,
view of the distinctness
interest that in the
joint is short in th~ A!Jlsel1dilc!ae
(2) A produced
9) fail to show.
('I) must be
and so suggest a width
seglnent
bined length
is little longer
Antennule
Basis well
shorter than in any extant fornl
strongly downwardly
peraeopods .u, u· UU,.L v~~ lJJl "
three peraeopoda.
U ropod very short, peduncle
Genotype. Protarnphisopus
Such characters as are be fossils are for
not those on which is based the present the Phreatoicids
the general is EophTeatoicus,
and so unlike of sub-alpine species
extremely probable that it is correctly to the
In the shortness of the ischia it is distinctly
extant form; (1) the unusual of of the peraeon segments
possibly have been attributed to a development of the coxae
the anterior peraeopods were it Phreatoicid coxae are to be made
in some of the remains p. 376,· and fig. 8, p. 377).
shortness of the. uropod and the ahruntlv··Pllldlng' tailpiece are in marked aQ'l'eerrlerlt
with Phr·eatoicopsis. The expansion of the downward extension
merus(2) on the anterior peraeopods, the of peduncle and rami of uropods,
the rugosity of peraeon segments, are all features found in
appendage identified by Chilton as antenna is, also
and short as is the case in many (cf. latipes,
p. 27, fig. 1), but it may equally well have an antennule which, too, is
relatively stout appendage,. and in that be relatively long and multi-
jointed. The near uniformity in the length peraeopods is probably primitive
(cf. Acanthotelson), but the expansion of was doubtless associated
an active swimming habit may to have been derived
independently of any Amphipod It is exceeded in the
P. la.tipes from Australia.
A specimen, provided by.Dr.
by Chilton, reveals the dorsal surface
length not greater, and less
suggests a short sub-(iel)r(~sE:led
are those of a female,
E.
apparently
preserved
Chilton's figures
seventh
seglnents
figures
is of
,.,.r..(,f11~.. n.,.." in Eophreatoicus and re1prleSE~nt~ed
tuft of
this latter
pleon
considered.
In one annenaa2'e. on 'v. v. ..... -v............. 1f-1 'CT
fig. 10) a rounded
just such a knob
tJ'v.LJ.J.u,!J';.::J in A.
Chilton,
CaIman.
of a new
know'n, it is
extant genus and particularly
was, receive an
With the of
N one of the specimens a Inodified fourth
While this is possibly due to the seen were females, it
not unusual to find a great number of the sexes, (1) it seems
more probable that, at that stage this modification had not COlne
existence. Even among extant this peraeopod remains unmodified
Pa1'a1nphisopus, Phrr'eatomerus, Phreatoicopsis.
Concerning the is found that in those species with
this limb tends to become at an early stage of maceration,
whereas less bulky peraeopods usually remain attached. Since in none, nV'\~n..,.n'n~I'T'"
of these fossils is this first peraeopod preserved the explanation may be
the gnathopod had, even at that remote period, already undergone considerable
developlnent.
While there is perhaps
for this fossil species, of which so
find as luuch justification its
to as that
specialized subterranean species.
In its general appearance
E ophreato1~cuS kerr'sha~vi, P hreatoicopsis
the external features of Arnphu;;olnUle
in any living form.
would have already
so n1any species or
species (E.
more ancient.
relationship to
is in this species
ll1uch as in Talitrids.
fossil, did not
to the
THE
ischiun1 shown
third and seventh
26.-Protamphisopus wianam,attensis (Chilton) .
seen1s to be in the
which the least recalls the
suggested p. 375); much more
P. terricola or S. ambjguus, while the
te'rrricola or U. pearrsoni.
proportionate depth more like that of a
generalized than the condition found in A. which is, of existing
species, probably the n10st An1phipod-like. Since this of known Phreatoicids
had, thus, in Triassic times, a more Amphipod-like form than of its present-day
representatives, and since it was, by that vast so luuch nearer
to common stock, the force of the argument in of kinship is the greater,
while the supposition that the present-day appears much
than in the due convergence, correspondingly
terricola
114 1.
having sinuous
ventral end, and
coxa projects in rounded
eyes, in comparison with
sub-oval bodies on the
forty-five ocelli, but the eye
(a large
a number (forty-four or forty-five)
In long-preserved
Spencer and Hall, comparing
few) suggested that the larger number
authors as about thirty) vvere with
and far smaller Phreatoicids (e.g., A?nphisolJUS,
etc.) n1ay have actually eyes as well as a
seen1S more probable that has been a Inarked rfl?,roiPtJns~'1?
size of the eyes in P. terricola as a consequence
and subterranean mode of life.
Peraeon. In its general proportions,
tas?nctniae (G.M.T.), the segments being
The segments appear practically
the second, third, and fourth are longest and
the greatest width; fifth, sixth, and seventh slightly in length; the first
(although comparatively long) is actually shorter than seventh but is unusually
deep-almost equalling the seventh in dimension. On the sternite of the
peraeon segn1ent is a large conical boss between coxae of gnathopods.
The ventral borders of some of the segments have a setae, the produced angles
nearly always bear a spine and the fused coxae, a sparse ventral
Sub-n1arginally, ther,e are remnants anterior and segmental setal rows.
Such a feeble development of setae is doubtless the burrovving
life.
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even
associated with
n1ay to enhance
(1891, p. 154) has suggested
appendages, but should be
pleopods freely
and that the exposure
protection of the pleopods
Inargins of the pleura
posterior border. In
setae n10stly stand
be that
wiana1nattensis. Depth in
actively sv/imming habit, and
effect of the stroke of the pleopods.
pleura serve merely to protect these
in practically all Phreatdicids
below the whatever the depth
in forms of subterranean habit where
abraision would seem to most needed.
with a fringe of setae, which is continued
latter region, the fringe actually
and thus are readily overlooked.
The ta,ill:Jie()e in side vie"\v (fig.
dorsal to very
posterior border rises in a scarcely eleValCef1
'-'f'J ..... '-"J'-"4~V'-' the telsonic projection of other genera
piece (incomplete below) instead of persisting merely
the juvenile, there appears a distinct
anal opening is a vertical slit guarded
included by the border; anal folds
level, an anterior part of anal opening
(fig. 27, 3v). The ventral edge of this hinder tel sonic region lies
the sternal surface, there being in this species recognizable
More is of the
negligible as con1pared with found in other
C0111eS very near to the observed and
genera. The free telsonic edge (including margin) is
short setae, interspersed with occasional larger setae. Immediately
anterior to the uropod, the ventral margin bea:rs a powerful spine, forward
which, as it bends upward to pass into vertical anterior border of
are five six stout and curved spiniform setae with which
be 111ingled a few finer setae. Separating obliquely ventral from
posterior Inargin is the curved the dorsal
of which the suture sixth seglnent appears as
well-defined ridge in this or spines.
by reflected light, whole granulation which
an ar1110Ur closely-fitting is seen as a
edge.
teeth on its
proximal
with three
111ain dentate edge.
grinding face concave.
the lacinia
three) teeth;
to present downwardly,
first and second
region produced
appears angular,
vvith an
the antennule.
The upper lip 27,
aSYInmetrical epistome, is ahnost
flattened, almost emarginate and
setae; on either side of this central
round nearly to the episton1e, in S0111e
points. The anterior face of the episton1e is
lip rather flatter; under high magnification,
The relations of the I}ncindible to adj acent
111ade out in this than in other smaller
head laterally is along a nearly horizontal line
n10re than the middle third of the ventro-lateral
is very thick,its dorso-n1esial surface occupied
n1uscle; further attachment for the muscle is ny',n'(nlrlc.rI
rises froln just within the ventral border of the
the head. At its narrow (n1andibuhtr) end,
chitinised and seems to be actually articulated by
The anterior border of the opening for the
border of the base of the n101ar. The adductor
within the mandible quite close to the· origin of
behind the mandibular articulation, the mandible
with the head, a contact so close that it
lation. In front there projects the fulcral process,
fits into.' a corresponding hollow provided in part
the ventral surface of ,sub-ocular region of
the hinder part of the n1andible is greatly narrowed,
against the anterior margin of the
irregular 'ball and socket' articulation, but in
post-Inandibular region, which projects and the
is excavated into a distinct concavity. The
conceals the outer part of the maxillula; in
always uncovered, the epipodite of the maxilliped
Ihnited by the slot upon the gena.
The left mandible (fig. 28, 6l) has three
cutting edge, the most ventral being particularly
indistinctly subdivided into. two; the lacinia mobilis,
heavily chitinised teeth, lies quite obliquely, mesial
1110lar i:s very stout and comparatively short, its
On the right mandible, the outer edge shows
n1uch less strongly chitinised and has but two
is long, relatively slender with its end obliquely tY'lI1111(>~lrp{'!
directed grinding face. In both, the palps are
sub-cylindrical, the third conical and curved; the
forn1 setae distally, the second joint with some
and a few others scattered on the n1esial
three or four strong, minutely denticulate spines
covered with setules.
The lower lip (fig. 28, 7) has
into an inner lobe scarcely distinct
being liable to son1e alteration under
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fringe
penicillae or seto-
appear to differ
chiefly in their
well developed
in1bricating (scale-like)
incurved with
better than in Inost, can the
composed of stiff setae
eight (perhaps more) in
setospines which arm the inner
and greater bushiness. Upon the outer
Hit,erU-{l1::-lL<:U fringe which away proxin1ally
short setae.
1ncixUlula, the structure described by Sheppard
VfJehLU>UJ'y.LLD cleared with caustic potash, can be quite readily in te1i·ry·icolci
appendages be exaluined by reflected light-the and arlClC1LllaXlClns
plainly evident. It differs, however, fron1 the account given of ta8 i}naniae
the segment appears to be In the some but not
n1ay be distinguished in a siIuilar lnanner. These appendages
inadequately described by the staten1ent that they a fairly close
to P hTeato1:cu8 a'u8tral1:8 '(Sheppard, 1927, 118) .
n1axillula (fig. 27, consists of the two well-chitinized basal seglnents
the outer piece (id~ntified as the second is triangular
and larger, relatively, than in other Phreatoicids. its outer border,
articuates the heavily-chitinized lobe, clearly divisible into
regions-a proximal., pyraluidal in with its whole mesial surface
Occ::Ul:nea by n1uscle luasses and its outer setose-and distal SUb-{~lUla]~'aJHtl1112Lr
This latter has a nearly straight outer border about two-thirds
and is then bent the setae decreasing in length and
its lnid-Iength; the inner border sinuous clothed ,:vith setae.
obliquely truncated and ends apically in a curved, sub-triangular ,surface.
wider, lateral, end of this surface, is row of four dark, heavily
chitinized or teeth, followed by five curved rows of three apiece with a
lnesial tooth ,at the inner apex of triangular surface. The
third row (counting the outer end) broken by the presence of
tooth. Thus, there are twenty of these spines, but there is
variation, since Spencer and Hall describe as having a triple row of spines
total of twenty-five. The short of pIun10se setae on the surface of
in other Phreatoicids, is here by two :stiff pectinate setae
SOlne, by one stout and two luore slender setae. The inner endite, shorter
barely half the width of the outer, is a n1uch less robust structure with convex
and concave inner border, both setose. The free (distal) end is ev,enly
and armed with a close rank of long, slender setospines, about eight in
.. L .....' ...... ....,v .... and a second row of seven setae, and pectinate. At proximal end,
broadening anterior and posterior surfaces of the lobe becolue
and into the large hollow so bounded, great n1uscles enter to have their
Still more proxhually, the lobe is continued as a narrow wavy chitinous
inserted on the distal aspect of the first segn1ent of the appendage.
The figure of the 1naxilla given by Spencer and Hall (1896, pI. 4, fig. 6) requires
1110dification. The appendage (fig. 27, 9) set very obliquely to the trans-
so that the proxiIual endite is for,:vardly directed, the two plates of
lying one behind the other nearly n1uch posteriorly as laterally.
features (relative proportions of disposition of setae, etc.) it
retain a condition. Thus are
length, and the inner endite has a \vide inner, concave, and
surface antero-n1esially. sub-Inarginal fringe
n1ay either sin1ple or into a scattered

On
piece forn1ing
being bent in a
concave, almost ~r1't~n."II·-III't~.
Between these, of v/J/Jv....., .....,"-'
outgrowths of the
P,wraeopods.
third, and fourth
examination of two
resemble those of capensis
etc.) and New Zealand
the joints; the basis of hinder
rounded condition be primitive, it
fossil species had
almost all of the joints of the
condition has come about by the loss
the adoption of the burrowing habit,
independently in Phreato;icopsis
where upon the n1ainland of Australia,
would not explain, however, the occurrence
the Great Lake species; unless we
reversion to a free-living
burrowing stage. P. terrricola differs
shortness of its peraeopods in the
nearer to M. cape'Yl,sis, to which species,
The longer legs of ,P. tasl}ncLniae may
for it n1ay be found freely in hollows
living species live n10re or less buried
peraeopods are practically without
sparse spines fringe the posterior
peraeopods a few spines occur on the
Pleopods. In the of the
greatly from that which considered
lan1ella, such as is seen in M. capensis,
fringed in all of these forms with setae
of the mesial border. But, in
a similar shape and size (also, presumably, the Y\V',VV\li-''<Tr1l
and liintoni the endopodite has dwindled sOlnewhat, though retaining its narrow,
sub-acute shape, in tet'T'£colcf, it is shortened. (It is of interest that
Phr;·eato1ne1~u.,s lat'i1JeS, although the lalnellae are alike and equal, they
as a series, become short and broad, presumably in conformation to the
depressed broadened condition of the The sympodite is stout, dark-coloured,
and heavily chitinized and is divided by groove into two regions; from
distal spring the two lamellae and two lobes-one mesial (the coupling
sub-triangular with apex directed distally surmounted by three or four
setae-the outer, possibly a almost semi-circular, with
edge set with from ten or eleven Lying posterior to this
ina position which such a lobe has an epipodite) is a
extension of the which is other Phreatoicids only on
and succeeding More of an in'ner
indicated laterally by sn1all three or four stiff,
setae.
Of the specimens
1928) all which were then in
Adelaide obtained fron1 Otway
addition, a couple of preserved
a quantity of living material
Melbourne, to whon1 writer
sincere a
were nlales
I.
being slightly longer
joint being, in shape
pleopod and tends
of a wider basal
endopodite of the
lobe is rather
of epipodite
with pale bluish-white tint, the
cadiunl yellow Inarkings always
seventh peraeon segments and first,
on the the yellow colour
near the hind of the segment;
to the hindnl0st two seglnents of
fades to a dull creamy white.
Two or three specinlens have
OVlerlOOlnnJ;! the Gellibrand R. and
Granlpians (Raff) , but as suggested
perhaps be assigned to a new
there have been examined (in
the Museulns of Melbourne and
and also froln the Gran1pians. In
given by Mr. Searle of Melbourne
Professor Wadhaln of the University
take this of expressing
specimens examined,
and spatulate
123
in another three
were undoubtedly
These Inust develop
in which the penial
the endopodite of the
no sexual Inodification
sex such cases can be made
and second pleopod.
showing the first stage of the brood
particularly long penes were' found
On large spent ,female, with fully-
present on segn1ent seven, although
Subsequently, four others, both
1110derately-developed These
see11 in the 111a1e, being rather
brood-pouch containing about thirty
fen1ale (30 n1m.) exhibited a well-
this the oviduct opened
to be a n1esial extension of the
that in the Inale there is a
to, but s111a11er than, the norlual
fen1ales.
Gralnpian none examined
differences from condition
scanty warrant the institution
gen. n.
Head relatively long with short and
concealed by coxa of gnathopod,
slnall but prominent,
and peraeon wider than deep, anterior
pleon appearing compressed, the full
width in that region; tailpiece
upturned.
with few joints; antenna of 1110derate
sInall , united with spine row; maxillula
Inaxilla with endites of third seglnent
peraeopods only moderately expanded;
exopodite, stylet long, armed
InesiaI process which can apposed to
closing the telsonic arch; the
ra111i without terminal
the antennule found
but large
ocelli-its condition su!g:ges1~s apprO~SlCll1n.2.' obSIOlElscence.
setae on the face
sopine
telsonic apex is
however, in the
condition of the
and Syn.amlJhisopus, which
the uropod-but []r'a1nph1:sopUS
Since Inuch smaller
and Phr',eatoicoides,
forms; but the condition
the structure vvhich ll1ay
for life in underground
Uranlphisopus
NIale. Body robust,
uniforll1· width from second to
to head and tail; its length six
spines absent, setae scanty
where they become longer and
The head, which is as long
segments, measured in ll1id-dorsal
is wide through its whole length,
elnarginate; eye, of moderate size but
of becoming obsolete, there only
laterally placed, in some specin1ens
about six times their long dialneter,
The sub-ocular incisure is well
margin extended as the long
lobe of the head. The hollow behind
The ventro-Iateral of the
lation and dips down into the
ventra-lateral (maxilliped) area
is short, the mandibular articulation
deep, overhung by the coxa of
small' posterior process'. The
at its lower end, is hidden by
ridge from the intersegn1ental
from the head. Higher up, on
not meet its fellow dorsally, so
Inaxilliped segment is not quite
First peraeon seglnent very
it is much wider than the coxa
dorsal view it is seen to embrace
Phreatorner'us but differing J.JLJ."'''.LJL~.v'-4.·J..Y
is not fused the head.
to
and second peraeon
peraeon seglnent
In
E. 125
5.
126
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FIG.
PHREATOICOIDEA:
to be
v. HYPSIlVIETOPINAE
Body vermiform; with cervical groove, eyes \vanting
antenna long; segment long, free from head tel son
Gnathopod attached well behind head, differing the two sexes;
sexually n10dified; pleopods without hooks endopodites
epipodites present penial stylet short, strongly bent
apically; uropod having with fixed spines.
rrwo genera four species are placed together
'V'l"ll,~rfClrf in the All are specialized forms which lead
probably adopted relTIote distribution
that of the two found in
Otways and other two froln West Tasmania-a
probably at least as old as .. the Great Lake.
the firstperaeon probably
which has led to the verlniform condition--the
result of that lTIode life. the PH~Or:)OdlS
1902, p. 219.
but shorter than
vvithout eyes or sub-ocular
free from head, first
the combined length
than fifth pleon seg'ment,
two stout spines and
a conspicuous transverse
mobilis; inner endite
nlaxilliped with palp long,
both basis and ischium short
sexually modified; hinder
exposed, .both exopodite
of male with
epipodite on three hindmost
of uropod raised on
spine fused with ralni.
Body slender,
con1bined length of
incisure, with transverse groove; first per'(fJeon
peraeon segn1ents sub-equal; ])le01'1/ short, less
head and peraeon, pleura little developed,
narrow and truncated, the end
cluster of setae not in lateral view.
Antennule short; antenna long;
ridge; right mandible probably with reduced
Inaxillula with six setospines and one simple
epipodite sub-pentagonal. Gnathopod of male
and broad, propod very stout; fourth peraeopod
peraeopods with dactyl long; pleopods largely
endopodite of first pleopod with plunlose setae,
stylet short, strongly curved, tapering and unarnled
pleopods, endopodite not n1arkedly reduced;
inner dorsal edge, rami shorter than peduncle
Genotype. intrus01" Sayee.
foHowing 111ay be added:
on the tailpiece.
peraeon segment slightly
of fourth j oint of peduncle
terminally. Antenna
Inandible with
right n1andible between
a 'single stouter, simple
reduced; setae on terIninal
as having a slnall
in Ph'Y'eatoicoides, to
froln an apical series
as passing to
in that the dactyl is
ischium are unusual
basis scarcely expanded.
fringed with setules, that
Posterior to
tvvo spines and
Hypsimetopus intrusor
Sayee, 1902, p. 210, pIs. 18,19 (HUI). int.ruso'r).
Sheppard, 1927, p. 121 (H~JJJ. 1:ntrusvT).
With the characters of the genus,to which
Body sn100th and practically free fron1
eyes wanting, with a few setae on anterior border
produced antero-ventrally. Antennule not reaching
of antenna, flagellum with seven joints, slightly
with n10re than thirty-three joints in the flagellunl.
on prin1ary dentate edge, three on lacinia mobilis
spine row and primary dentate edge (with four
spine' which can be nothing but a lacinia mobilis
joint of palps 'faintly feathered '. The maxilla
of short setae filtratory)
proxinlal part of the inner endite; a gap
setae. In the maxilliped, the brush setae
endite. The gnathopod is massive and is ...1"'- .....1U'-'1 ........
shorter the palm; both
being short, as as long. Peraeopods
The pleuron pleon se~~nllent
fringed
of
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The suture between sixth segment and telson is indicated apparently
very and wholly unarmed ridge, but possibly there is present a of <'I ....... , ....... " .. I".N
as in EophT'eatoicus.
Size. Male 15·5 mm.
Colour. Creamy white in alcohol
OCCUTrence. Associated with Engaeus burrows the earthen
dam of a nline 'near Zeehan, West Tasmania' (1901).
Three attelnpts have been made by the writer, and another by a student in
the DepartInent, to rediscover this species. All have been unsuccessful. The
foregoing account has been based, therefore, on the account given by Sayee.
Phreatoicoides Sayee
Body linear, sub-cylindrical. Head long and shallow, produced well in advance
of mandible, anterior border slightly elnarginate, Ininute sub-ocular well-
marked cervical groove near posterior nlargin, mouth parts forwardly placed,
disclosing ventro-Iateral part of head, posterior process not discernible; eyes
wanting; terga of peraeon segments shallow, not concealing ventro-Iateral part of
segnlent; first peraeon segment long and free from head, produced very little
forwardly onto the head, sternites produced into ventral nledian prominences,
gnathopod with coxa small and set well back behind head; pleon very short and
but slightly laterally compressed, pleura practically wanting, wholly exposing the
pleopods which are without epipodites. Tailpiece large and truncate, wider than
the rest of the body and attached by a narrow joint. Antennule ahnost filiforln;
antenna very long; right mandible \vith vestigial lacinia mobilis, maxillula with
but three setospine's on inner endite. Gnathopods of breeding male very large, the
palnl defined by pronlinent tooth; fourth peraeopod little sexually modified; uropod
,:vith short stout peduncle and styliforlll rami.
Genotype. P hreatoicoides gracilis Sayee.
Phreatoicoides gracilis Sayee
(Fig. 31)
1900, p. 122, pI. 10-12 (Ph. fjrac'ilis).
Sheppard, 1927, p. 120 (Ph. gracilis).
Sayee's figure suggests that the body is rather n10re setose than in
the other two species, fronl both of which it also, in the depth and
of head, the proportions of the first peraeon segll1ent, the length of the
segrnent and in the proportions of pleon segnlents and tailpiece.
In this species, the head, as cOlllpared with peraeon, is not particularly deep,
a sub-ocular incisure can be nlade out, there is a 1nere indication of a cervical
the first peraeon segnlent is the shortest, but, even so, is little
than head, while both the second and third segnlents are distinctly longer than
the head. In the lllale of both lOl'ngicollis and wadhwn~i, the first seglllent is
and is 1110re than t\vice the length of the seventh ,vhich, in Sayee's figure
g lrac1:lis (I.e., pI. 10) is shown as longer than the first. In the pleon, the
segnlent, too, is rather shorter, but the relatively longer; the entire
(as conlpared with the attains greatest degree of
in this
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Of differences the appendag'es, the following should noted.
and antennae are rather more setose than The fringe of setae
on the ventral of the labrum continuous. Of the Sayee has
stated (1900, p. 129) that they , no essential respect from P. austr-alis
and P. ter'r-icola '. Actually these tvvo species widely in this appendage,
PJvreatoicopsis teTrricola a "veIl-developed lacinia mobilis on the right
n1andible, whereas in ciustrralis and its congeners the structure has been wholly
In all three species of the lacinia is present but greatly
reduced. In P. g'racilis, this structure appears as slender two-pronged fork and
lacks the inner denticulation seen in longicollis; in the palps the proportions of
the joints, as recorded by Sayee, differ from those of lorngicollis; in the left
mandible there are said to be four teeth on both cutting in the Tasmanian
species there are but three on the lacinia.
In the the occurrence of setospines on apex of inner
endite is apparently constant for the genus, in the apex is much less
oblique; the two simple spines sub-terminal to the setospines are variable on
the outer endite, Sayee records eight or nine spines gracilis; in longicollis
are eleven or twelve.
So far as maybe judged from Sayee's figure (1900, pI. 12, fig. 7), there is no
in1portant difference in the maxilla, although the gap found, in the proximal
endite, between proximal and distal setae seems to be less evident in gr-acilis.
The maxillipeds, according to Sayee, are almost identical' with those of
austTalis; they are apparently somewhat variable, for the single specin1en which
has been available for examination the condition differs in setosity, etc., from
that described by Sayee. It may be said to resemble that of austr-alis only in so
far as the maxillipeds of this sub-order are all superficially much alike. The coxa
is not particularly short; the epipodite long, oval in shape and without fringing
setae-the basis is about twice as long as wide; the endite the long 'brush
setae fringing its dorsal edge are few in number and there is gradual transition
into the condition of the apical setae. On the dactyl there is a fringe of setae
on the outer (lateral) border, almost as close as that upon the Inesial.
The hand of the gnathopod in the has been described by Sayee as
occurring in two conditions 'normal' and hymeneal '. The normal condition
said to be similar to that of the female ; the hymeneal Sayce found limited
males from 9 mm. to 12 mm. in length, the normal' condition occurring in larger
speciInens·( up to 17 mm.). As specimens were said to reach 20 mm., it Inay
assulned that the largest specimens were female, although a female vvith brood-
pouch is recorded as measuring 12 mm. It seenlS possible that there is here
protandrous hermaphroditism and that the specimens were undergoing
sex change. In the one specimen (male, 10mm.) examined (fig. 31, 11) the
condition of the hand is apparently intermediate between the hymeneal and the
norlnaI. There is some variation, also, in details setation, shape, and proportion
of joints. In P. longicollis, the propod is much stouter relatively, although the
species does not attain to so considerable a the shape of the joint
reminiscent of that of likeness which is still n10re
evident in P.
Perraeopods. The fourth peraeopod
dactyl is very but the
tern1inal three joints Inay be capable of
(I.c., pI. 12, fig. 11) of the third peraeopod
not sub-chelate and the
etc., suggests that the
prehensility. Sayce's
in1pression. The seventh
Sayee.
1S"", ~~-;~.. ,~t (,'-
""",
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preCE~dlng ; the joints
the dactyl
In the first (fig. 31, series, the lamellae
in shape, endopodite not greatly the exopodite with
fringe of simple setae in its distal half. The sympodite is long and
long entangling setae. In the hinder appendages there is a marked decrease
the size the endopodite as well as in the distal lobe of the exopodite.
fringing setae lTIay occur around the whole border that lamella, but even the
in the specin1en exalTIined, is lTIuch less than that figured by Sayce
12, fig. 13). It is of interest that, in pleopod (fig. 31, 13(2)
this 10 ll11n. male specill1ell, the penial stylet more strongly developed than
the large ll1ale (17 111111.) figured by Sayee, which 1TIay perhaps lend support to
suggestion that the species may be and the stylet
undergoing reduction in size in later ecdyses, increasing age. It is
specimen that the marked likeness of this stylet to that of P. te'f'ricola
H. int'f'USo1" is so noticeable; it is definitely Amphisopine type rather
the Phreatoicine. In an of the pleopods, the lan1ellae may be greatly narrowed
proximally to appear stalked-"-a condition that variably developed in l11any
forms.
Uropods (fig. 31, 15). The peduncle is alld stout, and
bare of setae. Neither inner nor outer dorsal borders are raised, but distally,
near to the n1iddle of the dorsal surface, the peduncle is produced into a vvell-
ll1arked spine, as in both of the other species of PhTeatoicoides. Rather C<11-1"Y\1('1C"lnr~'I'l''''
this does not appear in Sayee's figure (l.c., pI. 12, fig. 14), nor is it n1entioned
his description, and, although it is less developed than ill longicollis or
is, nevertheless, quite a proll1inent feature. Froln a point a little proximal and
1nesia1 to this process, there arises a series' of spinules which becon1e increasingly
nlultifid (fig. 31, 1511t) dorsi-ventrally, along the edge of peduncle, internal to the
ramus. Beneath the ral11i, these are represented by n1inute toothed spines.
The rami are styliform, sub-equal, and the inner rather longer than the peduncle.
Both have abruptly sharpened apices, set with a ventral tuft of setae, some
OCCU1'r'ence. So far as can be ascertained, this species has been taken only
once, when Sayce found it in a slnall tributary of the Narracan River running
thlcoough a steep, virgin fern gully. This was described in 1899 as being almost
im,penetrably dense. Thirty years later, in the hope of obtaining fresh n1aterial
of P. for cOlTIparision with the newly-found P. longicollis, a visit was made
to Thorpdale, only to find the whole country rolling down-land with scarce~y a tree
in sight. After prolonged' searching, there was found what seemed to be the
shrunken creek, and el11bedded in its bank, the remains of the trunk of a solitary
and almost wholly decayed tree-fern; a few blind Amphipods were collected but
there ,¥as not trace of Phreatoicids. Traced to its SOUl"ce, the creek was found
to issue from a very steep slope near the sumn1it of the hill. A little on the far
side of the hill top, there was a large shallow pool which, the writer was inforlned,
be drained suddenly by thrusting a long pole into its floor, when it would
empty the creek on the opposite side of the hill. It appears probable. that
there is SOl11e considerable subterranean hollow beneath the lake bed, and here,
!J"-' .... JL ..U ...... pIU' P. gTacilis may still persist. A wide search over the neighbourhood failed
to discover any other likely habitat. It had thus, as restricted a
bution as Hyperoedesipus.
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longicollis,
(Figs 32,
Body slender,
seg111ents not produced,
spinules. The total length pleo-telson about two-fifths that of
Fifth pleon segment distinctly longer than combined length of the
seg111ents. Tailpiece very large, forming more than half of the total
the pleo-telson, its hinder border shallowly emarginate.
Antennule considerably shorter than peduncle of antenna, with
joints, peduncle not nlarked off from flagellum, terminal joints
Antenna more than two-thirds of the length of the body; peduncle stout,
longer than the fourth but only about two-thirds of the combined length
third, and fourth. Right 111andible with vestige of lacinia mobilis. The
the 111axillula obliquely truncate, bearing three setospines
apically; extremity of outer endite truncate and arlned with eleven twelve
spines. Legs slender, seventh pair very long and with thin
peduncle of uropods stout, reaching end of tailpiece, rami as long as peduncle.
Dorsally to the base of the rami, there is a stout spine, backwardly
nearly half as long as the outer ramus.
Colou'r. In life, translucent white, with pale yellow patches on
through transparent chitin. In spirit, becoming creamy white.
Length. Longest male 13 mn1.; fenlale 9·5 Inln.
Habitat. Under small log's in swan1py country, near Queenstown
Tasnlania (February, 1928 and 1929) and on the slope of Mt.
Zeehan (February, 1929).
Co-types lodged in the Tasmanian Museuln.
The following description was based originally on an exalnination
large 111ale and upon dissections of a smaller male (10 111m.) and a
(9 nlIn.); subsequently, many other specimens have been examined.
The body is sub-cylindrical, without wrinkles and but sparsely
setae being n10st evident on the dorsal surface of the tailpiece. In the male,
length is rather more than ten tin1es the greatest width of the peraeon;
fen1ale only about eight times.
The without trace of eyes, has, in the male, a length approximately
equal to greatest depth and once-and-a-half the length of the first twice
that of the second) peraeon seglnent, in the female, the first peraeon
seglnent is so much shorter than the head is about twice the length of that \;!.anl'Y!Y'Il:>nr
anterior border of the head is shallowly elnarginate; from here, it
high rounded forehead reselnbling that of HY1Jsi1netopus, but behind,
contracts markedly, particularly in large males, giving the appearance
and recalling the condition seen in SOlne Anthurids and Caprellids.
feature, particularly noticeable in the larger Inales of this species is
extension of the head to project in front of the labrum, the sub-ocular
appearing on this anterior extension as a snlall notch. A sub-ocular segment
not indicated, but behind the labrum on the ventro-Iateral a second and
larger notch lodges the fulcral process of the mandible. The ventra-lateral
of the head is sinuous, nearly horizontal and is not produced behind
into a posterior process. Fron1 the ventral near its posterior
Inarked groove runs upward obliquely, not extending to the dorsal
thus Inarking off only incompletely from the head a wide
sub-triangular in shape; is obviously the cervical groove of
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first thoracic) segment is free
re]ma~KclOlY long, as the region of the head the part
of the cervical groove). This is longer than either of two next
segments which are sub-equal and are followed by three others, also
but slightly The seventh peraeon segment is the shortest,
of little more than two-fifths of that of more anterior segnlents.
and seventh combined have a length equal to that of the first peraeon
SiInilar proportions aTe found elsewhere only in HYPs1: f}netopus but seenl
usual in the Anthuridae. The inferior 111argil1 of the peraeon segnlents
(Ul,rJIJV<'N.L1J to be straight. In the felnale, the first segnlent is shorter
second and the third is the longest. Upon ventral surface of the
region, the body is produced in the Inid-ventr~l line into a nU111ber of
prominences, particularly noticeable posteriorly. Sayce has figured sonle\vhat
structures in P. (1900, pI. X, fig. 1), but they are apparently lnore
developed in the Tasmanian species.
pleon is divided into the usual six seglnents, but the first four are sub-
and unusually short,. their combined length being about that of the third
seglnent. They are, indeed, shorter than in other Phreatoicid,
again recalling condition of Apseudidae and some The fifth
seglnent is, however, rather well developed, having a length alnlost equal to
of the second peraeon segment. The sixth segment, too, is large, and with
telson makes a massive tailpiece longer than the \vhole' of the rest of the pleon,
having a length equal to, or even slightly exceeding, that of the head. It is
nearly once-and-a-half as wide as the rest of the body. Upon the first to fourth
pleon seglnents, the are scarcely developed, thus con1pletely exposing the
There is, a snlall pleural develcjplnent upon the fifth and sixth
segments, but not sufficient to the junction of, these two segments, in which
the body is quite luarkedly constricted. Such an arrangement perlnits, as
Sayce pointed out in his of P. grracili.s(1900, p. 127) of a deep
ventral flexion of the tailpiece. As noted below, moveluent is effected by a quick
action of the \vhole body, but unfortunately no observation was Inade
determine whether any abrupt backward 1110Vement may be effected by the tail-
The postero-ventral nlargin of the of the fifth segment is fringed
with short spinulose setae. Of fringing setae upon the ventral border of the sixth
segnlent, there are none or very few in the Inale, rather n10re in the female, but
po:sterlC.l~ to the insertion of uropods the ventral nlargin of the telsonic pleuron
furnished with a number of setae.
Seen from above, the teIson appears as a very slightly elnarginate body, the
actual posterior border of the last tergum being slightly concave, but behind this,
almost transverse end of the body projects slightly. Laterally, the tel son is
continued into small pleura giving, to a section through the region, a short wide
U -shape, a condition closely similar to that described by Sayce in P. g·tacilis.
The antennule (fig. 32, 4) is elongate and slender, reaching to the last joint
the peduncle of the second antenna (fig. 32, 4). It consists of nine joints,
which the proximal three luay be considel~ed as, constituting the peduncle, though
there is little to mark then1 off from the terluinal joints which make up the flagellum.
In their proportions, these flagellar joints differ somewhat from those of P. gracilis.
The first and second are short and sub-equal, third and fourth sub-equal but
rather longer, the fifth is long and slender and the last a mere knob. It bears an
nl+on1t"A"1I1I'tT cylinder' and a tuft of setae, the joint bearing one or two
, cylinders'.
iSH
is very long, three-quarters of the length of the body.
usual five joints peduncle, of which the fifth is relatively
than in P. g'tacilis but a few terminal setae. The number
in the flagellum is about "tWenty-five, but many of the articles appear to
about to undergo in anticipation of the next ecdysis.
and second are the fourth still shorter and they continue
the ninth. The tenth is and to include two and they so
continue, increasing in to the seventeenth. the eighteenth, three articles
To the twenty-fourth, are two pieces, while the last is but a
piece. Each joint has a of setae but the components are
setae; if these really separate articles, the flagell un1 would
asn1any as forty-six joints.
Labru11t. This is, as usual, aSYInn1etrical; the ventral border is
sparsely setose (fig. 32, 5).
mandibles are short and In the left mandible (fig. 32, 6l) the
dentate edge has four the lacinia is well-developed and has
dark, heavily chitinized teeth row broad with numerous denticulate
but three or four of the distal are setospines; the n10lar short with
rounded sub-quadrangular grinding surface. An acetabular process is developed,
the fulcral process was not The right Inandible (fig. 32, 6r') differs
noticeably in the great reduction of lacinia, which is little n10re than a stout,
two-pronged spike, scarcely separated froln the spine row. Occasionally, a n1inute
tooth appears as a s1na11 , projection between ~he two longer teeth.
cutting edge has four teeth. The right molal" is much longer and
than the left.
labiu1n (fig. 32, 7) has inner lobes wh~eh are fringed only with short, fine
setae; large outer lobes are setose only apIcally and mesially.
The 1naxillula (fig. 32, 8) shows ahnost the Inaximun1 degree of reduction in
the proximal endite, on which are never Inore than three setospines, while
or usually both of the two spines so generally present to Phreatoicidae
absent. The endite is narro\;v may even taper toa point, the setospines
almost mesial in position. The outer en<;1ite has the shape characteristic of
:iy'na~m~on'l~SOpUS, being sharply bent at its mid-point an(l armed apically with
about a dozen stout· spines. The plumose setae on the face of the
endite are also missing.
The 1naxilla (fig. 33, 9), too, has undergone considerable reduction. The
basal part of the proxilnal endite is variable but usually projects slightly and
caTried a short fringe of filter setae backed by four or five(l) stout setae from
which the. pectinations norlnally developed are practically wanting. The distal
part of the endite is long relatively, l'l1uch of its mesial border free froln setae, but
densely arn1ed apically with simple biting setae. Of the two distal endites,
the inner n1ay be quite narrow and short, the outer much wider, or they may be
ahnost equal length, each carrying a mixed series of denticulate and simple setae.
In the 1naxilliped (fig. 33, the features to be noted are the relatively
large sub-ovate epipodite produced a blunt point much as in Hypsimetopt(s,
setose only near its mesial border, the short basis with its endite armed n1€sially
with a few (six 01' seven) brush setae and an apical series of short plumose setae;
the palp rather short., with carpus n1.esially expanded, propod ahnost circular, the
dactyl flattened a:ud narrow, with few setae, practically all springing from its
mesial One or two coupling hooks may be present. In the fen1ale, the
(1) Seven on the left appendage, nine on the right. "in one female.
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lobe is large. It is carried vertically, projecting obliquely into the brood-
the anterior lobe of the first oostegite as usual externally to and
sheathing the coxa of the The free lateral border of the coxal lobe
bears mesially some half-dozen short curved setae and, more laterally, as many
luuch and very setae.
Gnathopod. Male (fig. 33, 11 , as basis, merus
antero-distally, the propod very border convex, the palm
produced into a great spine proximally even longer, at the distal
end of the palm which, between these is slightly concave; dactyl is
near its base but narrows abruptly near its tip; it is almost as long as
posterior border of the propod, its apex coming to rest against the setose posterior
surface of the proximal spine. In female, the proportions of the joints are
Inuch the same, except for propod and dactyl, both of which are but moderately
developed.
Peraeopods. The sexual modification of the male fourth peraeopod (fig. 33,
12(4) is very slight, for, although appendage is sub-chelate, the propod
hardly differs from that of preceding appendages.
The pleopods have undergone very considerable reduction. The first (fig. 33,
) has a fairly long sympodite carrying four or five entangling setae on its
mesial border; the exopodite is slightly longer and nearly twice the width of the
endopodite and bears a few fringing setae the convex lateral border and also
a few simple setae proximally on edge. The endopodite is quite bare
of setae. In the second pleopod (fig. 33, ), there is a small mesial coupling
lobe on sylupodite with about seven long setae; the exopodite· resembles that of
first appendage, except that there is a short distal lobe and that the nlesial
setae are less abundant; the endopodite has a rounded basal lobe from which
springs the outer respiratory lamella, and mesially, in the luale, a very stout penial
stylet. This tapers strongly to a narrow apex, is without terminal setae, but
bears a few (four or five) marginal spinules. The succeeding pleopods bear, on
the sylupodite, pronounced mesial coupling lobes, but are without epipodites. In
the two hindermost the exopodites are noticeably shorter and wider, the endopodites
become narrower but reach always to the base of the distal lobe of the exopodites
(fig. 33, 13(3). On the latter, plumose setae are generally wanting, but strong
simple setae line the short mesial border of the proxinlal lobe and rather longer
setae fringe the outer border.
On the tailpiece (fig. 32, 3s) a tuft of long terminal setae arises fronl the
flattened surface beneath the transverse posterior border; the telsonic pleura
are convex, somewhat produced. Their surface is markedly setose. A short
suture is continued forwardly from the dorsal border of the uropod but bears no
spines or setae; the ventro-Iateral border of the sixth pleon segment anterior to
the uropods has two or three tufts of short setae.
The uropods (fig. 32, 3d) are styliform; the peduncle is short and deep,
extending scarcely behind the posterior end of the body; the rami long and sub-
equal, the outer a little the shorter, but as long as the peduncle, the\vhole
appendage bearing many long setae. Fronl the mid-dorsal border, between the
rami, rises a short stout spine.
Occurrence. These Phreatoicids were first taken in open 'button-grass'
country, by the side of a narrow-gauge railway about three miles from Queensto\vn,
This qne-tinle ore line now serves the electric power station below Lake MaI>garet,
and even in midsummer, this patch of country is usually extremely ,!Vater
lying to the depth of an inch or so over considerable areas. and slowly
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iOn,!(J1,C()U~S to HYPS1rnetoTrus.
(1) It was in this patch of spllagnmm
1939, the occasion of
by cutting of the new road
(a) A curious COil1Ci(ien,ce
into a sphagnum-choked ditch the
an old 'corduroy track' composed
well advanced in decay, led away in
These poles were embedded
water, there being a much more evident
surface of these
disturbing the logs, the
trickling muddied water by an active
By accident or many reached
mouths of burrows (probably those
once from sight. A single log comlnonly
rare to secure more than one or two,
surprising in view of their blind condition
usual direct Isopod fashion. An attempt
the Inud at a foot below the surface
note that all of the specimens secured
6th) . None were seen on the occasion
afternoon of the previous day, nor again at somewhat early hour in the ........ 'v'V ......... 'J''J .....
of February 6th. An explanation which suggests itself is that this
(like Hypsi1netopus) normally shares of Engaeus from
en1erges periodically to feed on the surface of these logs. On the
hand, the association may be a purely accidental one and their escape into
holes Inay have been due to in-sinking which swept thel11 into
Both the Engaeus and these semi-terrestrial Phreatoicids are obviously restricted
to localities almost permanently where they live practically at,
very near, the surface but it may in Hypsi1netopus, as in that
Phreatoico1~des gracilis, that life under decaying wood within
crevices is the normal condition and that forced underground
tions of exceptional dryness, or when do these creatures take
within the 'land crab' burrows. It seems likely that the association
casual one.
The inclusion of these notes seems
n1ay engage in the search for such cryptozoic
they occur is one in which precise, landmarks not readily
lack of guidance, days may be wasted fruitless searching. The
the writer in this particular district was amongst other things, to attempt
to rediscover HypsimetopLts. This was found, apparently
accidentally, more than forty years ago specin1ens were (by
it has proved no longer possible to to Professor Haswell and,
sequently, described by Sayee (1902). locality is as '
Tasmania, in burrows of Engaeus During the summers
and 1929, and again in 1939, several spent in and around
an entirely fruitless search for this intruso1") (1) and,
tilne, one n1ale specimen in
the entire available material,
As regards
first occasion, in an hour's collecting.
when preserved, from 6 mm. 11·5
istic hand quite well developed, the
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had recently been
this, the '
visibly felnale,
the other two having
ventral body wall.
8·5 mm.
In 1929, the collecting
toicoides longicollis again
road) south-east of Queenstown
Zeehan, on the southern
reached a rather greater
years, other attempts were
W.A. to rediscover
localities and many
under the normally very wet
hope of success and on every occasion
For Phrreatoicoides gry'aciUs, found that the
pleo-telson to cephalo'-peraeon was to 100, and these proportions were
to be invariable (I.e., p. 137). be assumed that Sayee's measurelnents
were made upon a nun1ber of specimens, but there is no statement
whether or not this ratio was obtained froIn living (or freshly-killed)
specimens. If were the case, the proportions these two body regions
be almost identical with those in living P. longicollis. A considerable
shrinkage in length takes place preservation in spirit, sometimes
in the almost complete obliteration of intersegmental regions. In life,
are quite notable, in the peraeon, so that measurements made
the living animal would show an even greater disproportion between the
peraeon and the regions. examination of the smaller specimens
of P. longicollis suggests that disproportion increases with the increase
total length. Thus, in a male of 8·5 the ratio of pleo-telson to (·.PI[)n:alfll-nIPr~:t.p(rn
is approximately 43 to 100, whereas the largest specimen this ratio has
to barely 40 to 100. (1927, p. 84) notes that in an exan1ple
P. gracilis which she 100. Her
presumably one which had been fluid Inany years, and
had undergone the 11laximum possible, lTIOreOVer, that this spl~Cln1e~n
was not fully-grovvn and had ll1ature
leading. But
Ineasurements in
and thus of COJl1S1aeralOle
with 0 btained
The most striking
the Inarked reduction
the anterior five, a,;':',::lViL·.lU;l;C;U
noticeable
rather large; it
PHREATOICOIDEA:
this and, perhaps, to
Hyperoedesip'us. There no suggestion
New Zealand species.
Phreatoicoides n.
in
in
(Fig.
Body (fig. 1) slender, free fro111 ; the head lnuch
than deep but less than the combined length of the and second peraeon
with strong ridge running around the region and continued
the ventro-lateral border; cervical groove indicated; first to
peraeon segments sub-equal, fifth, sixth, and seventh progressively shorter
pleon with pleura scarcely first to fourth segments
few fringing setules, fifth segment long as the con1bined length of the
four preceding segments; pleuron restricted to the anterior half of the ventral
border, with few setules; tailpiece rather than half of pleo-telson.
Antewnule (fig. 34, 4) shorter than peduncle of antenna with ten or eleven
; joints of peduncle sub-equal, but first joint expanded laterally, flagellum
almost filiform, joints elongate, terminal not swollen. Antenna (fig. 34, 4)
very long, reaching to fourth pleon segment, flagellun1 with sixty-six joints.
Right mandible (fig. 34, 6r) with lacinia mobilis reduced to a single spike. (1)
Muxillula (fig. 34, 8) with setospines along inner border of proximal endite.
Gnathopod with very strong hand, dactyl (fig. 34, lll) stout, carrying numerous
strong setae. Fourth peraeopod subchelate.
Pleopods. First pleopod (fig. 34, ) practically the entire border setose;
few plumose setae latero-distally; penial stylet on second slender, endopodites
long on all but the fifth; distal lobe of exopodite not reduced.
U1'opods (fig. 34, 15) stout, styliform, the distal process of peduncle projecting
and between the rami, a row ofspinules running froln the middle
of the dorsal surface to the outer distal angle; rami rod-like, truncated apically to
end in a sharp point, the inner bearing a terminal tuft long setae.
Colour. Whitish, translucent in life.
Size. 9 mm. male.
Locality. Beechforest-Otway Mts.
The description is unfortunately incomplete, only a single Inale, sOlnewhat
damaged and almost certainly imInature, being available examination. This
was found in sphagnum which had been used as for a number of Phrea-
toicopsis terricola, sent alive by air-mail in the early summer of 1937. The same
moss contained one example of Trichoniscus sp. as well as a of planaria
and Geonen,"ertes sp. In January, 1939, an was made to obtain further
specimens, but proved fruitless.
The specific nalne proposed is in compliment to Professor Wadham, by whom
the material was collected.
(1) may· be bifid.


